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Dwyer Not Pardoned
to The Courler-Oaxett

Governor and Council
Unanimously Against Free
ing South Paris Murderer
remoteness of the
crime from Rockland much inter(ft w
manifested here in Knox
Cc.,nty ever the Paul Dwyer par(;,n ruse, and judging from street
(iniment everybody was prepared
tli decision of Gov. Sewall and
t ,e Executive Council against de
creeing executive clemency. The
verdict was unanimously in oppoiition. Dwyer is serving a life sentcnce lor the murder of his fellow
town.- man. Dr James G. Littlefield
in South Paris.
just before Dwyer’s request was
taken under consideration they
were advised by former Attorney
General Clyde R. Chapman of Bel
fast that former Deputy Sheriff
Francis M. Carroll of Oxford Coun
ty who also is serving life for the
same murder, planned to request a
pardon "at a later date."
Chapman was Carroll's chief
counsel when the latter stood trial
in 1938 fcr the elderly physician’s
slaying Dwver, in prison at that
time, wa.s the piincipal witness to
testify against Carroll.
No ne has ever been brought to
trial for the killing of Mrs. Llttleiield who was murdered with her
husband.
Attorney General Prank I. Cowan,
cne of several officials who opposed
Dwer's petition, told the Gover
nor ar.d Council that he was pre
paid to present evidence to convict
this young man (Dwyer) of murrieiing Mrs. Littlefield in New Gloutr ter if I am ever in a position to
do so."
Mrs Jessie Dwyer, a Hebron registered nurse and mother of Dwyer;
E Walker Abbott of South Paris,
counsel for the youth, and the Rev.
James H Burns of Great Barringt n Mass., spiritual adviser of the
Dwyer family, were the only persons
to plead for Dwyer’s freedom."
From the fatal night of October
13, 1937, until the second day of
December, 1937. when Paul Dwyer
voluntarily changed his plea of not
guilty to guilty’,’’ Abbott told the
group, "he was under the fear and
violence, threat and coercion, not
only to himself but to his mother,
which was imposed upon him by
Francis M. Carroll. Whatever im
plication or complicity Paul Dwyer
had, in the killing of James O. Lit
tlefield. did not result from his vol
untary willingness to participate
in the crime for which Francis M.
Carroll wa.s later indicted, tried and
found guilty."
In the Carroll trial the State
claimed that he killed Dr. Little
field after the latter had threat
ened to expose alleged Improprieties
exiting between Carroll and his
daughter, Barbara, Abbott said
Carroll’s desire to obtain letters
written by Barbara to Dwyer, indi
cating this relationship, led up to
the tragedy.
pc );te the
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SURPLUS SARDINES

Prospects look good for purchase
of Maine-packed sardines by tire
Surplus Commodities Corporation,
Representative Oliver of Maine
said Tuesday after conferring with
the corporation officials. Surveys
have been made in Maine and con
ferences held with Maine packers,
by representatives of the corpora
tion. who are buying for the Red
Cross, and under the Lend-Lease
Bill as well as for relief. In the
pi t the corporation ha* bought
' nlv for rel ef; now' the two latter
'ategcTies have been added. Drawk is that the corporation wants
f runce cans, which means lar-■ r fish and changing machinery
for the larger cans.
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Hanson’s Caution
Advises Service Boards
Not To Name Men More
Useful In Civil Occupations
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Complete Modern
Room-Cleaning
Duttit including:
8-toot hose
2 extension tubes
Rug Nozzle
Floor Brush
Upholster; Tool
Radiator Toot
Dusting Brush
Liquid Sprayer
Deodorizer
bemothlng Crystal*

BUDGET PLAN
Pay 83.05 down;
83 30 monthly
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SAFE
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COMFORTABLE
a/r conditioned
A Treat—Go Places
BY TRAIN
I nu ll be surprised how much
farther you can travel at less cost
SAMPLE FARES
IN COACHES

FROM ROCKLAND
Round Trip
DOVER, N. H.......................................

PORTLAND ....................................
WORCESTBB ............ -...................
BOSTON ............... ...............-............

7,84
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CLOSED SUCCESSFUL SEASON
The Baptist Men’s League Chooses
Ebner B. Crockett As the New Leader
—Mr. Day’s Farewell

THE FOUNDER’S FAREWELL

BEANO

th.»;i driving.

THBEK CENTS A COPY

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 59.

The Black Cat
'

IK I

Co-opera tion of all local Selective
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Service boards in Maine to make cer
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
tain that no man who is more was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
useful for national defense in his papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
civilian occupation is called for mili
As one feature of what Rev. Wil faced by the remarks of President
tary training was urged today by
liam J. Day declared to be his fare Axel E. Brunberg. whose two-year
[EDITORIAL]
General James W. Hanson, State
well address before the Baptist administration had done so much
Men’s League, the speaker Thurs- to restore the League to its former
Director of Selective Service.
CONFUSED SCHEDULES
Stressing the need for this careful
The National Association of Broadcasters is urging day
selection, Director Hanson called at
.'.r -u
light saving for the whole nation on the ground that the dif
tention to the recent announcement
ference in time disrupts the broadcasting schedules and
by National Headquarters, Selective
curtails
the effectiveness of the radio in keeping the public
I am sitting in my study.
Service System, that the Office of
As I’m thinking of the past;
informed.
It was this radio confusion which brought many
Production Management and other
And
many things come into mind,
supporters over to the side of daylight saving.
national defense agencies report
Clothed
in a varied cast.
growing shortages not only of skilled
NAVAL
BASE
A
PROSPECT
Some are dark, and some are bright,
mechanics but also in vital profes
And some are good and bad;
Washington advices tell us that the recently published
sions. He cautioned local hoards
While others flashing into thought,
story to the effect that Rockland and Bar Harbor had been
against calling men needed in fac
Are full of all that’s sad.
tory or field and concerning the
designated as Section Bases was not authentic. It is a fact
Some
of these things brought forth a laugh,
necessity of maintaining an ade
that both are being considered and those who would like to
While
others called out a sigh;
quate reservoir of professional and
have a fleet of small craft base here should not lose hope.
(By The Roving Reporter)
A bit of pride was felt as well.
technical specialists by permitting
As things went scurrying by.
NO NEW WAR SONGS
promising students to complete pro
W. Raymond Stewart of Union Tlie class of 1898. Rockland High
Among the things my mind recalled,
fessional training.
At last we have found out why no new war songs have
street deposited on my desk yester School, graduated at Farwell Opera
As passing in review,
“While the recruitment of a large
day a bottle which contained an House. Class parts: Salutatory,
been written since the present struggle began. Vocal music,
Was
a Men’s League at Rockland, Maine,
peacetime Army is essential to na
especially large and vicious looking Harry Leach; history, Frederick L.
it seems, is drowned out by the clatter of the mechanized
The best I ever knew.
tional defense," Director Hanson
creature of the beetle family. Tlie Derby; poem, Frances M. Tibbetts;
armies. Soldiers still sing, of course, on short marches and
This League had members fifty-four.
said, “it 4s equally important that
body was nearly two inches long, prophecy, Arthur R. Hayden; val
in camp—and at least on one occasion the Anzacs marched
When it began its course;
there is no interference with the
and it was conveyed by a generous edictory, Clara A. Skinner; ode,
into battle in North Africa singing “We’re Off To See the
To which were added many more,
production of defense supplies and
assortment of long legs. The sharp Maiy B. Cole. The other gradu
Who came from every source.
Wizard," from the “Wizard of Oz." The British soldiers are
eyes bore a wicked gleam. Unable ates were: Alice Edith Burleigh,
material. We must arm, feed and
singing
“
Tipperary,"
“
The
Beer
Barrel
Polka,
”
and
a
parody
There were clergymen and lawyers, too.
to furnish a pedigree I suggested Agnes Ingraham Cleveland, Kath
clothe the military forces of de
And business men as well;
on Walt Disney’s “Heigh-Ho! Heigh-Ho!” changing “Off To
that Mr. Stewart liberate the instet erine Theresa Donahue, Viva Le
mocracy and we must also main
There were doctors, painters, carpenters,
nora Hall, Clara Farwell Heming
and step on it, which he did.
tain the morale of the civilian popu
Work We Go" to “Off To War We Go." The people at home
With
news-men,
strange
to
tell.
way, Inez Mae Keyes, Eda Mae Lar
lation by protecting public health
sing “There’ll Always Be An England.” Across the Channel,
rabee, Susie McNeil, Franklin
Atrocious
pronunciation,
some

There
were
editors
and
seamen.
and general welfare. To do so, we
the theme song of the German radio at times is the threat
Knight Pierce, Edith Aimee Perkins,
Farmers,
presidents,
and
more
—
times
heard
from
careless
radio
must make careful and intelligent
of invasion—“We’re Sailing On England." Professors, clerks and bookkeepers
broadcasters, is forgiven in view of Beatrice Middleton Plummer, Lena
investigation of every registrant to
To
swell
the
ranks
galore.
the great service rendered. But it Lazell St. Clair, Mae Agnes Doro
COMMISSIONED
AHEAD
OF
TIME
be sure in each case that a call to
was
nearly the limit last night thea Sullivan, Clara Agnes Skinner,
military training will not interfere
For
four
and
thirty
years
you
see,
Sometimes there are bright spots in the National Defense
when one of them referred to our Clairemont Freeman Packard, Har
This League went on its way;
with equally important civilian work
situation, and we find one of them in the commissioning of
Chief
Executive as Governor Sea old Everett Dunbar.
Until
it
reached
this
"Ladies
’
Night,"
for national defense."
the new battleship Washington completed 17 months ahead of
In
the
Spring-time
month
of
May.
wall.
Selective Service Regulations with
schedule, and destined to take its place in the U. S. Naval
Many persons read with interest
respect to occupational deferments,
It is in this month the founder
the
item in Thursday's issue which
Fleet
the
first
of
July.
The
nine
16-inch
guns
and
other
Boiled
dinner
goes
best
in
its
Is expected to be here.
the Director declared, have the pur
heavy armament are already mounted. The Washington is a
second inning.—Ed. Pointer in the told of the irate local citizen who
As this closes the League’s meetings,
pose of guiding local boards to three
offered $10 for evidence which would
Boston Globe.
Till the Fall-time of the year.
35,000 ton craft—larger than any now in commission—and
major results: (1) Prevention of
lead to the arrest and conviction of
Providing,
of
course,
that
there
’
s
costing $70,000,000. This is a tremendous sum for one war
avoidable shortages of necessary
So here I am, as you can see,
persons dumping garbage in this
enough
left.
And with me I did bring.
workers ln the Nation’s program for
vessel, and it is hoped that it will be able to justify the naval
area. "Irate Citizen” should go over
The shortcake, which as usual,
defense production; (2) Protection
constructors’ plans if it is ever called upon to bear the brunt
Good
big
splashes
along
the
tlie road which used to be part of
Its praises all will sing.
of the national industrial training
of dive bombers and other hostile attacks. It means a revival
coast this week—first a submarine Route 1 entering Waldoboro. I don’t
program by deferment of individuals
The pleasure of my visits here.
of the battleship era which was so unwisely interrupted when
and an oil tanker went overboard, know how much hair “Irate Citizen”
when there is evidence that they
Prolonged through gracious years;
then a mine sweeper at Rockland has, but if any it would rise on end
the United States voluntarily “junked" many of its expensive
Is far beyond my speech to tell.
are “in training or preparation” for
and a trawler at Thomaston. New if he saw what I saw.
ships. It perhaps did not seem unwise at the time—rather a
As my closing address nears.
an occupation or employment neces
England can do it, and do it fast—
step in the direction of lasting peace—but in the light of
Dandelions are blooming now; for
sary to the maintenance of “na
For now the time has come, I feel,
Boston Globe
present developments when the heel of the marauder is so
tional health, safety, or interest,"
To say a last farewell
Which is going to be rather for beauty, you can’t beat them. But
ruthlessly crushing the democracies, the futility of it is only
I can tell you anyhow, I’d rather
To League and Ladies’ Night in Maine,
and (3) Anticipation of possible ex
tunate for Old England.
too plainly seen.
see than cat them.—Ed. Pointer ln
Where all has been so swell.
haustion of pools of highly skilled
workers not now employed in de
A strawberry supper at North the Boston Globe.
I think it best to stop right here.
VOTED RIGHT, WE THINK
I am one of the few persons in
fense activities but probably neces
Haven was camouflaged with ba
As no doubt you would do;
Rockland
who would agree with the
The
United
States
Senate
was
overwhelmingly
in
favor
of
nanas. one of which was found to
If you had reached the ripe old age,
sary in the near future for expansion
Glebe
man,
but up to this moment
weigh
three-quarters
of
a
pound.
Of fourscore years and two.
the requisition of foreign ships interned in our ports, and we
of defense production, when such
I
have
never
dared express such an
It
is
now
up
to
somebody
to
find
men "but for a seasonal or tem
are glad to note that both Maine Senators, Wallace H. White,
And so, to all I say goodby.
opinion
publicly.
—Oburier-Gazette.
the
heaviest
strawberry.
porary interruption would be en
Jr, and Ralph O. Brewster were on the majority side. Not,
With wishes for the best;
How about spinach, fiddlehead
gaged in such defense activity.”
May
“
League
”
and
’
‘
Ladies
’
Night"
go
on.
however, until they had supported Senator Vandenberg's
Scansion of the market windows greens and clover tea?—Lewiston
Intelligent deferment of. regis
Increasing in their zest.
amendment W’hich would forbid transferring to a another
yesterday, "fish day,” revealed these Journal.
trants must also include students
On memory’s page I’ll hold you dear,
belligerent. In this instance the vote was much closer, 43 to
advertised versions oi the speckled I can think of many other things
in certain specialized professional
And oft recall the night,
beauties,
“Mackeral,” “mackarel," of doubtful epicurean value—caviar,
38.
We
are
glad,
also,
to
note
that
Representative
Margaret
and technical fields. Director Hanson
When this “Men’s League” of Rockland, Maine.
and
"mackerel."
Take your choice. coot and tripe, for instance.
Chase
Smith
was
a
full
supporter
of
the
move
to
requisition
declared. He pointed out that recent
Was started off just right.
the
ships.
She
did
not
do
this
blindly,
however;
her
vote
was
studies made by the Office of Pro
Time has made inroads in the ranks,
have such a valuable member sent 1 message of which was sent out
based upon advices from informed sources.
duction Management have shown
As time does everywhere;
back to private life.
| frcm the U. S. Supreme Court in
the supply of manpower is either
Some have passed on beyond our ken,
A FINE ORGANIZATION
j
the Capitol in Baltimore May 24,
The
Baptist
Men's
League
was
“dangerously low” or there are in
With us no more to share.
formed
in
1907
and
17
of
the
charter
J
1844. with four words very appro
Sole survivor of the many church leagues which have
dications of shortages in the near
Soon we shall all have lived our life,
members
are
still
living.
Those
priate:
“What, hath God wrought"
future in 17 professional and tech
been formed in this city during the past 40 years is the Baptist
And ceased our service here;
present
Thursday
night
were
called
was
the
beginning of the world
nical fields.
Men’s League, which on Thursday night completed its 34th
God grant that we may find it then,
upon
to
rise,
and were given an ova encirclement, giving us the cables
The eight in which the more criti
In that higher, holier sphere.
season, without ever having missed a meeting. While bearing
tion.
! under the seas. Then came the
cal situation exists are: Civil Engi
a denomination title this organization is non-sectarian—a
In that divine Eternal League,
Special
guests
were
Mr
and
Mrs.
telephone and phonograph, radio,
neering.
Electrical
Engineering,
cross section gToup of the whole city without regard to
Where Christ is Lord of all.
Hans Heistad of Rockport, whese television, each and all marvels
Chemical Engineering. Mining and
May we complete in Him be found,
church, but always ready to throw its weight on the side of
delightfully rendered duets proved which the mind of man discovered
Metallurgical Engineering,
Me
When He for us shall call.
a fitting prelude to a memorable ! and unfolded. Today we can hear
any
movement
which
argued
for
the
city
’
s
welfare.
Its
pro

chanical Engineering, Chemistry,
meeting.
grams
have
always
been
of
an
educational
and
informative
Written by Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop, Mass , for delivery in
a speaker from almost anywhere
Medicine and Dentistry. The other
The gathering was a fine tribute j in the civilized world and get the
connection with his farewell address to the Baptist Men’s League
nature, varied now and then by entertainment of a lighter
nine are: Agricultural Engineering,
to Rev. Mir Day, whose address of I news of what is taking place just
of Rockland, Me., May 15, 1941.
character, but with a high standard always being maintained.
Sanitary Engineering, Pharmacy.
striking merit revealed the ardor
by turning a little dial on a maCongratulations to President Brunberg upon the success of
Physics, Biology and Bacteriology,
and spirit which have characterized
j
chine
in the home.
and four branches of Geo log?.
his two administrations, and best wishes to Elmer B. Crockett
his sermons and other addresses
In
the realm of photography
(Geophysics. Meterology, Hydrolo
glory.
He
expressed
his
gratitude
day night read the above poem. He
his successor in the chair.
down through the years. Mr Day
great strides have been made, the
gy, and Cartography).
had been presented to the season’s for the splendid cooperation he said in part:
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Students in these fields should be
largest audience by F. A. Winslow had received from the members and
The subject of Mr. Day’s address climax of which is the motion pic
of the entertainment committee for the fine entertainments which was “Pen Pictures of the Past and tures which interests millions off
deferred, the Director said, "so long
The British have taken the offensive on both sides of the
who spoke regretfully of Mr. Day's the two seasons had produced.
as they continue to be necessary
Suez Canal, with aerial attacks on Syrian airdromes.
Present." He dealt with the things people daily.
The report of the nominating which had taken place in human
The Senate voted yesterday to grant the Reconstruction
intention, and said that the BapWonderful things are taking
men in preparation or training for
F.nance Corporation sweeping new powers to expedite the
activities necessady to national in
place
in the industrial and com
life during the past 50 or 75 years,
defense program, backed by an additional $1,500,000,000 in
mercial
world. Think of putting
terest.” Such deferments, he em
which have transformed the world,
borrowing power.
coal, tat. water, salt, air, and a few
phasized, must be made individually
and
added
so
much
to
humanity's
Millinocket forest fires yesterday destroyed 100 camps. <
other substances into a test tube
under the "necessary man” pro
pleasure and profit.
President Roosevelt hints that the Navy may be used to
visions of Selective Service Regula
The ream of travel was first con and out of the mixture bringing
protect American shipping in the Red Sea.
tions and should include students
sidered, both on sea and land. Nylon Synthetic yarns and fabrics
Quadruplet girls born in Chicago yesterday died this
who have been deferred until next
We cross the Atlantic now in a that are turned into smartly fash
morning.
July 1 as well as those still to be
iff
few days, where it used to take ioned creations in wearing apparel.
In the realm of medical science
classified.
many
weeks: and we can do it
start at 1.30 p. m. sharp. Sunday
Citing those needs for occupational
wonders abound. The discovery of
amid
all
the
luxuries
and
comforts
Memorial services May 25 at First
deferments to safeguard national
off a first class hotel. The auto insulin and antitoxin, the advent
AU
patriotic
organizations
are
in

Baptist Church at 10.30 a. m. All
defense production, the Director also
mobile has revolutionized travel of blood transfusion to say nothing
stressed the fundamental fact that vited to participate in the parade bodies witli their Auxiliaries report
V
on land. As we move at railroad of our discoveries has placed ln the
the Selective Training and Service on Memorial Day and to attend the at Grand Army hall at 10 a. m.
hands of the medical fraternity
speed over, concrete roads.
Act absolutely prohibits any class Memorial exercises held at Grand sharp.
The achievements in aviation are great power of human benefit
Army hall. All bodies with their
or group deferment. He said:
wonderful. Business and pleasure Mending broken bones with screws,
“The local board has full authori Auxiliaries will report at Grand
Winefred Heidt, Metropolitan
are greatly benefited. Continents wires and steel bands is taking the
ty and responsibility, subject to ap Army hall at 1 p. m. Parade will
and seas are crossed with great place of the old plaster cast.
Opera contralto and student artist
peal. for deciding whether or not a
These are cnly a few of the
speed, and the ends of the earth
of Verna, husband of Luisa Fran
registrant is a necessary man and
things
to which we have fallen
are brought closer together as wc
THE BAPTIST MEN’S FORUM ceschi will be the star soloist on
whether he should be selected or
heir
through
the past half century
emulate
the
birds
in
flight.
The
OF
WARREN
will
present
Monday night’s Telephone Hour on
deferred. It. must consider all the
dream
of
"Round
the
World
in
80 and a little more. What will the
“
AUNT
JERUSHY
ON
THE
the
radio
at
7.30.
Miss
Heidt
has
evidence submitted ln connection
days" is now beaten to a frazzle next 50 years reveal for human
WAR PATH’’
been a member of the Metropolitan
with each individual case and must
(by special arrangement of
for we can do it in almost as many benefit?
Opera for two seasons .and has a
decide each case on its particular
Walter Baker)
hours.
glorious voice. She will make her
Elmer B. Crockett, the
A. E. Brunberg, the retiring
Directed by Almon Cooper
merits.”
In the realm of heat and lights,
second appearance on the Ford hour
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
president
president
GLOVER HALL. WARREN in July. Miss Franceschi is visit
marvels
have
been
wrought.
The
For flying instruction see Charlie
TUES. EVG.. MAY 20
If I had my life to live again I
ing at the home of her mother, Mrs.
wood-stove has given way to heat would
have made a rule to read soma
8.00 P M.
Treat, 68 Grace 6t., Rockland.—
committee
presented
by
Past
Presl
tist
Men
’
s
League,
founded
by
the
and listen to some music at
R. W. Bickford.
ing of homes by furnaces fed with poetry
dent
E.
L.
Brown
found
that
com

least
once
week The lose of these
former
pastor
of
the
First
Baptist
adv.
coal
and
oil,
and
the farmer’s tastes is a aloss
of happiness.—Charles
Church was one of the outstanding mittee's choice for the presidency house is as comfortable day and Darwin
monuments which marked his 10 to be Elmer B. Crockett, one of night now as that of the city
PRAYER FOR SPRING
SPECIAL!
years’ pastorate in Rockland. Force Rockland’s progressive business men dweller.
When Earth awakes to clothe herself
of circumstances had compelled Mr. who has been a staunch supporter
green.
We have gone a long distance May Iln awake
Day to reach his decision, which, and regular attendant of the Bap
from Winter's apathy,
in
lighting.
The
tallow
candle
has
And
feel
a new awareness of the pulse
tist Men’s League meetings.
it
goes
without
saying,
was
equally
Of life which holds my own sure
American Legion Rooms
As Low As
H. P. Blodgett and Raymond given way to kerosene lamp, and
unpleasant for him.
destiny.
this
to
gas
and
on
to
electricity.
Oh. may I see the pattern and the
THOMASTON
It was the annual meeting of the Bowden were named for vice presi
plan
Every Monday Night, 8.00
League, merged into a ladies’ night, dents, Osmond A. Palmer being re What would our fathers say if The worth of all that's lovely and
that's good.
and bringing . out an attendance turned as treasurer and A. E. they could look upon the electric And help
me be responsive to the call
2 CENTS A GAME
light
displays
of
today?
And
at the
Brunberg
being
restored
to
his
for

which necessitated the setting of an
Of all who need my love and hardi
DOOR PRIZE
hood.
extra table. The supper was of mer position as secretary. The lat think of what we should lose in I want
Eight Special Gaines
to understand and to receive.
MATINICUS LOBSTER
extra fine quality, concluding with ter choice resulted in a prompt the home and elswhere if elec To savor and absorb each happening
Bank Nite Beano Award Next
Like Earth. I want to wake, begin
a most liberal helping of straw disclaimer from the retiring presi tricity should be taken from us.
COMPANY
Monday, $3.25
again;
Oo
into
the
realm
of
communident,
but
the
League
overrode
his
ROCKLAND,
ME.
TEL.
56
-W
berry
shortcake.
O Father, help me be akin to Spring.
Auspices WilUains-Braxier
TILLSON WHARF
—By Jane Roberta
The business meeting was pre- objections. being quite unwilling to J cation. The telegraph, the first
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He Answers That Heartless

shall have a song, as in the
Critic, A Jay See—
night when a holy solemnity is
kept; and gladness of heart, as
Versatility, Plus
when one goeth with a pipe to
< by Iree Member)
come into the mountain of the
This is most certainly a cruel
Lord, to the mighty One of Israel.
—Ls*. 30: 29.
world! Why? Well, Iree just gets
to feeling sort of strutty and bump
tious, hls little craft moving
smoothly, hls little sails pretty well
filled with self-made wind and—
(By K. B. F.)
presto, along comes A. Jay See with
“The Gentle Hertford," autht r his mean little ego----- shrinker and
Helen Sard Hughes, of Wellesley takes all the wind from my sails
and my craft is stopped in its tracks,
College. The MahMillan Company,
the Iree ego gets a right smart
publishers. New York.
, punch on the button and down we
This extraordinary work on the|go for the 10 count!
Life and Letters of Frances Thyme,1 Presuming on a real friendship of
Duchess of Somerset, is so fragrant long standing, he misses no chance
with the blossoming of this cultured to shoot little darts of criticism
gentlewoman's attitude toward life. into every lcose joint in my mem
Her intimate circle ol devoted ory armor, knowing that Iree. good
friends belies much that has here natuied and almost senile, will take
tofore been written by novelists who it on the chin, grin like an idiot
were striving lor effect and not truth. and—thank him.
The work opens in 1682. In 1715 The thing tiiat causes the bristles
through much stress and plots and to rise on Iree’s neck is that, so
intrigue, we come to the marriage of far. A. Jay See has been right. Why
Frances Thyme with Viscount Long, can't he be wrong once in a while
leat—being in the cynical days of and give Iree a chance to prove it;
sort of put him in his place? Well,
what was called the Restoration.
This volume is composed almost he may make a slip sometime! Boy!
entirely of diaries and letters, poig if he does, won’t Iree l&rrup him!
He forbids me to make his letter
nant, trustful and affectionate fam
public, but says I can use a few ex
ily matters.
Combined with gossip and affairs tracts if I wish. This I am glad
of state and royalty as it goes, fol to do as hls letters are always very
lowing through the years, much of —I say it grudgingly, old timerthe private lives and history of tiiat most interesting.
period, showing The Gentle Hert He starts his letter off by asking
ford to be much loved and of bril “When did you ever do ail those
liant mind and character, fcihe was tilings—coopering, lime stowing,
a poet of much tiiat is polite, etc? Listen, young feller. Between
sprightly and effusive, if possibly the ages of one arid 27, Iree learned
a bit too stilted. The circle of life to care for and drive horses, break
of the times of George Il’s Court in colts, milk cows, raise all kinds of
this political maelstrom was produc farm produce (also a most wondertive of great strife in the different lul moustache) cook, wash dishes,
factions in quarrels bitter and sa clean house, paint and paper, build
lacious but Lord Hertford retired houses and other buildings, build
do all kinds of house
from it all. Those who delight in chimneys,
work.
mittens,
clothing, tell
the early histories of Fkigllsh life the time of daypatcli
—either by a clock
will find this book full up with his or a watch, play ball .turn hand
torical and literary thrills.
springs, skate, swim, sail and row
a boat, yes, scull one, too, box,
wrestle, get a black eye, catch fish
SOUTH CHINA
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hall and son —all sizes—compose, read and write
of Fort Fairfield are at the home of music, play a dozen different in
hls father, Hubert Hall, for the struments, work about three years
Summer. Mr. Hall is employed in making limecasks, five years around
road tarring. The Pond road ts be the lime kilns and rolling and stow
ing sanded. Other recent visitors ing lime and 7246 other things in
at the Hall homestead were Mr. and cluding nine years as clothing cut
Mrs. Arthur Snow, sons David, ter. All these I learned, plus one
Daniel and Richard, and daughter more, i.e. To thank my friends for
Marion of Vassalboro, and Mr. and their friendly knocks, and, that
Mrs. Winthrop Pierce and daughter includes A. Jay See.
I now quote from your letter, A.
Nancy of Quincy, Mass.
Jay See, and my answers will be in
Mrs. Lila Ladd, daughter Ardis serted in parenthesis.
and a girl friend of South Portland “In your 'Deck' Meservey article
were week-end visitors in town. you spoke of his sons. I personally
They were accompanied gn their re knew four of his sons and one you
turn by Will Mayo for a few days’ did not mention. I never knew of
visit.
Dexter Jr. unless one son went by
Erskine Academy Music Appre two names. There was a “Fred,"
ciation Class went Thursday to Al Reuben, John and George. (When
bion for a rehearsal of the Gilbert we lived next door to them we called
iV Sullivan operetta “Iolanthe” Deck and his eldest son "Deck" and
which will be presented Monday at “Deck Jr.” You are right, the com
monly known name was "Fred,” but
Erskine gymnasium.
Private Wallace Merrill of Chico perhaps his middle name was Dex
pee, Mass., was a caller Sunday at ter—I wouldn't know).
the home of his sister. Mrs. Ralph Old Dexter may, or may not have
Esaney. Mrs. Eancy and children been a brother to Col. Fred Meser
vey. I never heard it mentioned ex
returned with him for a visit with
cept as in your letter. Yes, I tetheir mother.
member young Freddie, the clog
William Ring, who has been em dancer. Think I mentioned him in
ployed at the Bath Iron Works, has iny sketch.)
gone to Harrington on a road con
You are also right about the Cas
struction job. He was at home last sens names. We always referred to
week-end.
the elder as “Cassens Cassens,"
Mrs. Herbert Esaney had as guest "Charlie Cassens, or Herman Cas
Friday her mother, Mrs. Eleanor sens. I know that Herman Cassens,
Payson of South Hope. Other call a son, worked in the Rockland
ers enroute to Waterville last week Opinion plant but did not mention
were Mrs. Oertrude Wellman, Mrs. it. Also, Rudolph Cassens, a son,
Dorothy Childs and daughter Muriel now lives in Belfast. I never knew
and. Richard Crabtree of South the Fred Cassens who lives in Cam
Hope; Mrs. Esther Moody, Mrs Helen den whom you mention.
Simpson, Mrs Alice Hall, Mrs. Helen I now quote from A. Jay See’s let
Gushee and Miss Avis Gurney of ter a very interesting incident.
"Back in the early Nineties, when
Appleton.
Guests Sunday at Esancy’s were Grand Army hall was about oppo
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring and site the foot of Limerock street Da
family. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitz vid Rowell used to open a window
use two sticks vigorously on
gerald and family, and Mr. and Mrs. and
snare drum to call the members Vo
Ardelle Bumps and family.
their regular Friday night meeting.
Mrs. GlennU Pierce or Quincy. On one of these evenings a promi
Mass, Mrs. Gladys Snow and chil nent Rockland citizen, 'afterward
dren of Vassalboro, Mr. and Mrs. became an alderman of Rockland
Fred Poulliot and sons of Winslow was driving his carriage through
were recent callers at Herbert and , Main street. As he passed the hall
Ralph Esancy’s,
his horse became frightened at the
sound of the martial beat and at
Linoleum wall coverings are re the same time the driver became
cent innovations in house interiors, angry. He secured his horse and
When properly installed, they are coming back to the hall, climbed the
highly durable and easily cleaned stairs, entered the hall and kicked
the tar out of the drum, entirely
New Zealand ts worried over the ruining said instrument of percus
}x3&sibillty of an electric-power sion
As I heard it at the time the man
shortage.
was made to apologize and buy a
new drum.”
"Two or three months ago I met
Sensible Borrowing
Herb Higgins on the street and he
told me he had just been elected
can bring
i Captain of Anderson Camp, Sons
eace of
ind l of Unicn Veterans. He said he had
(run across the drum last played by
the G.A R. and that he intended
! to have a head, or heads, put in and
Here any employed person, who
(wanted me to play on it Memorial
u honest and able to make small
l Day which may or may not happen
monthly payments, can get a cash
, as I am fixing up a much better one
loan of $25 to >250 or more
[for that occasion. The Rockland
entirely on hit cun.
City Band drum section will have
itmlblf, Bntinttt-Ukt
a matched set, two snares and a
Co-signers are seldom required
bass.” (Please send in the dope
—employer or inends are not
about the North Waldoboro band.
involved in any wjy. With cash
Yes. I knew the members you men
in hand you can put your finances
tion).
on a sound basis that brings
peace of mind. Why not
Here’s a smile—for which I am
write In today for full de
indebted
to Jud Putnam A certain
tails without obligation.
man
who
lived in South Thomaston
Small Loan Statute
License
No.
1.
'had a cow. He always liked to
Charges 3% on nngive the impression that he had
i paid monthly bali ances up to J1SO;
quite a large herd, without lying
2*4% monthly on
about it. Frank Morse had 39 cows
balances above.
and
when a man asked our hero one
Room 291 Kresge Bldg
day how many cows he had he
241 Water SL TeL 1155
looked thoughtful for a moment
Augusta, Maine
Our Service Guaranteed by Good
and then replied "Wal, Frank Morse
Housekeeping
as
advertised
and I, together, have a herd of 40”
therein.
55-62
—and it was the truth, too. Wiiat
Ye
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The Sophomore prize speaking contestants at Rockland High School.
Front row, left to right: Virginia Foster, Mary Wotton, Dorothy Tibbetts,
Barbara Wood. Second row: William Atwell, Dorothy Havener, Stanley
McCurdy, Robert Coffey. Third row, Anson Olds, Milton Wooster.

Sophomore Prize Speaking con
test will be presented Monday
night at the High School audi
torium at 8 o’clock with Barrett
Jordan, class president as chair
man. The program:
Selection by R.H.S. Orchestra.
“The Unknown Soldier,
Conlngsby Dawson
Anson Olds
"Carrie Becomes an Amateur Ac
tresa,"
Charles George
Virginia Foster
“Blessed Damosei,”
Cora Jane Montgomery
Dorothy Tibbetts
“Fisherman s Luck. '
M Beth Black
Milton Wooster
Selection by Orchestra.
“At the Declam Contest,''
Leola Hulse Black
Barbara Wood
"Builders ot Destiny.”
Marvin W. Goldstein
Stanley McCurdy
“China Blue Eyes.”
Alma Prudence Foss
Dorothy Havener
Selection by Orchestra.
“Mother Hubbard's Sermon."
Anonymous
William Atwell
“Laddie.
Elvan Whitaker
Mary Wotton
"Exit the Big, Bad Wolf."
Luella McMahon
Robert Coffey
Selection bv Orchestra.
Awarding of Prizes.
Francis D. Orne. President of
Rockland Kiwanis Club

• • • •
The senior class has voted to have
its banquet at Temple hall
• • • •
The debating teams went to Bates
College Tuesday to debat* the col
lege Freshmen on the year’s debate
topic: “Resolved: That the power
of the Federal Government should
be increased.” No decisions were
made. The group included the af-.
firmative team, June Chatto and
Dorothy Peterson, and the negative
team, Priscilla Brazier and Lillian
Savage. Coach Bowden, and also
Ernest Dondis. who is looking ahead
for debating next year. The group
were supper guests of the college.

A tour was made over the campus
in company with the student teach
ers who have recently been prac
ticing here.
• * • •
Asa S. Knowles, Dean of the Col
lege of Business Administration,
Northeastern University, spoke to
Senior High at a special assembly
Monday on "Career Planning.'
"Eighty percent of the people who
are employed." he said, “wish they
had some other job, 10 percent are
indifferent, and the other 10 per
cent are happy in their work." He
stressed the advantages of planning
for a job in which one could be
happy for a lifetime, and the im
portance of personal appearance,
correct attitude, and ability to see
work to be done, In attaining and
keeping positions.
* * * *
The French classes this week have
enjoyed two movies—"A Journey
Through Normandy" and “Paris.”
The program was arranged by the
Entre Nous Club
• • • •
Faculty members and guests from
this school attending the KnoxWaldo Counties Schoolmens' League
Ladies’ Night banquet at Rockledge
Inn, Monday night, included Miss
Bennett, Mrs. Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Matheson, Mr. Smith, Mrs.
Grafton, Miss Brown, Miss Lawry,
Mrs. Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Blaisdell,
Miss Hughes, Miss deRochemont,
Miss Wood, and Mr. Bowden. Songs
were led by Mr. Pitcher of Belfast,
and the entertainment was in charge
of Milford Payson of Camden High
Asbury Pitman of Belfast was a
special guest.
• • • •
Helmi Lehto, of the office practice
class, and Louise Harden, of the
Senior shorthand class, assisted
Principal Blaisdell in the office this
week.
• tee
t
The boys’ division of the Auxili
ary Fire Defense Training Class
met Tuesday night at the lire sta
tion,, receiving instruction from
Chief Russell and Captain Gray. The
lessons so far have been on the use
of the apparatus, tools, and equip
ment. and on ladder evolutions.
Other lessons will be on hose evolu-

tions, salvaging operations, public
water systems, pumper operations,
inspection and investigation of fires
and fire fighting. John Munsey has
also joined the group .making 11
members to date. The boys report
much interest in the instruction.—
Charles Huntley.

• • • •
A movie, “Wheels Across India."
was shown at Tuesday’s assembly.
Much of' it was on Burma, and the
life there, showing how elephants
do much of the work in the teakwood forests, and of the customs and
beliefs of the Burmese. Prtscill i
Brazier conducted devotions.
• • • •
A Mother’s Day program, arranged
by Miss Brown, was given at Wed
nesday morning's Junior High as
sembly, with Charlotte Weymouth
leading the devotions. Those tak
ing part in “The Loveliest Word in
the World” were: Judge of the
Word, Douglas Curtis; Fairy Lan
guage, Faith Long; Irish Lassies,
Beverly Glendennlng. Vittrici Hayes,
Vina Delmonico and Janet Gard
ner; Spanish Girls, Sylvia Christoffersen, Elaine Glendenning, Aimee
Karl, Florence Knight; Italian Boys,
Albert Havener, Walter Flint, Wal
ter Glendennlng. Robert Achorn;
American Boys, Dennis Trask, Vance
Norton, Curtis Lindsey, Gerald
Bradley. Song, “Mother.’’ by the
cast; poem, Mary Lou Duff. Char
lotte Cowan had charge of properties
and Sandra Hallowell was accom
panist.
♦ ♦ * *
I
Pupils are writing essays cn
“Washington Selects the Site of the
Nation’s Capitol” for the J. F.
Gregory Sons Company contest.

• • • •
First year typists in Miss Bennett’s
typing class who have won awards
recently include Andrew Coffey,
Raymond O’Brien, Raymond Ken
nedy, Linwood Young, Donald Kal
loch, Gwendolyn Dean and Marie
Sanderson who have received the
25-word certificate. Pauline Beal,
Clarence Butler. Martha Chapman
and Frederick Morrison have earned
bronze pins for attaining a net
wordage of 30 words a minute, and
Stanley Murray has received a gold
pin, having written 65 words a
minute.
• • • •
Notebooks on the vocations in
which tiie pupils are interested
have been passed in by the pupils
in the second period Salesmanship
class. Some of the occupations in
vestigated are telephone operator,
stenographer, nurse, beautician,
manual arts instructor, naval archi
tect, ice cream manufacturer, me
chanic, sailor, marine, game war
den, art instructor, music instruc
tor, department store buyer, Diesel
engineer, physical education in
structor, home economist, and dairy
farming.
• • • •
The Salesmanship class is now
having each day three or four sales
talks delivered by members of the
class. The students select their own
products and a fellow member of the
class serves as “customer." Products
which have been “sold" recently are
mystery novels, sweaters, desks, text
books. typewriters, watches, and
jackets. ‘
...
• » a •

The Home Economics Club sent
two delegates, Vera Payson and
Jeanette Shannon, last Saturday,
to the State Home Economics Con
ference held at the State House in
Augusta. At 10 o’clock a tour was
made through Drew's Dairy, where
milk was being pasteurized, bottled
and capped by machinery. A tour
also of the Capitol was made, from
dome to basement, including the
Senate Chamber where exhibits weie
displayed by the Home Economics
Clubs throughout the State. After
luncheon. Miss Jenkins, State Su
pervisor, spoke on the advantages
of home economics, and Mrs. Wycloff
who had recently visited Home Eco
nomics Clubs, all the way from
Florida to Maine, gave a fine talk.—
a guy, what a guy! Ever know any Vera Payson, delegate.
• • • •
one like him? (Don't bother to an
The Junior High Dramatic Club
swer).

Beaten By Auburn

NEW HOMES IN ROCKLAND

Bdward Little High School of Au
burn defeated Rockland High
School golf team Thursday after
noon at Knox County Golf Club
4-3. The scores:
Timpany (E. L.) defeated Carl
Kalloch (R» 1 up; Walter Butler <R,
defeated Caldwell (E. L ) 5-3; best,
ball wen by Rockland. 2-1. Prowt
(E.L.) defeated Myron Cummings
(R> 4-3; Bunker (E.L.) defeated
Donald Kalloch (Rp 5-4; best ball
won by Edward Litttle 6-5
Rockland journeys to Thornton
Academy for a match Monday.

Season Opens Sunday
With a Double Header—
The Summer’s Schedule
The schedule of the Community
softball league, games to be played
five nights of the week and no
Sunday games, with the exception
of the opening dpub’.eheader Sun
day. at 2.30.
May 18—Elks vs. Snow's; Mc
Carty’s vs. Al's Barbe- Shop.
May 19—Baum's Wildcats vs.
Bruno’s Boys Club.
May 20—Van Baalen vs. A. & P
May 21—Snow’s Shipyard vs Mc
Carty's.
May 22—Als Bai her Shop vs.
Baum’s Wildcats.
May 23—Bruno's Boys Club vs.
Van Baalen.
May 26—A. & P. vs. Elks.
May 27—McCarty's vs. Wildcats.
May 28—Snow’s vs. Boys Club.
May 29—Al’s vs. A. & P.
May 30—Van Baalen vs. Elks.
June 2—Al’s vs. Boys C.ub.
June 3—Van Baalen vs. Mc
Carty’s.
June 4—A. & P. vs. Snow’s.
June 5—'Elk's vs. Wildcats.
June 6—(Wildcats vs. Van Baalen
June 9—A. & P. vs. McCarty's.
June IQ—Boys Cub vs. Elk's.
June 11—Snow’s vs. Al’s.
June 12—Wildcats vs. A. & P.
June 18—'Boys Club vs. McCarty’s
June 16—Snow’s vs. Van Baalen
June 17—Al’s vs. Elks.
June 18—'Elk’s vs. McCarty’s.
June 19—Snow's vs. Wildcats.
June 20—AJ's vs. Van Baalen.
June 23—Boys Club vs. A At P.
June 30—Elks vs. Snow’s.
July 1—McCarty’s vs. Al’s.
July 2—Wildcats vs. Boys Club.
July 3—Van Baalen vs. A. At P.
July 4—Snow's vs. McCarty’s.
July 7—Al’s vs. Wildcats.
July 8—Boys Club v§. Van Baalen
July 9—-A. At P. vs. Elk’s.
July 10—McCarty’s vs. Wildcats.
July 11—Snow's vs. Boys Club.
July; 14—tAl's vs. A. At P.
July 15—Van Baalen vs. Elk's.
July 16—Al's vs. Boys Club.
July 17—Van Baalen vs. Mc
Carty's.
July 18—A. At P. vs. Snow’s.
July 21—'Elk’s vs. Wildcats.
July 22—'Wildcats vs. Van Baalen.
July 23—A. At P. vs. McCarty’s.
July 24—Boys Club vs. Elk's.
July ,25—Snow’s vs. Al s.
July 28-^Wildcats vs. A. At P.
July 29—Boys Club vs. McCarty s.
July 30—Snow’s vs. Van Baalen.
July 31—'Al’s vs. Elks.
Aug. 1—Elk's vs. McCarty’s.
Aug. 4—Snow’s vs. Wildcats.
Aug. 5—Al’s vs. Van Baalen.
Aug. 6- Boys Club vs. A. At P.

met in Miss Nichols' room yester
day, when an amateur contest, ar
ranged by Dorothy Bisbee, Pris
cilla Clark, and Virginia McCaslin, was given. The first part of
the program consisted of imita
tions by Samuel Smith of Ned
Sparks; horses galloping; bird calls
of the meadow lark, mocking bird,
robin, bob-white, and chickadee;
lion'; roar; man drinking soda;
Donald Duck reciting “Marys
Lamb"; and Pop Eye singing his
favorite song.
Other numbers were a sketch,
The Campers,” Vance Norton and
Charles Phiibrook; solo, “In the
Land Where the Pine Tree Grows,”
John Hunt, accompanied by San
dra Hallowell; solo, “My Sister and
I," Jeanne Roke», accompanied by
Albert Havener; solo, Amapcla,’’
Muriel Adams, accompanied by
Sylvia Adams; yodeling solo, Rich
ard Damage; jokes, Gerald Brad
ley.
The first prize of 75 cents went
to Jeanne Rokes for her sympa
thetic and understanding interpre
tation cf "My Sister and I”; the
second prize of 50 cents was given
Sammy Smith for his skillful imi
tations of a great variety of
sounds, and the third prize of 25
cents went to Vance Norton and
Charles Philbrock for their camp
ing sketch in which they were
playwrights, costumers, property
men. actors, and producers.
The committee in charge of the
next meeting is Sandra Hallowell,
Vina Delmonico. Sylvia Adams,
and Robert Achorn.—Betty O’Brien,
club secretary.

Made Good Showing

h
iI

Lv

Rockland .... 00000121 4- 8
Two-base hits. Chaples. Bcdman
F. Smith 2, Doak 2, Richards.
Three-base hit, Richard.-,. Home
run. Stalk. Stolen bases. Small 2.
Bodman, Duff. Double play. Ma
guire-Elis. Base on balls, off New
comb 3; Sm.th 0, Stark 5. Stiuck
cut. by Newcomb 8, Smith 2, Staik
9.

The new home of Miss Hilda Levensaler at 121 South Main street
which is in the final stages of ccnstruction and will be occupied in the
near future. Harry Levensaler was the contractor.
—Photo by Cullen

The Rcckand track team went
to Brunswick Thursday to com
pete with Brunswick in a dual
meet. The scores were: Bruns
wick High, 64 >i; Rcckland High.
52’i; McConchie cf Rockland was
high point man with II points;
behind him were Snow and Smith,
both with 10 points. Smith, a
freshman, is doing excellent work
In running the mile and half mile.
The summary;
100-yard high hurdles—Won by
Paquette. Brunswick; second, God
dard, Brunswck; third, Snow.
Rockland. Time 16_2 seconds.
Mile run—‘Won by Smith, Rock
land; second. Will, Brunswick;
third, Mather, Brunswick. Time,
5 minutes 8 seconds.
100-yard dash—-Won by Bartlett,
Brunswick; second. Snow. Rock
land; third. Paquette, Brunswick.

Time. 11 seconds.
440-yard lun—Won by MdConchie. Rockand; rpcond. Cress.
Brunsw ck; third, Morton, Bruns
wick. Time. 59 seconds.
120-yard low hurdles—Wen by

ing Done At State Prison

Thomaston Keeps Its Slate Clean, and
Rockland Becomes the Runner-Up
W.

L.

1

4
3
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
3
2
3

1

♦• • •
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Rockland High puts to sea Tues
day hoping to boostits percen
tage won at the expense of Vinal
haven. Wednesday it hopes to
turn tiie tables on Crosby High at
Community Park, and Friday it
preys on Lincoln Academy on
home soil.
Rockland 5, Camden 3
Costly m scares in the outfield
nearly cost Rockland' High a close
game in Camden yesterday and
quickly wiped out the three-run
lead which Matheson’s men had
been able to amass in the third
inning. The visitors loaded the
bases three times without being
able to convert this good fortune
into cash runs. They scored one
more run in the fourth and an
other in the sixth, the former
although Rockland squeaked out
proving sufficient to win the game,
of several close punches.
Small had a busy day at bat.
making three of Rockland's eight
safeties. Marriner drove out a
smashing double, being the only
man on either team to hit for
extra bases.
Drake pitched steadily giving
only two passes.
McFarland's
otherwise excellent work was
marred by seven passes. Cates,
Kalloch, Marriner and McGrath
turned in some good plays. The
score:
Rockland

Cates. 3b ............
McConchie, rf ....
Small, ss ............
Bodman, c ..........
Page, cf ..............
Chaples, lb ....
Kalloch, 2b ........
Silvestri, If .........
Drake, p .............

Camden

St. George

Johnson, 3b .............
Baum, s ...................
Melquist, lb ...................
Seastrcm, p ...................
Blomberg, If ...................
Kallio, r . ......................
ML'g’n, cf ....................
Wiley, hb ......................
Jacobs, c ......................

Simpscn. p ......................

ab r bh po a
McGrath, ss ...... 2 1116
Bartlett, c .......... 4 0 0 9 0
Hart, If ............... 4 1
0 2 0
Merchant, cf .... 4 0
1 2 2
Wright, lb .......... 4 0 0 9 0
Marriner. 2b ...... 3 0 2 4 3
Felton, rf ............ 3 0
1 0 0
•iRenfretge

Stolen bases, McConchie 2. Small,
Chaples. Sacrifice hit, Bartlett.
Base on balls, off Drake 2, off Mc
Farland 7. Struck out, by Drake C.
by McFarland 7. Hit by pitcher.
MciGrath. W.ld pitches. McFar
land 2. Umpires, Graffam and
Peterson.
• • • •
Thcmaston 9, St. George 3
While the Thomaston baseball
team was enroute for St. George
yesterday afternoon, the St. George
boys were headed for Thcmaston- a
a little misunderstanding as to
schedule. The game was finally
played on Sty vie Field.
Each team scored in the first
three innings, but tiie trouble was,
so lar as the visitors were con
cerned, that Thcmaston was making
two runs in each chapter while St.
George was making but one tally
The visitors did not see home plate
again after the third.
Stimson held the Hunnewell boys
to feur hits. The visitors socked
the pill hard, but there seemed
nearly always to be an alert Thom
aston player camping where it
landed. Seastrom fanned eight,
but was found for 13 hits.
Biggers' fielding was little short
of sensational, his perfect throw to
the plate shutting off a run.
The score;

ab r bh po a e
3 2 0 3 2 0
Totals
5 2 2 2 1 2 i Thcmaston
4 13 2 11
4 0 0 7 2 0 Staples, ss .................
4
110 0 . Verge, 3b r...........................
4
19 0 2 Grover, cf ......................
3
13 6 1 Sawyer, c ... ...................
4 0 0 0 0 0 Biggers, r ......................
4 0 0 0 1 0 Kelley, lb ......................
------------- Stein. 2b .........................
37 5 8 27 13 61 WC’pm’n, If ..............
e
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
0 0
0 1

.......

1 0

0 0

Milliken. 3b ......
+Herrick................
McFarland, p ....

3 0
1 0
4 ll

0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

33 3 5 27 12 4
* For Felton in 8th.
t For Milliken in 8th.
Rockland .... 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 O—5
Camden ....... 00300000 0—3
Runs batted in. Small 2, Page.
Hart.
Two-base hit, Marriner.

Small, Rockland; .second. Paquette,
third, Goddard, Bruns
Rockland Only 12 Points Brunswick;
wick. Time, 14 4-5 secondis.
Behind Brunswick in Track 880-yard run — Won by Smith,

Meet—McConchie Stars

Warden Welch Tells the
Members of the Work Be

KNOX AND LINCOLN LEAGUE

Thomaston ......
Rockland ........
Camden ............
St. George ........
Vinalhaven ......
Lincoln .............

Rockland; second. Goddard, Bruns

The Rotary Club

ab bh po a
3 12 2
3 10 1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Warden John Welch, introduced
by E. C. Payson, was guest speak
er vesterday at the meeting of the
Rotary Club, his talk supplemented
by fin# pictures of the State prison.
Views were shown of the depart
ments in the workshops, the recre
ation field, the display and sample
room, and the making oi license
plates. For 1941, 2U0.000 plates were
printed, and work on 1942, plates
has already started Scenes at the
prison farm showed 35 acres of po
tatoes and nearly as much of beaus,
planted in last year's crop. Prod
ucts grown on the farm supply the
prison, and the surplus is sold to
other institutions. Other depart
ments cf the farm shown were the
dairy, piggery and hennery.
Visiting Rotarians were A: bury
Pitman of Belfast Robert L Ross of
Lewiston-Auburn Club, and Supt
Alden W Allen, member of the
Calais Club Guests were Rev. Rov
Welker of Lyme, Conn., Stuart C
Burgess and George L St. Clair.
Kelley B. Crie and A. P Blaisdell
were welcomed back from the
South. Special singing was led by
Dr. Walter P. Conley, accompanied
by Charles Lundell.

$1.001 $3.00 i $5.00

Money

Grows

W hen
Saved

5

1

5
4
4
5

3
2
2
1

4

0 1
1 0
0 1

Totals
.................... 40 13 26 7
Thomaston,
22220000 1—9
St. George,
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 x —3
Runs—Staples 2, Verge 2. Grover
2. Sawyer 2, Simpson 1, Johnsen 1.
Baum 15. Melquist 1. Errors—Grover
1. Simpson 1, Johnson 1. Two-base
hits. Grover 2, Sawyer 1, Jacobs 1.
Base on balls, off Simpson 1. Seastrem 2. Struck out, by Simpson 4.
Seastrom 8. Hit by pitcher—Simp
son 1. Umpire—Condon.
• • • •
Belfast 12, Rxxkiand g
Crosby High School of Belfast
was on the winning end of a 12-8
score with Rockland High School
in Belfast Wedinesday. Eight errors
made by Rockland were damag
ing. and the team was held score
less until the sixth inning. A
rally in the last inning gave Rock
land four runs. The score:
Crosby High
ab r bh po a e
York, ss ............. 3 2 0 1 4 1
Maguire, 2b ........ 5 0 12
Doak. 3b ............. 5 3 4 2
1
Stark, p ............. 5 2 2 1
Horne, 1-f ............ 4 113
Ellis. l>b ............... 5 2 19
F. Sm.th. cf ....... 5 12 0
Rowe, cr ............. 0 0 0 0
Whitehead, c .... 5 0 0 9
Richards, rf ...... 5 1 2 0 0 0

wick; third. Will. Brunswick. Time
2 minutes 26 2-5 seconds.
220-yard dash—Won by Bartlett.
Brunswick; second, Norton, Bruns
wck; third, tied by Paquette,
Brunswick and Small, Rockland.
Time, 24 2-5 seconds.
Shot put — Won by Hamilton.
Brunsw.ck; second. McConchie.
Rockland; third, Purington, Bruns
wick. Distance 42 feet, 2 Vi inches.
42 12 13 27 9 2
High jump—Tied by Cross and Rockland High
Paquette, Brunswick; third. East,
ab r
Rockland. He ght, 5 feet.
Cates, 3b ........... 3
Discus throw—Wen by Snow. I McConchie. rf .... 4 1
Rockland; second. East. Rockland; Small, ss ............. 4 2
third. Salo. Rockland. Distance, [ Bodman. c ........ 5 1
91 feet, 9 inches.
Kalloch, 2b ........ 5 1
Javelin throw — Won by East. Page, cf ............. 4 0
Rockland;
seccnd,
McCcnchie, Call. If ...................... 2 0 0 1
Rockland; third. Lincoln, Bruns Duff. It ..... -....... 2110
wick. Distance, 123 feet. 6 inches. ’ Chaples. )b ............ 4 1 2 10
Pole vault—Tied by Weeks and Newcomb, p ........ 2 12 0
Cross. Biunswick; third. Small. *J. Smith, p .... .. 10 0 0
Brunsw ck. Height 9 feet 6 inches. tR. Smith .......... 0 0 0 0
Broad jump—Won by Dow. Rock
land; second, Cross, Brunswick;
36 8 10 24 7 8
third. East. Rockland. Distance, 19
For Newcomb in the 8th.
feet, 6 inches.
1 Batted for Duff in 9th.
—By Charles Huntley
Crosby ...... 1 1 3 3 0 0 2 2 x—12
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May 19-Vinalhaven
test. Vinalhaven and
Hlsh Schools, at Union
May
Knox County
ventlon in Kockland
May 20
Northport— c
the Judne" at Orand Vi 1
Mav 20—Warren—play,
•hy on the War Path," a
tlat Men’a Forum, at cn,
Mav 20—Men’s bowl Iny
Blits Home at 6 30
May 21 -Warren—Exlilbl
School Hobbv GroupMay 22
Thomaston
meets at Mrs. C. E Sho:
May 23 —Rockpori t
Begins at 16" by High
nvtlc Club at Town hi
May 27 — Camden
School of Dancing Anin.8
Opera House.
May 30 Memorial Da
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34 4 24 10
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Evcry-Othcr-Day

One dollar this week,
three dollars next week,
and five dollars the week
after that, if continued
v/cek after week, adds uo
to financial independence.

Not only does regular
saving, week after week,
add up to a pleasing and
surprising total but the
regular dividends add to
the total, and that's how
money grows.

The more you save, the
more satisfaction you get
from saving.
One dollar will start
a savings account in any
one of these thirty-two
Mutual Savings Banks of
Maine.

Visitors in Wash;i.|
can get copies of The
Bette at the Metrop
Agency, 603 15th 11
West.—adv.
Lawn mowers cleane
ened, called for and d»

L. Beaton, tel. 421-W,
For dependable i
call the Radio Shop.
Mafn street. Complet
—adv.
“Silshy's Pansy Pla
will be ready for
through local stores,
Get your pansy beds
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TALK OF THE TOWN Cars In Collision

One dollar will start
savings account in any
e of these thirty-two
itual Savings Banks ot

May 19 Vinalhaven—Speaking Cont -t. Vinalhaven and North Haven
Hluh Schools, at Union Church
May 19 Knox County W.C.T tj. con
vention in Rockland.
May 20
Northport— Comedy “Tell
the Judge ’ at Grand View Orange
Mav 29—Warren—play, “Aunt Jerushy on the War Path," auspices Bapti.’ Men's Forum, at Glover hall.
May 29—Men’s bowling banquet at
Elks Home at 6 30
Muy 21 Warren—Exhibition of High
School Hobbv Groups.
May 22
Thomaston— Garden Club
meets at Mrs. C. E Shorey's.
May 23 - Rockport— Comedy “Life
Begins at 16“ by High School Dra
in tic Club at Town Hall.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
School of Dancing Annual Recital at
Opera House.
Mav 30 Memorial Day.
May 31—Lakewood opens.
June 5 — Warren — Commencement
rxerclses.
June 19 Rockport—Commencement
nerc -es at Town Hall
June
12—Rockland
High
School
(•p"'"'encement
June 14—Flag Day.
June 14—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with North Haven Grange.

Chaplain Corwin H. Olds, on
leave from Camp Blanding, Fla.,
w.ll preach at the Rockport Bap
tist Church Sunday morning. Mon
day morning he will return to Camp
Blanding.

State Patrolman Stuart F An
derson of Gorham, one time con
nected with District 3. has been
suspended pending completion of
an Investigation which followed
charges of conduct unbecoming to
un officer. The exact nature of
Winslow-Holbrook Unit No. 1. tiie complaint was not stated
A1. A was represented at the
Third District Council meeting in
Waldcboro, Thursday by superin
tendent vice president Bernice
Jackson who presided at the meetLincoln Academy and
hig. Mary Dinsmore, Susie Lamb.
Gardiner Hiqh End In Tie
Ann Alden, Lillian Alden, Adah
Roberts and Minnie Smith.
—Hatch’s Feat

Close Track Meet

The Rockland Camp of Interna
tional Gideon Society was organ
ized Monday night, with a banquet
at Hotel Thorndike. Present were
Roy O. Washburn, New England
trustee of International Gideon,
John F. Danker of Somerville,
Mass., past president of Massachu
setts State Camp. Officers elected
were: Dr. H. V. Tweedie, president;
Kenneth Hooper, secretary; Joseph
W. Robinson, treasurer; G. Carl
Cassens, chaplain Organization of
the Maine State Camp was instru
mented at the same time, and the
officers elected were: Elmer B.
Rowe, Bangor, president; Floyd B.
Webber, Portland, vice president;
Joseph W. Robinson, secretary’;
Fred Barker, Saco, treasurer; Joeph A Wright. Portland, chaplain.
Capt. Corwin H. Olds of Camp
Blanding was a guest speaker, and
he told the group about Gideon
Testaments as used in Army camps.

Visitors in Washington, D. C.
ran get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street, North
West—adv.
58‘tf

Lawn mowers cleaned and sharpi ned. called for and delivered. John
L. Beaton, tel. 421-W, city.
58-60

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop. Tel. 844. 617
Main street. Complete Philco Line.
- adv.
58-59
“Silsby's Pansy Plants” (30,000)
will be ready for distribution
through local stores, early in May.
Get your pansy beds ready.—adv.
50-tf

Savlugt

BORN
Thomas—At Lynn. Mass . May 12.
to Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Thomas, a
son—Philip Edward.
O'Brien—At Rockland. May 13. to
Mr. and Mrs. William L. O'Brien, a
daughter—Nancy Aftn.
Haskell—At Rockland. May 6. to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Haskell, a son—
Robert Arthur
Huntley—At Camden. May 16. to Mr.
and Mrs Ora Huntley, a daughter.

COOKED FOOD SALE

DIED

At

THORNDIKE HOTEL STORE
SATURDAY, MAY 17—10 A. M.

Prock — At Lincolnville. May 16.
OranvlUe Prock. Funeral Sunday aft
ernoon from the residence.

Auspices Catholic Women’s Club
Delicious Food, All Home Cooked
57-59

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my sincere thanks
and appreciation to the many friends
and relatives, who remembered me
with flowers, baskets of fruit, plants
and cards during my stay at Knox
Hospital: also X wish to thank the
nurses for their kindness to me.
•
Clarence E. Harrington

Don’t neglect setting your straw
berry plants soon. Call at Lufkin's
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Glen Ccve. or phone Rockland 44-3
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed
Plants “Dollar a hundred.” W. C
MAINE MUSIC CO. _ Lufkin, R. D.. Rockland —adv. 50’It
TEL. 708,
ROCKLAND, ME.
40-tf
Strange things that happen now
at Maxim's, former center of Paris’
gaiety and today called the “Black
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR. Bourse,” are revealed by a famous
French journalist in the American
OPTOMETRIST
Weekly (Magazine with the May 18th
336 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME. Boston Sunday Advertiser.
59* It

RADIO SERVICE

Ulin

Hank,

Countv
swings
Tmtngtnn and Phillip*

Inrr Saving* Inhibition
*m Basing* Hank

ton Sptlnv* Hunk
I*her Savin** H-»nk, <ugu«tA
lehunk Saving* Hank
H-*nk

Savln^* Hank Portland
tank* Saving* Hank, Auburn
int

Excited spectators saw Lincoln
Academy and Gardiner High
School fight to a draw in Thurs
day's track meet at Damariscotta,
each team scoring 54 points.
The hero of the day was Lin
coln’s fine young athlete Hatch
who hurled the discuss 104 feet and
10 inches, breaking his former
record of 103 feet and 4 inches.
The summary:
Mile—Herson (G); Dodge (L);
Oliver (L) 5:15 sec.
100-yard—Marston (G); French
(L); Bailey (G). 10:3-15 sec.
880 yard1—Hersom (G); Dodge
(L); Fisher (G). 2:16 sec.
440 yard)—Linsley (G); Brown
OL); Bailey (G> 59 sec.
220 yardi—Marston <G); 'Huma
son <L); French (L) 25 sec.
120 low hurdles—Mooradian (G);
French (L); Fisher (G) 15 sec.
High jump, triple tie—French
CL); Fisher (G) 15 sec.
High jump, triple tie—French
CL) Page (L); Cooper (L) 5 ft. 4
inches.
Broad jump — Marston (G);
Bailey (G); French (L) 18 ft. 5%
inches.
Shot put—Humason (L); Moody
(G); Kidder (G) 36 ft. 5M» inches.
Javelin—Dodge (IL); Moody (G);
Fisher (G); 124 ft. 10 inches.
Discus—Hatch (L); Humason
(L); Parker (L). 104 ft. 10 inches.
Pole
vault — Humason
CL);
Mooradian (G), (tie); French (L)
9 inches.

CVRD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our apprecia
Wonderful Assortment of Clothing, tion for the baskets of fruit, cards,
etc., sent me during my Illness in
Household Articles and Accessories the
from the teachers school
57-59 and hospital
friends and to the Camden fire
men and the nurses.
•
Richard Thomas and family

i»r Saving* Hank
Sating* Institution
Saving* Hank
ford having* Hank
rr mating* Hank
hslck Saving* Institution
|x»rt Batings Bank

s-vtng«

The former Rockland steamer
“Southport" was damaged by fire
Thursday at Baltimore when a 6alarm blaze destroyed the Tol
chester Steamboat Lines’ piers and
the excursion steamer “ Tolches
ter.”

Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. in
spection will be Monday night.
Mrs. Belle Lewis, State inspecting
officer will be present. Supper will
be served at 6.30 with Mrs. Helen
Haladino as chairman. Beano will
be played in the afternoon.

RUMMAGE SALK
At THORNDIKE HOTEL STORE
SATURDAY, MAY 17—10 A. M.
Auspices Catholic Women’s Club

STABILITY
ah .

•la*

A loaded truck, owned by Philip
Rowling and driven by Lloyd Coop
er of Freedom,, and an automobile
driven by Edmund Barnard of Wal
doboro, were in a collision at Ho
boken Square in Rockport about 1
o’clock this morning. The two
vehicles came together, the truck
glanced off the side of the car
and struck a tree. Both vehicles were
badly damaged, and the automobile
burst into flames, which were im
mediately put out by passers-by
Mr. Barnard is a teacher in the
Brooks schools and with him was
his sister, who teaches in Belfast.
She received a cut on the head, but
other than shock there apparently
were no serious injuries.
State Patrolman H. Gil Roper in
vestigated.

Charles Gould, government radio
Rockport Farm Bureau meets
man. is spending his vacation at May 22 with Mrs. Maud Walker.
Richards hill for an all day session.
his home on Masonic street.

tine.

ftc-UKuin
i n :i i« ( y
ab. LewlAtua
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hla VulriK* Hank

Remarkable Musical Treat Is Coming

TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 te 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
20-25
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BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Mother’s Day—1941

Brightly this Sabbath dawned.
Out into the countryside we
drove, down tiie middle road to
Yarmouth, and up into the hills
cf Pcwnal. At Falmouth cor
ner. cars were paiked around
the Lutheran Church which is
always filled, morning and eve
ning. Devout people these. At
Cumberland Center the last bell
for morn ng seivice was sound
ing; Deacon Osgood’s church
locked its best; people were
walking briskly not to be late.
Soon we were within the por
tals of Ma ne’s noblest institu
tion, the State school of Pownal,
but not before we had seen a
flicker, three brown thrashers,
barn and tree swallows galore.
Opposite the doctor’s homes an
industrious woodchuck worked
all day. No Sunday for him,
Rockland High School Rand, Rockland City Band and the Boys’ and Girls’ Glee Clubs will present an eve but the sun shines alike on the
ning of music May 29 under sponsorship of the Band Mothers’ Club. The public is cordially invited to attend just and the unjust. On our
this remarkable concert, the proceeds from the very small admittance fee going for an admirable cause.
way home we met a large cock
pheasant as 'beautiful as a pea
cock.
The birds were trying to out
do the flowers in their raiment
Local High School Authori
George F. Sprague Rises
but were both outdone by the
long flies of girls in their Spring
ties Contacting Graduates
To Important Position
dresses,
of many colors, as they
With Curtis Publishing Co.
20 To 26 Years Old
marched in to dinner. No col
Many and difficult assignments lege campus could have been
The local school authorities are
reach this office, such as tiie fol
lovelier.
Here we had the
anxious to contact high school
lowing from Herbert A. Schwartz,
pleasure of meeting Dr. and
graduates between the ages of 20
s., 1
Jr.. New England Feature and Syn- ; Mrs. Sturgis who have the
and 26 who are interested in the dicate Writer of Norwalk, Conn, j apartment under Dr. and Mrs.
refresher courses which are pre- “I have an assignment for a series ! Leach.
liminaiy to the examination of of stories inspired by a current I
Mrs. Sturgis, was a flaxen
candidates for the flying cadet novel called ‘Bright Was Their Des- j haired girl on Mechanic street
Corps of the U. S. Army. If enough tiny’ written by a native New Eng when I was a boy. She looked
boys are interested it is planned lander, John DeMeyer of Massa
as she did then except for the
to start a night school, in co-op chusetts and published by Wilfred mark the passing years leave
eration with the State Department Funk. While Mr. DeMeyer treats upon us all. Alice Fiske was a
of Education, to run three nights the subject in novel form, he attacks loyal and true friend of my
a week for 12 or 13 weeks.
the dignity of New England's old
lather and mother. It was their
Tiie following courses will be families, ridicules the prestige of Sunday off; also Dr. and Mrs.
conducted, in order to give the the DAR. and creates the impres Kupalian's and Dr. Leach was
student a chance to brush up on sion that the industrial system of left to care for them all. At
his high school work: English. U. New England is in a state of col- 1 the Sunday service I renewed
S. History, General History. Geo- lapse. I might point out that I am my pleasant acquaintance with
raphy, Arithmetic, Physics, Alge taking steps to investigate Mr. DeRev. Mr. Welch of Yarmouth.
bra and Geometry. The fee for Meyer’s qualifications to pass ac
The State School is very large
joining the course will be $10 and curate judgment on these subjects.
—
1100 inmates and approxi
before joining, the applicant must Newspapers in various parts of the mately 250 nurses, attendants,
take a preliminary physical exam. country have already commented farmers, mechanics, office forc
This
exam is given free. At the upon the book, and as it creates an es and the medical staff. Their
George F. Sprague of Owl s Head,
unfavorable picture of New England
fcr the past eight years an organ end of the 12 weeks' course the and its business methods, I am hop hospital, dental rooms, operat
ization and school plan manager student will take the Army Air ing that you will be willing to co
ing rooms and beds cannot be
for the Curtis Publishing Company, Corps examinations which are operate with me by questioning surpassed. Dr. Vosbergh was a
went recently to Philadelphia to given in August and again in No seme members of your organization great superintendent, but both
fill a position in the home office vember and every three months on this subject. Following is a brief the food and the dining rooms
of that company. Mr. Sprague’s thereafter. After having success questionnaire which I would like were improved under the super
new position is that of assistant to fully passed the exams, he be to have answered as soon as ybu intendency cf Dr. Kupalion.
Carl Hillman, manager of the comes a cadet in one of the gov can conveniently do so.
Dr. Welch's sermon was on
school place and direct mail di ernment’s 28 flying schools for a
H. A Schwartz, Jr.” Mother's Day, and the choir
period of seven months where he
1—Is it true that New England | sang an anthem to mother.
visions.
Mr. Sprague, son of Mr. and is paid $75 per month and all ex has declined from its industrial Only the girls go to church
Mrs. M. E. Sprague of Danforth, penses. When at the end of seven peak?
one Sunday and the men on the
2.—If so, check reasons: a. Re next Sabbath. Think of it,
is a graduate of Colby College. months the cadet graduates, he is
1931. He is making his home in commissioned at once a Second moval of plants to other sections of with tears in your eyes, these
Haddonfield, N. J., where he will Lieutenant in the Army Air Corps, U. S.; b, Collapse of normal mar
women singing of mother, from
be joined by Mrs. Sprague and son and his pay on flying status is kets; c, Consolidation of plants and whom, by fate, they are forever
$245 a month. As a career op holdings; d, lack of financial re- separated, but whose love ever
Christopher in the Fall.
As Mr. Sprague’s work has portunity, it is second just now to scurces;e, Opposition to labor follows them. Truly you can
brought him in contact with near nothing in the country. Any young unionism and collective bargaining ask God to bless Pownal in
ly every school in the State, this man who is interested and feels rights; f, Retention of managerial your prayers.
announcement will be of interest himself qualified is urged to at control by powerful family inter
—'William A. Holman
once get in touch with Prin. Jcseph ests; g, Mismanagement; h, Obto all Maine schoolmen.
E. Blaisdell at the High School or soletion of equipment and inade
At the Universalist Church at
Supt. Alden W. Allen at the Mc quate replacement; i. Failure to
keep abreast of new developments; 10.40 a. m. Dr. Lowe will preach on
Lain building.
j. Retirement of ownership
the subject, "The Light That Comes
3- —'Is New England benefitting At Wits’ End ” Recovered from her
the
first
comprehensive
highway
“Father of Good Roads
from the current defense program? recent illness Miss Lotte McLaugh
law. declared.
4— Is it true that certain towns lin will return and sing two solos.
Objects To the New
“I am unalterably opposed to the
are
more or less ruled by powerful Church school will meet at noon;
increase in the gas tax for it is
Gasoline Tax
feudal
families which control their Junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 30 p. ni , and
an unjust and a wholly unwarrant industries
and resources?”
Senior Y.P.C.U. at 7 p m.
Referendum petitions to enable ed increase.
e • • •
Now
—
if
anyone
can
help
us
in
tiie people of the State to vote on
“It is unwarranted for it is not
giving
the
best
possible
informa

At the morning worship service
the ’2c gasoline tax increase passed to be used for war needs. It is un
by the last Legislature are being just for a 4c gas tax is enough for tion about this to Mr. Schwartz, of the Methodist Church, Mrs. Locirculated at AAA garages and ordinary purposes. In order to in please do not hesitate to write or rita Bicknell will sing “The Voice
service stations through the State. crease the tax the Legislature had come in to the Chamber with your in the Wilderness” by Scott, and Dr
The petitions were invoked by to enact an entirely new law. The answers, as we all want our New Wilson will preach on “The Un
pictured correctly, don’t selfishness of True Religion.” The
the Maine Automobile Association, Governor is reported to have stated England
we?
which declared that the tax in in a radio address Tuesday night
evening service is at 7 o’clock with
crease would cost Maine' citizens an that there would probably be
gosipel music and an address by tiie
additional $500,000 a year. Only $8,000,000.00 for road purposes this AN APPRECIATION
minLster of the church on “Life’s
Camden, May 16.
signatures of registered voters are year. That in my opinion is more
Fleeting Butterflies.” Sunday school
acceptable on the petitions, and ail than can be judiciously expended Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
classes meet at 9.30 and 12, and
The administrative personnel and Young People’s Society at 6 The
signatures on a given petition must this year for roads.
be from the same city or town.
“For the calendar year 1940 the members of 1130th Company, OCC. mid-week prayer is Tuesday at 7.
• • • •
The first petition was signed by automebilists paid the State more wish to express their appreciation
John Clark Scates of Westbrook, than $10,300,000.00 'for gas tax and to your newspaper and particularly
“Help In Trouble” is to be th®
widely known as “the father of the auto fees and this additional tax to Mr. Cullen, your photographer, subject of the sermon at the First
good roads movement in Maine." In would take an estimated $800,000 for the splendid co-operation given Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30 Ap
signing the petition, Mr. Scates, from the pockets of the already to them in their efforts to publicize propriate music will be sung by the
the value and benefits of the
who for many years was a member overtaxed autcmobillsts.
choir under direction of Luella
of the Legislature, and wrote the
"Furthermore, unquestionably the Civilian Conservation Corps, dur j Grace Patterson Men, woi^n, boys
first amendment to tiie constitu Federal Government will add at ing “Know Your CCC Week.”
and girls will find an interesting
Copies of all articles and photo lesson discussed in all the classes
tion providing for a 2.000,000.00 bond least lc to the present federal gas
graphs appearing in your news of the church school at noon. The
issue for roads, and a little later tax.
"I have always been in favor of paper concerning our observance Endeavorer’s Inspiration hour un
a just gasoline tax and I believe I of this program have been for der direction of Kenneth Hooper
BEANO
have done as much as anyone in warded to the Commanding Gen will open at 6.15 and is open to all
111 PLEASANT STREET, 7.30
the State of Maine in behalf of good eral of the First Corps Area, Bos
The people’s evening service wiil
MONDAY EVENING
roads but I consider the present 4c ton, Mass.
open
at 7.30, with Miss Grace Leigh
Merchandise Coupons
Stephen J. Gaffney.
gas tax is enough, especially when
Scott,
Field Secretary of the Na
Some Grocery Specials
Company Commander, tional W.C.T.U. as guest speaker.
today the autemobilists are con
Free Ice Cream
Camden Hills Camp, CCC. The big sing, assisted by the instru
tributing about 47c of the total
59-It revenue of the State.
ments and choir will be a helpful
“For these reasons, I urge that
WE
ARE
NOW
BUYING
TIN
everyone who does not wish to see Such as automobile bodies, fenders
taxes in this State grow ever higher and
light iron; also highest prices
to sign one of the petitions. It is paid for old cotton and burlap bags,
my understanding that these peti rags, metals and iron.
Saturday Night, 7.45
tions can be obtained at the offices
MAX GOLDBERG A SONS CO.
of
the Association, at all AAA ga 441 Water St.,
Gardiner, Maine
SPEAR HALL
rages
and
at
many
filling
stations
59*
DOOR PRIZE, DINNER
throughout the State.”

An Owl’s Head Boy

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

8 CLAREMONT ST.
TIL. 882
ROCKLAND, ME.

Quickly Exterminated by “SMAXEM”
“just Spray. That Gets 'EM"

W-tf

CHAMBER
OP
COMMERCE

Are Still “Champs’’
I-.VI

It
at 1

Safe, Sanitary. Stainless
Mail Orders Filled. Gallon $1.60
GREEN CROSS CHEMICAL CORP’N.

92 Green St., Jamaica Plain, Mass.
.14 “

GROSS NECK
Mrs. Clarence Richards and
children called Sunday on Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Richards in Friend
ship.
Mrs. Frank Simmons is visiting
relatives in North Waldoboro.
Mrs. M.llard Creamer of Dutch
Neck visited Monday with Mrs.
Ida Waltz.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

John

Simmons

and Melvin Gross spent last Sat
urday evening with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.

DANCING

Flying Cadet Week

NOW IS THE TIME!

MAIL FOR ISLANDS
Effective Monday, May, 19, mail
for the Islands will close at Rock
land, Me., Post Office at 2 p. m.,
due to leave office at 2 30 p. m.

At

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Music By
HAL’S RHYTHMAIKES
Dancing from 9.00 until 19.30

Admission 35c and 25c, plus tax
llTStf

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery
Lettering

44-S-tf

SEPTIC TANKS

A

CESSPOOLS

AND CEMENT WORK

'

REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON

58-59

TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND. ME.

Read The Courier-Gazette

CAUTION!
DON'T BE FORCED BY THE

NEW FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY LAW
Voluntarily Buy Automobile Insurance

Before the Accident
CONTACT

FRANK A. WHEELER
425 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 98 OR 556-R

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”
Buy a home through
a Savings Bank mort
gage and your “rent

money’’ in many cases

will pay off the mort__
gage.
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of
the simplest. Consider these advantages:
1.
Greater flexibility—each mortgage treated in
dividually to meet your own particular situation.

3.

GLEN COVE

AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED

Superintendent of Mails

2.

EVERY SATURDAY NITE

Post Office Bowlers Again
Lug Off the American
League Title

part of the service. Backbone is The Post Office retained its
needed in politics as much as it is championship in the American
league at the Community bowling
in religion.
alleys last night, defeating the Tex
“Mortals and Immortals” is the aco team 58 pins on the total. The
subject cf the Lesson-Seimon that first string found the champions
will be read in all Churches of hitting a good stride, ending with a
Christ. Scientist, throughout the margin of 68 pins. The Texacos
world on May 18 The Golden Text staged a comeback in tiie second
is: “Forsake the foolish, and live; string, gaining back 49 pins, lasing
and go in the way of understang- the third by 28. The fourth string
ing” (Proverbs 9:6). The cita a close one; going to Texaco by one
tions from the Bible include the pin. the final string going to Post
following passages: “Let thy work Office by 12.
Dick Perry carried the high total,
appear unto thy servants, and thy
with
503. while Roy Mitchell run up
glory unto their children, as for
a
high
single of 128.
me, I will behold thy face in right
Monday
night the Post Office will
eousness; I shall be satisfied, when
I
awake. with thy likeness” bowl the winners of the National
league, Kiwanis Club, the match to
(Psalms 90:16 and 17:16).
decide the league championship.
• * • •
Last night’s scores;
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
Post Office
rial Baptist Church the pastor Rev.
87 88 86 104 91—456
C. A. Marstaller, for the srevice at
MloPhee,
95 86 90 87 93—451
10.30, will speak on “He Went ■
96 80 95 103 101—475
Away ’’ Speoial music will include I Chatto,
108 84 115 92 104-503
a solo by Walter Griffin. Sunday
96 73 103 102 99—473
School follows at 1145 with classes
for all ages. There will be a special
482 411 489 488 488-2368
leader for the Young People’s
Texaco
Meeting at 6 o'clock. "The Remedy
for the Sin Sick World" will be the Anastasia, 85 90 91 99 103—468
74 79 81 96 90 420
topic used by the pastor for the Chaples.
84 97 102 83 108—474
evening service at 7.15. Tiie choir E. Cook.
will sing
Mid-Week praise and J. MoLoon, 83 92 98 83 86—442
88 102 89 128 89 496
prayer service Tuesday night at 7-30 Mitchell,
• • • •
414 460 461 489 476-2300
At the Congregational Church,
The results of the play-off
Rev. Roy A. Welker will occupy the
pulpit Sunday morning Sunday matches held this wpek:
• • • •
School as usual. Comrades of the
Monday
Night
Way at 6.30. Pilgrim's Fellowship
Old Timers - -R. Richardson 439,
at 8 o'clock
• * • *
Rogers 417, Benner 466. F. Richard
son 460, Lawry 289; total 2274.
MV CONFIDENCE. PSALM 37 •
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Coca Cola—Gregory 416, Grover
Though an host should encamp against 508, Glidden 440, Mitchell 425, Mazme
zeo 429; total 2218.
My heart shall not fear;
Though war should arise against me
Snow’s Shipyard—Crockett 410,
I will be confident here.
Phillips 442, Cole 464, Gatcomba
Tills will be my assurance ever
455, McKinney 501; total 2272.
When dictators arise
Appalling the earth with their warfare
Harding's Wonders^Clarke 393.
The sea und the skies.
Bowley 441, Harding 425, Carr 506.
I stUl may enjoy God's presence
Hobbs 508; total 2272. Snow’s run
Sustained by His grace,
roll-off on tied total by 15 pins).
Beholding His love and goodness.
His beautiful face.
Wednesday Night
I can hear His voice always speaking
Though war thunders roll
Rice—Walker 464. Hodgkins 455,
So I fear not the body killers;
Goss 449, Heal 441, Cargill 479; total
They harm not the soul.
2288.
O then In these times of trouble
Of foes all around about
Old Timers—Miller 449, Benner
I will sing to the Lord my praises
444, R. Richardson 458, F. Richard
My Joy and thanksgiving devout.
son 435, Lawry 455; total 2241.
Allison M. Watts
Jamaica. Vt.
Texaco—A. McLoon 456, E. Cook
456, ‘Anastasia 465, J. McLoon 494.
Mitchell 472; total 2333. (‘Chaples
rolled third, fourth, 5th strings).
Snow's—Phillips 483, Cole 465,
tGatcombe 434. Willis 443, McKin
In the interests of a “stronger U. ney 505; total 2330. (tSukeforth
S. Army Air Corps and therefore a rolled 4th and 5th strings).
stronger national defense," Gover
nor Sumr.er SewalL today joined ! Thursday Night
other New England chief executives
Kiwanis—Scarlott 462, Flanagan
in proclaiming May 18 to 24 a.s Fly 457, Miller 466, Brackett 477, Baring Cadet Week
! nard 523; total 2375.
Sewall urged that “cur various
Rice—Heal 439, Smith 484, Hodg
governmental agencies within the kins 456, Goss 393, Cargill 477; total
State co-operate with federal au 2246
thorities in bringing to the atten
tion of our young men the oppor
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
tunity for service to the country in
the U. S. Army Air Corps.”
The governor said Maine was
“proud” of its record in providing
men for the various branches of ex
WATER PIPES RENEWED
panding armed forces.

BINGO

BED BUGS, ROACHES

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

Flying Cadet Corps

Four Cents Enough

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

l»-tf

SERMONETTE

To be given away $14—$2 each
on evening play. Ham, Flour,
Sugar, Butter, Bacon and Fggs,
Meat and Potatoes, Fish and Po
tatoes, and Lots of Big Prizes.
Come and get your Ticket nn
Big Chair.
*

h«rot Saving* H-*nk. Rwngnr
lie* siting* Rit’’\ I.et*l**on

*t*<i«»* Saving*
rtgemft

CH U RCH ES

A Serious Accident At
Hoboken Square Early
This Morning

Ihe more you save, the
ire satisfaction you get
im saving.

Page Tlireo
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D.U.V. Beano Monday at 2.15.
Three door prizes.—adv.

ave<l

■prising total

Every-Other-Day

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.
5', on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in 15 years.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Established 1868.
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Page Pouf

DOWN IN THE ANDES

Llama boy and his trader. Note the boys homespun clothes, braided
hide rope with the hair still on it. The boy wears his earlaps the year
round. The hat is made out of very heavy felt. Most of them are made
in Italy. They are about half an inch thick. They are hard as boards.
As a rule they last a lifetime and are handed down from father to son for
years. From photo furnished by Capt. William II. Wincapaw.

WALDOBORO
ft ft ft ft
MRS. IjOUISE MWLCB
Oorrospomdeafe
ft ft ft a

Tei ar
Henry Palmer of Nobloboro
and Mrs. Henrietta Verge of Mel
rose, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. P. Mason.
Miss Crystal Grass of Mars Hill
has been visiting this week with
her grandmother, Mrs. Caroline
Hodgdon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dwyer of
Bath have been recent guests of
Miss Annie O. Welt.
Miss Prances Harding of Head
Tide passed this week at the Gay
home on Friendship street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
were hosts Friday to Community
Garden Club.
The Lions Club bowling team
members were guests Thursday of
the Rotarians at Boothbay Har
bor. The Lions met Wednesday at
Stahl’s Tavern. The guest speaker
was Roger Arringdale. The pro
gram was in charge of E. Ashlej
Walter. These officers were elect
ed King Lion. Ernest Boggs; vice
piesidents Richard Gerry. Forrest
Ealrn, Icon Steward; secretar;,
Kenneth Weston; treasurer, Maynaro Genthner; tail twister, Aus in
Miller; lion tamer. J. L. Rainville,
directors for two years, Earle
Spear and Roland Genthner.
The annual business meeting of
the iLadies Central Cemetery As
sociation will be held May 1 at 2
p m , at the home of Mrs. Maude
Clark jGny.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chilles of
Belfast visited Wednesday with
Mrs Annie Grant.
Mrs. Harold Parsons and son
William visited Thursday with her
parents, Mr and Mrs. C B Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs Forrest Eaton weie
Portland visitors Tuesday.
Mrs.

High School News

Every-Other-Day
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dent interviewing a prominent per
son of the town. Tlie appointments
were made by telephone as some of
the students were not familiar with
the usage of telephones.

Will Vote On Scliool
Waldoboro Will Consider
Finances At Special
Town Meeting
A special town meeting will be
held May 23 at 7 o’clock, standard
time in the High School auditorium
in Waldoboro.
The warrant contains seven ar
ticles:: To choose a moderator.
To see if the town will vote to
remodel the Brick School Building
on Friendship street, according to
State specifications, as recommend
ed by the School committee;
To see if the Town will vote to
call for redemption and payment
Sept. 1, 1941 at par and accrued in
terest. all or any part of the issue
of its 314 percent High School Con
struction Bonds now outstanding
and dated Sept. 1. 1935 on the terms
and in the manner provided in said
bonds, and to authorize the Select
men and Treasurer to call the
same.
To see if the Town will vote to
call for redemption and payment
July 1. 1941 at par and accrued In
terest. all or any part of the issue
of its 3li per cent Refunding Bonds
now outstanding and dated July 1.
1935 on the terms and in the man
ner provided in said bonds, and to
authorize the Selectmen and Treas
urer to C£ll the same.
To see if the Town will authroize
the issue of a series of its bonds for
these purposes:
To provide friends in an amount
not to exceed $10,000 to cover the
cost of remodeling the Brick School
house.
,
To provide funds for the payment
of so many of the issue of its 314
per cent High School Construction
Bonds now outstanding and dated
Sept. 1, 1935 as may be called.
To provide funds for the payment
of so many of the issue of its 314
per cent Refunding Bonds now out
standing and dated May 1. 1935 as
may be caUed and if
to deter.
mine the amount of said issue, the
rate, denominations and terms of
said bonds and the manner of
execution thereof.
To see if tthe Town will vote to
set a price to be charged for the
use of the High School Auditorium
both local and ut of town.

Leonard Newbert. a Freshman,
won the annual W.C.T.U. Essay
Contest. The subject was ''Tem
perance and What It Means to Me.
He represented the High School
Tuesday at the W.C.T.U. Convention
at Jefferson.
An assembly was held Tuesdav,
the guest speaker being Dean
Knowles of Northeastern University.
He gave an interesting speech on
“Your Career and You.’’ which was
educational as well as enjoyable.
The softball team played Union
May 12. and was defeated by a score EAST WASHINGTON
of 12 to 9. It was the first game of
Jesse Flanders of South Liberty
the season.
was
a business visitor Wednesday
The Senior class was honored at a
at W M. Prescott s.
farewell party given last night bv
Mrs. Arabel Leonard. Oliver
thp Juniors in the Gym. The eve
Weaver
and Harold Corthell of
ning waa spent in dancing and
Camden
were callers Sunday at
games. Ice cream and cookies were
the
heme
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
served. Phyllis Miller. Madeline
Light.
Rines. Ada Smalley, Rudolph KanMr. and Mrs. C E Overlock were
tola and Maynard Wallace were on
Augusta
visitors Tuesday.
the refreshment committee; Made
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Young and son
lyn Genthner. Inez Hilthon. Ernest
Donald
were
guests
Monday of
Mclain and Douglas Richards on
Mrs.
Edith
Light.
the program committee.
Members of English IIIA went Frank Sukeforth of Washington
Tuesday to Lincoln Academy to put visited recently at the home of
on an exchange assembly. They Mr. and Mrs. W M. Prescott.
Mrs. Alan Mjendellson with two
presented the play “The Murder of
the King’s English.” which was writ maids and chauffeur spent the
ten by the members of the class past week at Mrs. Mendellson’s
Robert Creamer and the Scripture Summer home .“The Firs’” return
and Mary Miller gave the history of ing last Saturday to New York.
the play. After the play Maynard She will return May 29 to take up
Wallace thanked the students for her Summer residence here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Walker of
their attention and extended to
them an Invitation to present an Rockport were visitors Sunday at
assembly here.
the C. E. Overlock home, also called
This
__ _ week
„„„ _the- _____
Senior _English
-------, on other friends in town.
Class held interviews, each stu-j Miss Margaret Linscott is

“The Sly Nine”

third degree.

We had him blind

folded, ready for the last degree,
when one of the officers drew an
icicle down across his face. "Stop,
Stop boys” cried the candidate, “I’m
all done. You can’t abuse me like
that. I won’t finish.” So that was
the last meeting for a long time
of “The Sly Nine.”
•
Elmer E. Allen

NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy re
cently visited their son Wilbur
Esancy in Union.
Edward Millay is in ill health.
Mrs. Carolyn Leigher. Mrs. Helen
Winchester and Miss Grace Grin
nell attended a meeting Friday at
Mrs. Nettie Grinell’s during which
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Korb of Gar
diner gave instructions in regard
to Sunday School.
Roy Light of East Washington
has been employed by several
farmers in this vicinity the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grinnell of
Springfield, Mass., were guests last
week-end j£t Arthur Leigher’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Ireland and
son of Vassalboro visited Sunday at
Willard Ireland’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Maddocks
and family were callers Sunday at
the Thurston home.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leigher
were visitors Sunday at the home
of Mrs. Edson Wellman in West
Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Turner and
two daughters, Mrs. Lelia Turner
and Henry Robbins were in Port
land Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
William Carter.
Mrs. Gwendolyn Sukeforth and
daughter were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Esancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and
family visited Sunday at the home
of Everett Fish in South Appleton.
The American Union Sunday
Sci ool meets every Sunday at 10
o’clock at the schoolhouse.
ing in the store for Robert Esancy.
Harland Ripley is employed in
the shipyard at Camden and is
commuting with Edward Young
who also has employment there.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Maurice Brann of
Coopers Mills were recent visitors
at the home of the Allen Ripley's.
Roy Light was at the home of
his mother. Mrs. Blanche Leigher
in North Burketitville on a recent
visit,
__ _

Evcry-Othcr-Da)

VINALHj

Old Timers Remember This
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SENTER* CRANE'S

Elmer Tells Some
Amusing Anecdotes Con
cerning a St. George
Secret Society
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A few years ago there were not
many secret societies in this vil
lage----- only two as I remember,
the Masons and the Iron Clads.
Some of us young chaps, not being
21, conceived the idea tha t we
ought to have a secret society of our
own, so nine of us got together and
formed one which was named “Tlie
Sly Nine.” I think Al Rawley named
it.
We weren’t anyways “sly," only
Al and Freelyn Smalley thought
it would make people curious and
I guess it did.
We leased a room in the upper
story of the A. D. Davis block which
consisted of two large rooms. One
of these was used by Mr. Davis as
a casket room as he was the un
dertaker. His room was off to one
side from the room we occupied
which was reached through an al
leyway.
The charter members were Frank
Rawley, Albert Rawley. Elmer Al
len, Fred Sheerer, Freelyn Smal
ley, Frank (Tink) Brown, Walter
Morton,
James
Romkey
and
Thomas Wheeler. We met once a
week and had a regular program at
every meeting. We initiated a ew
candidates but didn't want many.
One night after we were through
with initiation Walter Morton who
was the installing officer that eve
ning and left handed, called the
boys to order, using a carpenter’s
mallet for a gavel. In some man
ner he missed the stand when he
brought the gavel down and it went
through a window and down
through the skylight window in
Mrs. Olive Pierson’s house.
It made a terrible crash. We put
the lights out immediately so peo
ple couldn’t tell where it came
from and then we argued whether
we should go and get the mallet and
pay damages or say nothing about
it. The latter move was decided
upon by a unanimous vote and we
crept down stairs in the dark and
went home.
We had a bell at the head of the
stairs attached to a string which
led down the door and which we
would pull on if we were late. Some
of the boys who were kind of sore
at us because we would not take
them into our order used to pull
this string. It bothered us conisderably, so one night Al Rawley and
I concluded that we would put a
stop to this annoyance.
We stationed ourselves inside the
lower entrance and did not have
long to wait. When they came we
opened the door quickly and cap
tured two and took them up stairs
to decide what to do with them.
We found we had “Tidy” and
Charlie. We took them into the
room that contained the caskets
and put each one of them into one,
shut the top down and kept them
there until they promised never to
ring our doorbell again. They never
troubled afterward and we had
peace and quietness for quite a
while.
Springtime came and some of the
boys had to go away and we had
one candidate ready to receive the

I
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NEWLY STOCKED

M
Mnry i
I
wednex^y from R
shP served on trie ti I
Kncx County Sup.'I

Cotton Shop

A A. Peterson ani

Peterson. Jr., retur
(rem Boston.
,Mrs. Lora Hardis
the 4 A’s Wedne

/5

Grand Army hall when Edwin Libby Post met in “Custom House Block" nearly opposite foot of Lime
rock street, on Main street. Photo loaned by Mrs. C. H. Morey.
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ernoon at the home of Miss Fran
ces Spear.
The cast from Owl’s Head
Grange which presented “Aunt
Jerushy on the War Path,” a
three-act comedy, successfully in
Owl's Head recently will repeat
the play Tuesday at 8 o'clock at
Glover hall, under the auspices
of the Baptist Men's Forum, which
is building a fund to fit up a rec
reation room in the church base
ment. In the cast are Helen Har
vey, Almon Cooper, Evelyn Ross,
Shirley Harvey, Francis Dyer,
Maurice Harvey, Janette Beverage,
Albert MacPhail, May Foster,
Mary Dyer, Constance MiacPhail,
Belle Robarts, Bertha Learned,
Ellena Fredette.

Fred Wellington is employed as
night operator at the power house.
Robert Packard, who has been night
operator there several years, is em
ployed at Snow's shipyard at Rock
land.
Miss Annette Haskell, student
nurse at the Cambridge, Mass.,
Hospital, was with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. F. Haskell overnight
Monday.
The Help One Another Circle of
Kings Daughters will meet Monday WEST WASHINGTON
Visitors Sunday at Mrs. Lizzie
afternoon at the home of Miss
Frances Spear.
Wellman’s were her daughter Mrs.
The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter, Mildred Johnston of Jefferson,
O£.S. will meet Monday afternoon Mrs. Georgia Tilson of Augusta,
at the home of Miss Frances Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leigher of
The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter, Burke ttville and Mrs. Mae Hib
O.ES. will meet Tuesday afternoon bert.
at the home of Mrs. Grace Camp
Mrs. Lottie Bowman is visiting
bell, with Mrs. Belle Walker, the
for
a week with Mrs. Owen Turner
hostess. Members who have recived
of
Weeks
Mills.
their handwriting analysis, are
Mr.
and
Mrs. Maynard Marriner
asked to take it to the meeting.
Those from this town, to attend and son Vincent of Searsmont and
the performance of “Tlie Pilgrim’s Owen Wellman of South Portland
Progress” at the Portland City Hall, i visited Sunday with their parents
Tuesday, by the Maine Federation Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Wilford Turner and Mr. and
of Music Clubs were: Raychel
Emerson, Mrs. Mildred Berry, Mrs. I Mrs. William Smith of South
Carrie Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Portland were guests Sunday of
Vinal, Mrs. Edith Burdick, and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Granville Turner.
Ethel Griffin. Mrs. Butler and The latter is heme from Togus on
Mrs. Berry sang in the chorus, as a four-week vacation.
members of the Thomaston Choral
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Tilson of
Society, and attended the white Augusta passed last week-end with
breakfast given Tuesday at the Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hibbert.
Eastland Hotel, at which, Mme.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kelley of Au
Maria Maximovitch sang.
gusta were recent callers on Miss
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary S.U.V. has Katie Kennedy.
accepted an invitation to attend the
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman
morning service. May 25, at the and children and Mrs. Marion
Congregational Church. Boy Scouts
Light of Somerville were Lewiston
and Girl Scouts are also invited.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia of visitors Sunday.
Mrs. Esther Wellman is visit/ng
Quincy, Mass., were at their Crescent
her mother in Somerville for a few
Beach cottage last weekend. With
them as guests Sunday were Mrs. days.
P. D. Starrett anti Miss Carolyn
Hayden.
ROCKVILLE
The new chassis for the fire de
Mrs. Bertha Borden of New York
partment was taken Tuesday to visited with her daughter. Mrs. Flor
the Eastern Fire Equipment Co. in ence Bolduc, for a few days re
Yarmouth to be fitted with a new cently.
body, and the pumper from the old
Recent callers at the home of
fire truck. It will take about a
Charles Tolman were Mr. and Mrs.
month before the new outfit is ready
for use, and it will be a most effi William Dalton of Amherst, Mass.,
cient piece of apparatus, with all Mr. and Mrs. Edward Farmer of
new equipment except the ladders. Togus. and Mrs. Einar Heino and
It is planned to keep the chemical son of Fitchburg.
Misses Vivian and Helen O’Jala
tanks on the old fire truck. Those
spent
last Saturday in Augusta, at
who went to Yarmouth Tuesday
tending
the Music Festival.
were First Selectman, George Star
Mr.
and
Mrs. William O’Jala had
rett, Fire Chief Oscar Starrett, and
as week-end guests Henry Hejkkila
Crockett Batchelder.
George Doherty of the Boston and Elmer Rintala of Norwood,
office. Federal Bureau of Investi Mass.
The fire department had a drill
gation. was speaker Thursday at
and
meeting recently and Ernest
the Congregational Brotherhood.
Perry
who has served faithfully as
He spoke of the work of the F.B.I.
and made suggestions of what to chief for several years resigned and
do in case of espionage and sabo F. Leroy Hunter was unanimously
tage. Rev. Kenneth Cassens of elected to the position.
Mrs. Thomas Monden has a poin
IRockand sang a solo, playing his
settia
in bloom and wonders if it
own accompaniment, and Chester
isn
’
t
unusual
for one to blossom at
Wyllie sang a solo. Chester Wyllie
this
time
of
year.
Mr. Monden has
and Charles Wilson led the singing.
nearly
finished
his
camp at Seven
The Woman’s Club presented an
Tree
Pond.
exchange program Tuesday at a
Mrs. Almon Cooper is threatened
meeting of the Woman’s Com
with pneumonia.
munity Club in Union. The pro
Mrs. Philip Tolman, daughter Mrs.
gram, arranged by Mts. Gertrude
George Post, and two granddaugh
Rowe was: Paper, “Historic Homes ters arrived here Thursday for the
of Maine,” Mrs. Grace Wyllie; so Summer. Mrs. Tolman spent the
prano solo, Mrs. Carrie Wyllie; Winter at St. Petersburg. Fla., stop
vocal duet, Elizabeth Kenniston ping in New York on her way home.
and Mary Drewett; banjo selec
Mrs. Einar Heino and son Richard
tions. Miss Ruth Starrett. Accom of Fitchburg are visiting her sister
panists were. Mrs. Marion French, Mrs. Loberg in West Rockport. She
Mrs. Grace Wyllie and Mrs. Paul is moving to Fitchburg.
ine Pellicane. Mrs. Grace Carlisle
Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop. Mass.,
of Boothbay Harbor, director of and A. B. Butler of West Meadows
district 9 was present, and intro were dinner guests Wednesday of
duced by Miss Ida Robbins, presi Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
dent of the Union Club, pointed
Mrs. Maurice Clough of Boston
out the opportunities for women who is visiting her father. Dana A.
in the club work She was recipi Sherer, spent Wednesday with her
ent of a mixed bouquet of Spring aunt, Mrs. C. H. Morey in Rockland.
flowers presented by Miss Robbins.
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
Refreshments were served by Mrs. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman were Mr.
Nina Fuller. Mrs. Edith Thomas. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett and son
Mrs. Gladys Cramer. Miss Flor of Rockport, Mr and Mrs. Theodore
ence Thurston, and Mrs. Bertha Sylvester and family of Rockland,
Howe. Decorations featured snap Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton and family
dragons and Spring flowers.
of Bremen, Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie. ac Gray and family of South Brewer,
companied by Donald Farris and Miss Auni Hill of Rockland, Miss
Mrs. Martha Kalloch attended the Lilie Hill of Newton Centre, Mass.,
meeting of tire Hancock County and Wiljo Hill of Searsmont.
Baptist Association held WeanesThe flag of the Red Cross was
dfcj In Ismoine.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings originated in compliment to the
Daughters will meet Monday aft

flag of Switzerland.

WASHABILIffY stands high on your list of
“Musts” this season. These have it . . . you
can tub them till the cows come home!
Newest, most practical fabrics in cotton,
rayon and combinations of cotton and rayon.

Tri-€ounty League
Appleton and Warren
Winners In Games Played
This Week
Warren High School lost Monday
night to Appleton High in a TriCounty League game played at Ap
pleton, the score 8 to 7. Appleton
took the lead in the second inning,
and kept ahead of Warren through
the remaining five innings.
The score:
Appleton ............ 0 2 4 0 1 0 1—8
Warren ..... ..... 1 2 0 2 0 2 0—7
Hits, for Appleton 13, for Warren
10. Errors, for Appleton 4, for War
ren 3. Batteries, Pease and Phil
brook; Cogan and Moore.
Warren High School took over
Waldboro High School Thursday
night in a tri-county league game
played at Waldoboro, the score 6
to 4. Warren outhit Waldoboro,
throughout the game
Warren ............. 3 0 0 0 0 3 0—€
Waldoboro ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0 3—4
Hits, for Warren 12. for Waldo
boro 7. Errors, for Warren 3, for
Waldoboro 4 Batteries, Miller and
Moore; Bagley, Borneman and Lee.

Sizes 12 to 20—38 to 44

$1.98 — $2.98
Others at $5.95

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertisements ln this column nov
to exceed three lines inserted once fo>
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines flve cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

FOR SALE

NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 4148 and
the owner of said book asks for du
SHORE lots for sale. East side of ' plicate ln accordance with the pro
Pemaquid Lake near U. S No. 1, H. vision of the State Law.
KNOX
HILDEBRANDT. Nobleboro. Me
COUNTY TRUST CO . by L. C Jack
_________________________________ 57*S*60 I son. Jr.. Treas., Vlnalhaven Branch
LIVE bait for sale, also
h. p. 1 May 7, 1941_____________________ 59 S-65
motor
ROCKLAND
RADIATOR I
NUMBER plate lost 142 612. Maine
WORKS. Public Landing, Tel 1315 , 1941 between Owl's Head and Rock59 61 land. TEL 292 R________________ 59-61
CARS for sale, by Frederick U. Waltz
—1936 Chevrolet panel truck
1934
Oldsmobile sedan; 1939 Plymouth se
dan; 1940 Wyllls coupe; 1939 Ford se
dan; also 10 used cars under $75 on
easy terms. TEL. 838-W, City, 59*61
FOR Immediate sale, 6-room house,
bam. 249 Rankin St. fields and pas
ture. chance for cows and hens. 15
min walk from post office Bargain.
ALBERT QUINN. Tel 741-W
59*61

Fourteen Waldo County 4-H
tulips for sale, 60c doz.
Clubs planted 15,000 red pine trees 30 DARWIN
WATER ST.___________________ 59*61
on May 3 in 10 areas unsuitable for
UNIVERSAL electric range for sale.
production of cultivated crops or Inquire CHARLES RONCX). 8 Park St
pasture. Property owners bought ____________________________________ 59-62
GETTINO late! Set your strawberry
the trees and the club members did
right away. Premier and Dunthe planting.
filants
ap $1 per 100
LUFKIN, Glencove.
address
R D., Rockland. Tel. 44-3 . 59*lt
Mrs. Sumner Sewall of Augusta
38-ACRE farm for sale at East War
and Professor Marion D. Sweetman, ren.
Mt. Pleasant Rd VAUSTIN SNOW.
58*60
chairman of the Maine State Nutri R D. 1 Thomaston
TWO horse cutaway harrow for sale,
tion Committee, will be among 703
FRED KTLLERAN. Cushing.
delegates attending a national nu bargain.
Tel Thomaston 198 21.
58 60
trition conference for defense which
WASHING machine for sale, also
President Roosevelt has called in separator. 2 oil brooders. Nesco roast
er, oil stove and oven, small electric
Washington, May 26-28.
water heater. TEL 1199-WK.
58*60
Almost complete returns on a na
TRANSPLANTED
annual
ga-den
for sale, ready to flower Pan
tion-wide survey show the total rat plants
sies and tomato plants. STTLES GAR
ed storage capacity for grains, DENS. near Oakland Park. Tel. 256 14
beans, and flaxseed as of March 1 ___________________________________ 58-60
24-FOOT motor boat for sale, good
was 1,505. 943.000 bushels, the U. S. running
condition.
ELLIS YOUNG.
Department of Agriculture reports. Tel Thomasto
n 113.________________58*60
The survey, first of its kind ever
USED stoves of all kinds for sale,
and sold
C. E OROTTON.
made, is of importance in defense bought
138 Camden St.. Tel 1091-W.
56 tf
planning.
8-ROOM house for sale, good con
Newest circular in the series on dition. paint and shingles almost new.
bath, furnace, 2-car garage, garden
laying flock management, prepared plot,
ln desirable residential section,
by Frank D. Reed, Maine extension reasonable price. F. H WOOD, Rock
57-59
poultryman, is entitled “Producing land. Me.
ONE
rotary
White
sewing
machine
Quality Eggs.” Single copies are with drop head for sale. L. F. POR
57*59
available, until the limited supply TER. Rockport.
MONROE refrigerator for sale. Can
is exhausted, to residents of Maine
seen at 42 Union St.. Camden, or
who address their requests to the be
call at J. L. STAHL. 58 Rankin St
57*59
Maine Extension Service, Orono, or City. ___
EASY washer for sale; also piano,
to their county extension agent.
melodlan. household furniture, an
Ask for circular 142.
tiques
4 NORTH MAIN ST.
57*68
A report received by Director Ar
SEED potatoes, seed oats and grass
thur L. Deering of the Maine Ex seed for sale. WALKER DELAWARE
57-59
tension Service shows that national SEED STORE. 70 Park St.
PLANTS for sale Broccoli, cabbage,
enrollment in 4-H Clubs was 1,420,- lettuce,
tomatoe, larkspur, bleeding
297 in 1940, the largest membership heart, pansies, forget-me-nots, can
bells, etc. Will have all kinds
ever reported in this organization terbury
of plants next month. Tel. 671-J, E
of boys and girls. In Maine, 6644 A. DEAN. Rockland
57-62
SEED green mountain potatoes for
boys and girls between the ages of
grown from certified seed In
10 and 21 were enrolled last year. sale,
1940. $125 per bushel. H E SMITH.
The four “H’s” typify the training North Cushing, Me., Tel. Thomaston
57*59
of head, hand, heart, and health. 189-31
cabbage and tomato plants
More than 8.000.000 rural boys and forEARLY
sale
Call 1214-W or CHARLES
gills have been members of 4-H WADE. 70 Waldo Ave
56*61
Clubs since the work became na
TESTED seed from the most reliable
growers at the oldest seed store lu
tionwide in 1&14.
the City. C. C. TIBBETTS 288 Main
52-tf
MODERN 8-room house at 22 Lind
sey St., for sale to settle estate. A R.
BACHELDER. 110 Union 8t,______52 - tf
St.

TENANT’S HARBOR
St. Oeorge High School Alumni
Association will meet Wednesday in
the High School building at 8
o'clock. D.S.T.

FERTILIZER

bone meal,

nitrate of

soda and greenhouse special for your
lawns and flowers Tel after 5pm
347-M, V. L. PACKARD. 45 Granite St.

CERTIFIED Oreen Mountain pota
toes for sale. SPROWL BROTHERS.
51-tf

MISCELLANEOUS

Searsmont

PIANO moving, reasonable rates
Call the RADIO SHOP. Tel 844 . 517
Main 8t.__________________________ 58-60
NOTICE To Mariners: You are here
by advised that under date of May
12. 1941. the Director. Bureau of Navi
gation & Marine Inspection. Wash
ington, D. C., has authorized the
change ot the name of the 8.8. Red
Jacket (238891) to the S.S. Santa
Monica. J. T. Sylvester, Collector of
Customs.
57-60
IF you like to Draw. Sketch or
Paint—Write for Talent Test (No
Fee). Olve age and occupation. "F
8.” care The Courler-Oazette. 57*59
LAWN mowers sharpened. Called for
and delivered. Prompt service. $1.25.
H H CRIE & OO.. 328 Main St.. Tel.
205. City.
51-tf
MEN, Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal
cium, Phosphorus. Introductory size
only 35c. Call, write C. H. MOOR *
<CO., and all other good drug stores.
52*62
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
•ollclted. H. O RHODES. Tel 519 J.

stock and built to order C. L. RAYE.
Prescott St
57*62
DARK loam for sale, first class de
livered RICHARD MAKIE, Tel 553-M
West Meadow Rd.
48*59
RICH dark loam for sale for flower
gardens and lawns Delivered Small
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants. WILLIAM
ANDERSON. West Meadow Rd Rock
land. Tel 1245.__________________46*51-tf
FARM. 41 >x acres for sale. 7-room
house, bam. garage, good well, elec
tric pump and lights, graved pit, fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries, fine buildings
Price. $2100.
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel.
1154 or 330
45-tf
40-ACRE farm for eale ln Washing
ton. wood and lumber Would exchange
for property ln Thomaston or Rock
land. C. M. OVERLOOK 135 Holmes
St.. Tel. 774-M.
44-tf

. ...

NOTICE Is hereby given of the lo.
of deposit book numbered 647 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law.
KNOX
COUNTY TRUST CO, by Lendon
Jackson. Treas., Rockland. Me.. Mav
17. 1941_____________________________ 59-S-H5

BIRD

houses,

trellises,

fencing,

ln

Hard wooa per foot, fitted, $1.50;
Sawed, $1 40; long. $130 If. B. A C O.
PERRY, Tel. 487 .
52-tf
D. A H. hard ooal, egg, stove, nut
$14.50 per too, del. Household soft ooal
$8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. If B. * C.
41-6-tf a PERRY, 51$ Main St.. Ttf. 487. 52-tf

AWNING lost between Camden and
Rockland — green and white cloth,
rolled up. no pipes on It.
Finder
please
phone
1262-W,
ROCKLAND
AWNING CO________________________ 58*0
LOST Sunday—Green purse Initials
A. W
Between Rockland via 'Keag
road to Glenmere. Liberal reward
"A. M. W"
Courier-Gazette. 57-59

TO LET

for cards and lunch.
Mrs. Verne M<
Oarnold. returned
Rockland.
Mrs. Boy Arey ai
tu*ned Thursday fr.
Mass- where they h:
of Mrs. Arey’s pai
Mis Nels Stcrdahl.
A dance sponscr.
Council of Pocchont
at Red’ Men's hall
Vinalhaven Band,
leader will meet lu.
rehearsal.
Mrs. Joseph Ti
Thursday Pom Re
Fox Islanders an.
Onl- Clubs enjoyed
Wednesday night t<
Mary Maker, Jane 1
Amrs. They were
leaders, Mrs. The
and' Mrs. Scott Littk
nients were served.
Mcnarda Council
will meet Tuesday
Men’s hall.
The Lions Club en
quet and meeting '1
nt the American II
Out of town eucst
present.
Fox Islanders and
4-H clubs, about 23
companied by lea.
bara Nutting. Mrs.
field and Erdine Cal
attend' the Knox
dress review at K
!•
,i
.' Will H
dress; Norma Philip

hool dress.
Montpelier'’
other points
Marguerite

They
a I Tin
ol intei ]
Chapt.

meet 'Monday

night

The annual speakin,
tween the Hich 8cho|
haven and North iij
held Monday at 7
Church. The public
collection will be iJ
haven contestants nri
n Qgrvei Au,I
Norma Phillip Oei I
son and’ Oloria Skor
North Haven are
age, Pauline Thay<
erspocn, Phyllis TI
Thayer and Carolyn
Union Church St
meets tomorrow at 10
be at 111 o'clock w:t|
the new pas.to

LARGE pleasant front room to let
suitable for two persons; has 2 close’
central location, 16 Walker Place. TF'
42-M______________________________ 59-61
APT. ot 5 furnished rooms to let
ln Tenants Harbor. MRS C. E FREE
MAN, 177 State St., Portsmouth. N H
58*60

HOME to let at 52 Pleasant St . 6
rooms and bath, garage, garden spot,
all refinlehed Inside
F P KNIGHT
12 Myrtle St.___________________ 58*60-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let
rooms and piazza: also unfurnished
apartment. 4 rooms and sunporcli
Inquire 12 Knox St., TEL 156-W 34-tf
TENESiffiNT to

let.

5

rooms

bath,

garage. J S. GARDNER, West Meadow
Rd - TV1._691-M ________________ 57 59
CLEAN attractive rooms, centrally
located to let. Bath, lights, contlnuous hot water
TEL 1247-M
56 tf
FOUR-room apartment to let all
modem. Apply at Camder. and Rock
land Water Oo., TBL 634
53 Jtf
THREE room furnished apt to let.
adults preferred Inquire at 11 JAMES
ST., or 12 WARREN ST
50-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let at
283 Main St
V. F 8TUDLEY. Tel
1154 or Tel 330.___________________ 48-tf
FURNISHED 3 room apartment with

sun porch $o let at 5 Orove St.; also 7room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
St. ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
_________$___________________
43 - tf
FOUR-roQm heated apt. to let., auto
matic hot 'water
At 15 Summrr St
H M FROST. Tel 318-W
52-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA The Men's 8hop, Main
& Park Sts.. Rockland.
52-tf

WANTED
USED
mowing machlnp
wanted.
Write "F. S." care Courier Gazette
59*61
FLAT top desk wanted, TEI, Rockland 1280
59-61
TWO waitresses wanted
Call Sun
day. 2 to 6 at 12 Warren St.. Cltv
8. M OXTON,_JR.________________59*it
FREE Home! A reliable couple want
ed as caretakers of country place ye r
around In exchange for free home
Good opportunity for right party
FLORES WELLMAN.

Waldoboro.

Me

__________ ________________
59-60
ELDERLY person wanted to board
Pleasant, quiet location HAZEL HAV
ENER. R N., Waldoboro. Me
58*60
DRIVER salesman wanted.
Steadv
year around Job. Good pay. time and

a half for work over 40 hours Excel
lent chance for promotion. Monthly
bonus to man who produces resultproduct Is 51-tf
a staple article, oldest and
largest seller In the state Not an ap
pliance or insurance Job Applicant
must be 25-35 and married Have high
school education Must give two char
acter references and names of last
three employers. Interview will he
arranged for the best qualified Ad
dress your letter to “A. 8 " care of
The Courier-Gazette
57-59
EXPERIENCED hair dresser wanted
Please give full particulars.
Write
^C." care Courler-Oazette
57 59
ROOFING work, wanted^ St agin?
furnished. Free estimate. WILLIAM
YOUNG. JR., Thomaston, 8t., Tel
591 -M_____________________________ 57-59
RESPONSIBLE young girl wanted
willing 40 learn cooking and do down
stairs work ln family of man and wife
little gin, infant and young nurse
Only
slight
experience
necessary
Wages $10 weekly.
Tel Georgetown
2 3 or write BOX 15. Popham Beach
________ '
57-59
POSITION

wanted

as pastry

.1

i si cons
(lie viii|

Special:
The engine
Series de' c

turns up '1
steady 30 i[
Ground ccol
But add (

the same
de\ eh»ps 1. |
miles per I
tests!

There's mo|
it comes, hl

Because tlij
exclusive I |
air volume
tAv...

cook

Have had boys camp and hotel, ex
perience
Best of references. Write
MRS M. O ORAY. 19 Union St
Waterville. Me. ________
57*59

IF you life to Draw. Sketch or Paint

— Write for ad ln Miscellaneous
column, "F. S.” care The Courier-Ga
zette,__________________________ 57*59
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM
I ING. 1$ Birch »t.. Tel. 212 W.
56-tf

WHtl

very-Other-Day

| Every-Other-Day
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WASHINGTON-AND YOU

MRS. OSCAR O. LAMB
Correspondent

By Margaret Chase Smith

zs

Washington, May 14—Trial of
Mary Duncan returned the selective service system over
from Rockland where the last eight or nine months has
on the traverse jury of revealed defects which Congress
k„fX c unty Superior Court.
should and probably will remedy.
\ Peterson and son Ambrose I voted for the Act setting up the
i. Jr., returned Saturday system because I believe it is the
democratic way to defend' this
jjern Boston.
"m; Lora Hardison entertained country. I did not expect it to be
ne 4 A- Wednesday afternoon a perfect system, and shall support
-fl'- cards and luncheon.
amendments shown by experience
Mr- Verne Mossman and sen to be necessary. One very v.tal
C‘rn(;,l returned Thursday from thing is to make sure of uniformity
cf application.
Complaints are
Rcckland.
M,. Rcy Arey and sen Jchn ie- coming in to both Senate and
... nr, Thursday from Springfield, Hcuse of the difference in the way
uj. where they have been guests local draft boards administer the
j: M
Arey’a parents Mr. and Act. These differences cause a
sense of injustice which is most
Mrs Nels Stordahl.
A (. ;i.e sponsored by Monarda unfortunate in draft which above
Ccur. il <<■ Pocchontas w.ll be htjd all things should be absolutely fair.
Some feel that the present set-up
j. rc Men's hall tonight.
;.i, ;a\ n Band, J. H. Kittredge should be tried out for at least a
.■ 11 meet Tuesday night for year.
ithearsal.
Some time ago I introduced an
Joseph Tinker returned amendment which would defer the
; i.iv Lorn Rockland.
draft of any married men living
pf\ Islanders and W nners 4-H with their wives. I do not think
C.;: Clubs enjoyed a Club Tour that homes should be broken up
gednt day night to the hemes of except in actual war emergency,
M M. k?r, Jane Libby and Irene and I do not believe Congress in
They were accompanied by tended that they should. I have
leader. Mrs. Theodore Nutting asked for a hearing on my amend
::: Mr Scott Littlefield. Refresh ment but have been informed by
ments were s-erved.
the Chairman of the Military Af
Monarda Council of Pocohontas fairs Committee that the Wax De
to! meet Tuesday night at Red partment s opposed to it . It may
Men's hall.
go into the general group of
The I.ions Club enjoyed a ban- changes in the Act without sepa
quet and meeting Thursday night rate consideration.
a; tiie American Legicn Home.
There is a growing support in
Out "f town guest speakers were the Congress for lowering the d:aft
present.
age. Now it ranges from 21 to 35.
Fox Islanders and The Winners The army finds that the older men
4-H club •. about 23 in number, ac- do not adapt as easily and the Army
mpaiiied by leaders Mrs. Bar prefers nerve over 25.
• • • *
bara Nutting. Mrs. Marian LittleThere
is
also
growing support
y!i md Erdine Caiderwood, will
attend the Knox and Lincoln for a year cf m Jiitary training for
cres.- review at Rcckand today, all young men before they marry
Pr. nlla Chiiles will model a party or establish themselves in a career.
Norma Philips. Betty Dyer, This would prevent the injustice
ho-! d'.f.-s. They will visit "The of any selective service system in
Mont; idier" at Thomaston and which, by let, one is taken and an
other is left. This training of
ether points of interest.
young
men exclusively could not
Mu ur-rite Chapter O.EB. will
be undertaken until we had by the
meet Monday night.
Tii-' annual speaking contest be- present system trained a reservoir
vp‘n the High Schools of Vinal- of men of different ages, but I
o.ven and North Haven will be think the time has come when we
-Id Monday at 7.30 in Unicn must consider the problem of
Church. The public is invited. A training all young men.
The gravity cf the war situation
t I'.ection will be taken. Vinalavtn contestants are: Ada Bray, is felt by all Members. This was

I*Mrs

our list of
it . . . you
ue!
in cotton,
id rayon.
4

$2.98

ID FOUND
iri-pby given of the lots
ok numbered 647 and
‘iaid book ask* for duordunce with the pro
state Law
KNOX

JST CO, by Lendon
Rockland. Me., Mav
59-S-65

lereby given of the loss
ik numbered 4148 and
said book aaks for duordance with the pro

state Law
KNOX
5T CO . by L C Jack
Vinalhaven Branch.
______________ 58 8-65
ite lost 142 612. Maine
Owl's Head and Rock_R___________________ 59-61

t between Camden and
green and white cloth,
pipes on It.
Finder
1262-W
ROCKLAND
___________________58*60

ty Oreen purse Initials
en Rockland via 'Keag
timere. Liberal reward.
Courler-Oazette. 57-59

Marilvn

Carver.

Audrey

Ccombs,

Norina Phillips, Geraldine Robertton and Gloria Skoog. Those from

evident in the consideration of the
b 11 which wculd permit the United

Special
Nutil Haven are: Grace Bever- Mitchell of Marr’s Hill.
aie. Pauline Thayer. Erma With- music by the vested choir, organ
- p<» n. Phyll's Thayer, Dorothy ist Mrs. Leola Smith. Junior Ep
worth League meets at 4. Mrs. Ivan
Tiiavrr and Carolyn Greenlaw.
Un.cn Church Sunday School Caiderwood. leader. Christian En
tr.ee: tomorrow at 10. Worship will deavor meets at 6, Mrs. Vaughn
be at 11 o'clock with sermon by Johnson leader. Evenng service
he n w pastor. Rev. Charles c-f praise and song will be at 7.

States Government to requisition
all foreign ships interned in our
ports. I voted for this proposal
because I believe that we must de
fend this country and that such
defense should be carried out first
through aid to Br.tain to keep the
war as far away from cur shores
as pcssble.
We must face realities now. The
Bill did not direct that the ships
! be turned over to Britain, cr any
ether belligerent, but that is clear
ly the purpose. I voted against
' amendments which would have
weakened effect of the E ll. These
i amendments proposed that ships
could only be bcugiht or chartered
i but not requisitioned; and that
once acquired they could not be
j transferred to a bellgierent or any
other country. In my opinion,
these amendments would have de
stroyed the purpose of the Bill.
To help Br.tain we must give her
ships according to the policy al
ready established by the LeaseLend’ Act. We will pay full price
for these foreign ships. They will
help fill the gap between now and
the time when our own new mer
chant ships ccme off the ways
either in carrying supplies to the
fighting democracies or in our own
world trade.
t t t •
The oloseness of our relationship
to Canada was plain in the inter
view which the Maine Congres
sional delegation had at the Can
adian Legation with the Minister,
Leighton McCarthy.
John D.
Erickson went with us. He is di
rector of European Affairs of our
State Department and a member
of the Joint Canadian-United
States Defense Commission. He
has been assigned by the State
Department to serve with the
Maine delegation in discussing
ways of easing the border and ex
change restrictions which are caus
ing ill-feeling. Mr. McCarthy was
very sympathetic with the hard
ships caused by Canada's restric
tion on money spent in this coun
try by Canadians for pleasure but
said that the war is taking every
cent Canada can scrape up. It is
a good thing that machinery has
been set up for the Maine delega
tion to work closely with the Lega
tion and the State Department. I
shall take advantage of it when
business of my District requires
consultation.
The war will not tighten regula, tions governing crossing into Can' ada this Summer. I am informed.
J United States citizens do not need
passports or ether documents to
| leave cr come badk into this couni try. but It is well to take identify
ing documents. Aliens lawfully in
the United States must have a re-

nil front room to let.

o |>ersons. has 2 closets.
16 Walker Place. TF'
_________________ 59-61
turnlshed rooms to let
rbor MRS C. E FREE
St . Portsmouth. N H
___________________ 58*60
it at 52 Pleasant St . 6
th. garage, garden xpot.
tn tde
F P KNIOHT
____________ __ 58*60-tf
apartment to let
3
,azza: also unfurnished
rooms and sunporch
ax St . TEL. 156-W 34-tf
to let. 5 rooms, bath,
t A RON HR West Meadow
W ________________ 57 59
active rooms, rentrallv
Hath, lights, contlnuTE1. 1247-M
56 tf
apartment to let. all
y at Camden and Rock> . TEI. 634_________ 53 Af
furnished apt

to

let.

Inquire at 11 JAMES
tREN 8T__________ 50-tf
apartment to let at
V F STUDLEY, Tel
10___________________ 48-tf
3 room apartment with
Pt at 5 Orove St.; also 7id garnge at 27 Chestnut
GORDON. Tel 299-W
_______________ 43-tf
, heated apt to let, autoIter
At 15 Summer St
Tel 318-W________ 52-tf
ement with bath to let
e>d Opposite Maine Cen"ent reasonable. Inquire
The Men's Shop. Main
' rkland.
52-tf

r*

D
dng machine
wanted,
care Courier Oazette
_______________ 59*61

•sk wanted. TEL Ro^k_____________ 50-61
ses wanted
Call funM 12 Wnrren St.. Cltv.
JR_______________59*11
A reliable couple wantfrs of country place ye r
change for free home,
gnlty for right party
IMAN. Waldoboro. Me
_____________ 59-60
ierson wanted to board,
location HAZBL HAVWaldoboro, Me
58*60
iesman wanted
Steadv
lob Oood pay. time and
>rk o\er 40 hours Excelfor promotion. Monthly
n who produces results,
staple article, oldest and
In the state Not an apnau rance Job Applicant
and married Have high
on Must give two Char
les and names of last
I'ers
Interview will be
the best qua 11 Hed. Art'tter to "A. S " care of
‘szette
57-59
'ED hair dresser wanted,
full particulars.
Write
ourler-Oazette.______ 57-39
work, wanted
Stagin'!
ree estimate
WILLIAM
Thomaston. St.. Tel.
___________________ 57-59
ILE young

girl

J

Buick Special 6-passenger Sedanet,
$1006, White sidewall tires extra*

I si' consider these plain facts about
the engines in this 1941 Buick

ciently by a single mixer.

Special:

We’ll let you figure out what extra
power and extra mileage mean in
extra fun, extra thrills, extra satisfac

The engine that regularly powers this
Series develops 115 horsepower and

tion.

turns up 20.1 miles per gallon at a

steady 50 miles an hour in Proving

We’ll let you size up, too, how nice
it is to travel farther more pleasantly

Ground economy tests.

— on as much as 10% to 15% less gaso
line than former Buicks used.

But add Compound Carburetion,t and
the same engine in the JflmF model
develops 125 horsepower and goes 21.5

But for the whole picture, just go get
actual, local, delivered prices on a

miles per gallon by exactly the same

Buiek.

You’ll find that nowhere else can you

tests!
There’s more from less gasoline-and
it comes, literally, out of thin air.

Because the ttro carburetors in this
exclusive Buick feature handle a larger
air volume than can be provided effi-

buy the same size,
the same style, the
same power, the
same comfort at
the same low bar
gain Buick figures.

f Available at slight extra mat on seine Buick Special models,
standard on all other Series.

If delivered at Flint, Mich.
State tax, optionalequipment
and accessories — extra.
Prices and speci fications sub

wanted.

rn rooking and do downi family of man and wife,
ifar.t and young nurse.
experience
necessary
teeklv
Tel Georgetown
BOX 15, Popham Beach.
__________________57-59
wanted as pastry cook,
sys camp and hotel, ea
st of references write
GRAY. 19 Union St
Ie
_ '
57*59
to Draw Sketch or Paint
ir ad in Miscellaneous
4>. care The Courler-Oa__________________ 37*59
E wanted to upholster.
d delivered. T. J PLEM“ 8t., Tel. 213 W.
56-«

for the Business j
Coupe

EXEMPLAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

ject to change without notice.

C. W. HOPKINS
12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

WHIN BITTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
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New York Art Students Learn About Color

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1J0 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Serve with lamb hash, sauteed ba
nanas. popovers, and floating island
for dinner.
Orange-Cream Sauce — •% cup
sugar, 3 tablespoons Ceresota flour.
4 tablespoon orange ju.ee. 1 table
spoon grated orange rind, 1 egg. 1
cup heavy cream.
Mix sugar and flour in top of
doube boiler; add orange juice and
rind; add beaten egg and mix wrj’.
Cook abbout 10 minutes or unt 1
thick, stirring constantly; ccol.
Whip cream until stiff and fold
into cooled custard. Yield: Eight
servings.
Boston Brcwn Bread Sandwiches
—One-half cup creamed cottage
cheese. 2 tablespoons thick salad
dressing, 12 thin slices Friends
Bfown Bread, buttered.
Blend creamed cottage cheese
and salad dressing. Put two slices
of brown bread together with
cheese filliitg and press gently. Cut
into halves. Yield'; 12 sandwiches.
Sandwich Sticks—Chop walnut
meats or other nut meats very flne;
mix with a little salt; pla'.’? on a
piece of waxed paper. Cut oread
into three-fourth inch slices; re
move the crusts. Cut each slice
into sticks three-fourth inch w.ae.
Spread the sticks on all surfaces
with softened butter. Rod in tn?
chopped nut meats, turning so that
all sides are evenly c.utari.
Chicken Salad in Pineapple
Shells—One large fresh p.neapple.
3 cups cubed, cooked chicken. 1‘cups culbed, unpared red apple, h
cup broken walnut meats, mayon
naise, mixed salad greens.
Cut fresh pineapple in two.
lengthwise; hcllow out both halves;
cube enough of hollowed-out por
tion to make 114 cups; chill. Com
bine chilled, cubed pineapple,
chicken, apple, nut meats and may
onnaise and serv# in pineapple
half shells cn a bed of mixed salad
greens.
MENU
Breakfast
Fresh Strawberries and Cream
Creamed Dried Beef cn Toast

When you have swung remember
the call
Hold ycur holds and promenade
all’
. Gent in the center—ladies prom

Even if you telephone your gro
cery order 10 months of the year
ycu shoudn't miss personal trips
to market in May and June. There's
inspiration, good fun and a whole
new slant on menu-planning when
you view the heaped-up fruit and
vegetable stands.
Baby carrots
you can scrub and ccok whole or
eat raw after crisping them in ice
water to which you’ve added onion
or garlic salt. Or combine the car
rots cooked and sliced with little
onions, new peas or cooked aspara
gus tips, melted butter or light
cream as sauce.
Cabbage heads now are pale jade
green, crisp and tender and the
shredded cabbage needs not more
than 10 minutes steaming in milk
perhaps or very little water, then
cream and seasonings and perhaps
now potatoes cooked in their earthy
jackets. Try boiled tongue or bris
ket with horseradish sauce and
beet or dandelion or spinach
greens.
Fiddle head greens are coming
into market for their short season.
They’ve organized a co-operative
in Maine to market the tender,
curled fiddle heads that taste like
asparagus and are really delicious.
Ycu might ask your grocer if he
has them.
The Dutch always use nutmeg
as a vegetable seasoning. You
might like it on asparagus kale or
cauliflower and again you might
not. <We like the delicately sea
soned chicken or beef broth aces
with butter as dressing for almost
any cooked vegetable.
A can of condensed mushroom
soup thinned with three quarters
of a cup of rich mik makes a dif
ferent sauce for buttered aspara
gus on toast. Try a scallop of
cooked rice and sliced onions, equal
parts with curry sauce or cream
sauce and a topping of crumbs and
grated cheese some night when a
platter of asparagus on toast is
the big note of the dinner. Crisp
curls of bacon can garnish the as
paragus and a strawberry short
cake could top off a flne May din
ner.
String Beans in Horseradish
Sauce—Four tablespoons Land O’
Lakes Butter, 2 tablespoons minced
cnion. 4 tablespoons Ceresota flour.
’4 teaspoos Sterling salt, 2 table

enade the outside ring
: Pass ycur partner two and swing

spoons bottled horseradish, % tea
spoon pepper. 2 cups milk, 2 No. 2

Buttered White Onions
Fresh Vegetabe Rel sh Plate
Sponge Cake with

Young Decorators at New York's famous Pratt Institute study color schemes in giant collection of color photos
which will be lent to local residents

GUIDE USED BY PRATT INSTITUTE NOW AVAILABLE AT GLOVER'S
Interior decoration students at
Pratt Institute, best-known of all
New York Ait Schools ,now are
studying home color schemes from
a huge portfolio of color photos,
duplicates of which are now avail
able at the Glover Co. Store. The
color-photo collection, known as
the Paint and Color Style Guide,
shows many of America’s most
beautiful rooms and homes in

actual colors, and will be lent to
local residents, the local paint man
says.
Many rules and hints cn interior
decoration can be learned by a
study of the color photos, accord
ing to the decorating experts of
Sherwin-Williams Company, who
compiled the portfolio. For ex
ample, the photos show that rooms
with a northern exposure can be
pa nted with warmer colors than
other exposures, that grayed wall

entry peimit, which costs $3, in
the Portland Immigration Office if
they expect to come back into the
United States, x

Were Hard Workers

• • * A

It was decided at a meeting of
Townsend Members of the House
that if the Ways and Means Com
mittee does not assure us cf a
hearing on cur bill this year, we
will start a petition to discharge
the Committee and bring the Bill
to the Floor. It may be that the
Administration will propose an ex
pansion of the present old age
pension system and the cost cf this
may be tied in with general taxa
tion legislation now being consid
ered by the Ways and Means Com
mittee. I found the Cleveland
Townsend people much interested
in the general subject of taxation
for defense which, they realize,
may seriously affect any attempt
to enact an cld age pension meas
ure which would increase expen
ditures.
• • • •

FOR SQUARE DANCES

A California Tells of the Call He
Gave Many Years Ago

E. H. Philbrick Gives Long
List of Rockland Men Who A correspondent to the Tcwnsend
Served As Kiln Tenders ! National Weekly who signs “C. F.
Rockland, May 13.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Many articles have been running
in The Courier-Gazette of late
about oldtimers of 50 years ago. I
think of the kiln-tenders ctf that
period that deserves a worthy men
tion. In these days they had to
shdvel the red hot lime from the
kiln—a method which has been
greatly improved since then. I re
call from memory the following:
Thomas R. Achorn, Benjamin A.

Ames. William L. Barter, Charles
S. Bickmore, Henry H. Bickmore.
Charles Bowen. Charles L. Brann.
Charles A. Brown. Thcmas E.
Brown. Henry W. Bubier. George
E Bucklin. Horace T. Buck'.in,
George A. Burg n, James S. Burgin,
Among my lunchecn guests at Alton L. Burns, Philip M. Burns,
the Capitol this week were Mrs. Lewis G. Butler, David F. Cables.
Guy P. Gannett, of Portland, Vice Alfred E. Cates. Frederick H. Cates,
President Eastern D;v:sion cf the Erastus R. Chaples. Stillman Choat,
National Federation of Music /brris R. Clark. William Clark. Wil
Clubs, who is seeking seine way of liam R. Claik. Leander H. Clough.
Benjamin F. Ccllamcre. William
service by her organization to the
men of the Army and Navy; Miss S. Colson. Alfred Condon, Alphonso
Mary Barber, President of the Crouse, Joseph M. Currier, Charles
American Dietetics Association, Dodge, James E. Dew, Frank W.
who is “loaned'' to the War De Eastman, Oscar M. Ellems. James
partment to plan soldiers' menus; Emperor, Charles F. Field. William
and the Maine delegation to the Flagg, Mark E. Flanders, Richard
bienn al General Council of the J. Fcley, John Francis. Charles S.
National Leecue cf Women Veters. Getchell, Daniel Gillis, Mathias
Mrs. Horatio C. Ccwan. of Rock Gorham. Abert S. G:ay. Jchn L.
land. F.rst Vice President, and Mrs. Grav, George L. Gray, Chai Ies W
Paul A Morin, cf Saco. Legislative Green, Edward Hall, Adrian Ham
Chairman. Also, enjoyed meeting ilton, Oliver Hanly, James Har
Timothy
Harr.ngton,
30 Kingfield High students and rington.
their Pr ncipal. Abbott Clark. Mon James Hartnett., John E Hartnett.
day. We ate lunch at the Capitol
Daniel O. Haskell, James W.
and had pictures taken after visi Haskell. Wellington P. Hassen. Lin
ting the Gallery.
coln S. Henderson, Samuel J. Hen
derson, William Hood, Elias B.
LINCOLN COUNTY WOMEN
Howard. George F. Huntley. Oliver
Mrs. Lois .Wickstrcm of New A Jackson. John J. Jameson. Ken
castle was elected president of the neth Johnson, Peter E. Kaler.
Lincoln County Unicn of Women's George J. Kennedy. Gecrge F.
Clubs at the annual meeting in Kirkpatrick, Daniel L. Kirkpatrick,
Wiscasset Tuesday. Other officers Frank L. Knpwltcn. Frederick F.
are: Vice president, Mrs. Louise Larrabee, Stillman L. Larrabee,
Miller of Waldoboro; secretary, Moses F. Leavitt. John H. Lewis,
Mrs. Mary Higgins cf Boothbay Geoige F. Lothrcp. James A. LcthHarbor; treasurer, Mrs. Vivienne rop. John Lcthrop. Henry R. LcthPlummer of Damariscotta Mills; rop. Charles E. Lunt, Arthur Luauditor, Mrs. Alice Taylor of Wis man. Thomas A. Martin. Fred Mc
casset. The directors of the unicn Fadden, John Mclnnes Jr., James
are Mrs. Grace Carlisle of Booth- McNeil. Alonzo Merrill, Edwin
bay Harbor. Mrs. Grace Sewall ctf Merrill, Clarence Miller. Denny F
Wiscasset. Mrs. Dorethy Hodgdon Miller. Herbert Miller, Charles E.
of East Boothbay and Mrs. Mar Moody. Elden E. Mocre, Fred A.
Moore, Henry E Mocre.
tha Griffin of Damariscotta.
Enos B Morton. John E. Mulli
Lawrence Marston, former resi
dent of Wiscasset, was the prin gan. Allen Murray, William Noster.
cipal speaker. A tea was later given Andrew W. O’Neil. Henry R. Pack
in honcr of the retiring president. ard. John E. Pendletcn, John
Mrs. Charles S. Gewall of Wiscasset. Perry, Will Perry. Alexander M
Pettee, Alvin T. Pet tee, Stillman
Not over 300 new automobiles will Pettee, George Philips, Milton E.
be sold In Egypt this year, accord Plummer. William Randall. Jchn
Richardson. Albert A. Rollins,
ing to Egyptian dealers.
Philip Robishaw, William H. Sar
gent, George H. Sargent. Paul S.
Sawyer, Alvin H. Seavey, Allie
Sewall. Stephen L. Sleeper. Charles
VINALHAVEN AND
D. Smith, Fred I. Smith, Laforest
ROCKLAND
C. Smith. Edwin Snow. Herbert M.
Sprawl.
William Staples. George
STEAMBOAT CO.
W. Stevens. Jeremiah Sullivan,
ROCKLAND. ME.
John Sullivan, Charles N Thomas,
James P. Wentworth, George S.
Service To:
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston Wilson.
E H. Philbrick.
ington, Isle au Haut, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
SPRING SERVICE
Effective May 19
Subject to change without notice

, colors permit the use cf brightercolored accents and furnishings,
and that white, ivory or cream are
the best ceiling colors because they
reflect more light. Also, blue and
white is a favorite kitchen combir.at cn because cf its cool effect,
and green is an excellent back
ground color—ideal for living-room
and dining room walls. *
The Portfolio will be lent at no
cost, and will be cn display at the
W. H. Glover Co. Store.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Baker of Portland has been
visiting the past few days at the
! heme of her daughter. Mrs. Victor

Walker.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Services of the Baptist Church
Read Down
Read Up
j will be conducted Sunday by Rev.
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swans Is'and,
Ar. 6.20 H. I. Holt. The subject of the
4L3O Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 5.20 morning service will be “Christless
Love.” Sunday School meets at
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 4.10
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.15 10; worship at 11; evening service
9.30 Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 2.00 at 7.30. the subject “Kinsman Re
59-tf demption" Young people's meet
ing will be at € JO.

' D ”, Los Angeles, sends to that
i paper a square dance call

which

he gave many years ago, entitled
“Pass Your Partner and Swing,"
and here it is—
Everybody promenade the outside
ring
Pass your partner cne and swing

Coffee 'Ring
Coffee
Sunday Dinner

Pineappe and Strawberry Cup
Pot Roast
Boiled Potatoes
‘String Beans in
Horseradish Sauce

' When you have swung remember cans (5 cups) string beans.
*Orange-Cream Sauce
the call
Melt the butter, add onion, and
Coffee
Hold your holds and promenade all ccok until tender. Add flour salt,
Sunday Supper
Gent in the center- ladies prom horseradish and pepper, and stir
‘Chicken Salad in
enade the outside ring
until smooth. Add the cold milk,
Pineapple Shells
Pass your paitner three and swing place ever boiling water, and cook,
‘
Sandwich Sticks
When ycu have swung rempmber stirring constantly until thick.
"Boston
Brcwn
Bread Sandwiches
the call
Cover and cook 10 minutes. Then
Strawberry Tarts
Held your holds and promenade add string beans; heat well, and
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Cup
all
serve. Serves six. To serve two
•Recipes given.
Gents in the center—ladies prom or three, make half this recipe.
enade the outside ring

Home and swing.
Mrs. Robert Nutt and Mrs. Donald APPLETON RIDGE
No. 2—iReverse the call with la Tolman.
Mrs. Ida Mitchell and chidren
dies in the center and gents prom
Fitting remarks were made by Mrs. j of Burkettville were recent visi
enade the outside ring.
Overman who also sang a duet with j tors at the home of her parents,
Rev. Mr. Overman as a part of the Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Williams.
WEST ROCKPORT
Muriel Robbins and Burton
Miss Lydia Ix>htonen is at her service. The messagfe of the morn Thompson of Portland wrre guests
farm on Vinal street for the Sum ing centered around a life of true! last week-end of Mr. and Mrs.
beauty.
mer.
Maynard Brown. Callers Sunday
Wallace Telman, daughter and
at the Brown home were Jose
i son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Edward SOUTH THOMASTON
Robbins of South Hcpe and Mr.
Lermond were in town ’?st week
Clark Earl of Andover, Mass, and Mrs. Roscoe McFarland of
end. called bv the death of his visited the past week at the home of Camden.
sister. Mrs Almon Maxey.
Mrs. Eva Sleeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart had as
The Tuesday Club met this week
Mrs. Alice Baum and Doroth-’ visitors last week-end Mr. and
witli Mrs. Perley Merrifield and Mrs Baum are attending a house party
Mrs. Clyde Luce and family and
Elmer Merrifield
this week-end at U. of M.
Mrs Nina Hart of Oakland.
Mrs. Almon Maxey
Alfred Pillsbury of Bowdoin Col
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Norton and
Funeral services for Viola C., wife lege spent last week-end with hls daughter of South Thomaston. Mr.
of Almon S. Maxey, who died May 9 grandfather, Charles Peterson.
and Mrs Silvo Roy and children
after a brief Illness, were held Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Brackett' of North Union, Edna Miller andl
day at the church. Rev. C V. Over of Houlton and Mr. and Mrs. Osacar j and Mrs. Clark Dearborne of
man officiated The many beautiful Emery of Bar Harbor and Oscar son Jesse of Burkettville and Mr.
flowers and number of relatives and Emery. Jr., of Portland were last Union were caller sfSunday at the
friends present were tributes to the week-end guests at the Bartlett home of Frank Hart.
deceased.
home.
Visitors Sunday at the parson
Mrs Maxey was born Aug. 10, 1864
age
were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Taber
daughter of the late Albert and Young People*’ Homage
of
Bangor,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lisania Tolman She had always , Mothers' Day was appropriately Burden of Orono, Mr. and Mrs.
resided in the same neighborhood boserved at the People’s Church by Harold Will's and three children
where she was born. In early life Mrs. Lotta Crowley and her class and Harry Packard of Bucksport.
she taught school for a time. When of young people. An audience of 60
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant of
quite young she was married to Al enjoyed a program of poems. Scrip Quincy. Mass., have been recent
mon Maxey, this union lasting for ture readings, article on the origin guests at the homes of Mr. and
of Mother’s Day, and special music.
nearly 60 years.
The musical program:
6ong. Mrs. Abner Grant Sr., and Mrs.
Besides her husband she leaves
Sprowl
two brothers. Wallace of Cambridge ‘Mother,’” group of young women; Earle
Thomas
Dar rock and Miss Lucy
and John; also nieces and nephews; “Backward, Turn Backward. Oh
Moody
were
supper guests Sunday
cousins. Clarence Tolman of Warren Time in Your Fight." boys’ trio;
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P. Johnson Pit
and Florence Tolman of Augusta; “Mothers’ Prayers Have Followed
man.
and ether more distant relatives. A Me,” choir.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman attended
brother Ernest died a few years ago. At the Sunday school session first
the
district meeting of the Re
A step-nephew Fred Fernald of ind second year pins and Bibles
bekahs
last Saturday in Warren.
Rockland, who has given this couple were given to pupils with a perfect'
watchful care and attention is now yearly attendance record.
Mrs. Crowley was the C.Y.A. lead The most spectacular subject ever
staying with Mir. Maxey.
er for the evening service and de filmed was the explosion of the
Corsages To Mothers
livered an interesting paper on “Hlndenburg” at Lakehurst, N. J.,
Mother’s Day was observed at the "Mother," followed by the musical on May 6. 1937
church Sunday with special recog program of the morning, repeated
nition of the mothers present and by request.
also those whose families were rep
Leader for the worship service
resented even though they were tomorrow will be Miss Hazel Lane,
absent.
and the Junior Choir will present a
Corsages arranged and given by special musical program.
the pastor's wife, Mrs. C. V. Over
The Young People's class is pre
man, were presented to: the oldest paring a special worship service to
mother who is a member of the be given at the annual meeting of
church, Mrs. M. A. Fogler (sent to the Knox County Association for Re
her since she was absent Sunday ligious Instruction, to be held Mon
because of a cold*. She had a day at the Universalist Church in
daughter present; Mrs. J. F. Heal Rockland.
was the oldest mother present; Mrs
Grace Colburn received the corsage
for the youngesth mother; she also LINCOLNVILLE
Granville Prcck died Friday
had the most children present; the
next lower number present was morning. Funeral services will be
shared by Mrs Ernest Douglas ana held Sunday afternoon from the
Mrs. Helen Keller who were given residence.
corsages. Each mother present w-as
Nearly 30,000 tons of cork were
given a pansy plant and some were
sent to mothers of children present shipped from Seville. Spain to the
including Mrs. Joseph Andrews, United States last year.
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SHIRLEY T. WIT J.TA MB
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

Burned In Explosion
Jaki Maki, 71, of Thomaston Is
i on the danger list at Knox Hospital
as a result of burns suffered Thurs
day afternoon when a kerosene
brooder stove exploded.
Members of the Thomaston Fire
Department responded to the cell at !
about 4 o’clock and Chief Edwin
Anderson with the assistance of
several other members applied lust
laid treatment to the burns until the
arrival of Dr. E. R. Biggers. Mr.
Maki was then taken in an ambu
lance to the hospital where he was
taken in charge by Dr. H. J. Weism&n.
Owing to the prempt work of the
lire department the damage to the
building was slight.
A late report from the hospital
this morning gave his condition as
abcut the same.

CAMDEN

EAST WALDOBORO

Fine Camden Organization

ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. George Hyler of
Rockport and Charles Harvey of
Rockland were recent callers at Miss
Ellie Mank’s.

Mr. and Mrs John M.nott and
family have removed here from
Damariscotta and are occupying
the house on Fluker street owned
by J. B. Paulsen.
r
iMrs. Olive Fales of South War
ren, Mrs. Olive Brazier, Mrs.
Letitla Starrett, Mrs. Edna Young,
Mrs. Carrie Oarroll Mrs. Helen
Lynch and Mrs. Shirley Williams,
members of Williams-Brazier Aux
iliary attend the meeting of the
Third District Council held Thurs
day in Waldoboro.
Miss Harriet Williams will be Doris Spear
Delegates and alternates to the
hostess
Wednesday
night
to
State Convention at Lewiston in
Friendly Club
Mrs. Ouy Lermond and daugh- I June were elected thus: Delegates,
ter. Miss Glenice Lermond went Mrs. Emma Kalloch, Mrs. Shirley
Thursday to Boston to Join Mr. | Williams, Mrs. Olive Fales; alterLermond for several days planning | nates, Mrs. Edna Young, Mrs. Olive
to visit Hanover, N. H. also during Brazier and Mrs. Sadie Chaples
The Camden High School band
Mrs. Kalloch was awarded the
their stay.
Naval
plate.
which is a most active organization
Miss Helen Studley, Mrs. Alice
At the conclusion of the meet under the direction of Director
Macgowan and Mrs. Shirley Wil
liams are the committee for the ing refreshments were served by Roger Calderwood. There are 36
public supper Tuesday at 6 o’clock Mrs. Fales and Mi’s. Margaret
members, 28 of whom are in this
Spear.
at the Federated Church.
group.
The Baptist Mission Circle will
Front row, left to right, Arthur
meet Tuesday afternoon at Mrs.
Lucy Sillery’s. High street. This
is to be a program meeting with
ft ft ft ft
Mrs. Marie Singer the leader.
NAOMA
MAYHEW
Iva Virginia Henry, daughter of
Mrs Mary L. Henry of Thomaston,
Correspondent
Camden Couple Quietly
was awarded the Elizabeth Abbott
ftft ftft
Observe
50-Year Mark
Balentine Scholarship at the annual
Tel.
713
of Married Life
Scholarship Recognition Day exer
cises held at the University of
Herbert Millay of Camden and
Mrs. Clarence McIntyre is a pa
Maine Friday morning Miss Henry
tient
at
Community
Hospital.
bride
of 50 years ago, celebrated
a sophomore in the College of Arts
Mrs.
Randolph
Kelley
of
Lexing

their
golden
wedding anniversary,
und Sciences, has been the Sopho
more class leader of the Women’s ton, Mass., has been spending a few Friday, at their home at 11 Free
street. Mr. Millay and Miss Rose
Athletic Association, captain of the ^ays in town
class hockey team, and named to
Mrs. Florice Pitcher is confined to Hinkley were married at Ingraham
the All-Maine field hockey team her home and Mrs. Allura Pitcher is Hill by the Reverend Kenyon of the
tills year. Last year she was named substituting as district nurse in her Universalist Church of Rockland in
1891 Mrs. Millay Is a direct de
an All-Maine basketball reserve, place.
She is pledged to Alpha Omicron I Mrs Harold Weymouth enter- scendant of Thomas Hinkley. the
Pi sorority.
Itained Thursday afternoon at her last Colonial Governor before the
Members of tlw Sewing Club and home on High street, in honor of New England states were divided.
The couple has lived among their
their husbands enjoyed a progres- J Mrs. Gilbert Harmon, who received
sive dinner party Thursday night a shower of gifts. Those present many friends, a very quiet and se
starting with the first course of iwere: Mrs. Harry Tounge , Mrs. rene life together, being keenly in
tomato juice cocktails at the home Clarence Thomas. Mrs. Forest terested in their home and flowers.
of Mr. and Mrs Aaron Clark and Spear, Mlrs. Burton Stevenson, Mrs. A daughter, Elizabeth Hinkley Milproceeding from there to the home Edward I>add, Mrs. Albert Rhodes, lay died at the age of 13. Three
of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights Mrs. Charles Babb, Mrs. Orman talented and famous nieces of whom
for salad. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Goodwin. Mrs. Elmer Crockett, Mrs they are very fond are Edna St.
Libby for the main course and to (Henry Roper. Mrs Amos Pitcher Vincent Millay, renowned poet;
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Condon’s for anc^ Mrs. John Campbell. Mrs, Norma and Kathleen -Millay, both
Monroe and Mrs. Blanche talented actresses.
dessert. Mr. >nd Mrs Kenneth
Since their marriage, they have
McCobb
were invited but were un
Marshall of Boothbay Harbor l
resided in Camden, New Hampshire.
able
to
attend.
were also in the group. After des- i
Rockland and the past 40 years
sert the evening was spent play- I Mr. and Mrs. Ora Huntley of the have been spent back in Camden
Cobb
road
are
parents
of
a
daugh

ing Michigan, prizes going to Mr. ; ter, born Friday morning
where Mr. Millay has a well estab
and Mrs. Libby for high scores i George H. Thomas spent Thurs lished and popular tailor shop on
and Mrs. Clark and Mr. Knights day in Portland on business.
Main street.
for low.
Their anniversary was spent very
Mr. and Mrs. B F. Mathews and
A door prize lias been added to daughter, Ruth spent Friday and quietly, receiving cards, gifts and
the list of special prizes awarded Saturday in Portland,
many callers throughout the day.
at the weekly beanos sponsored by I Mrs. Mary Louise Bok is spending Mr. Millay has long been a man of
Williams-Brazier Past, A. L„ Mon- la few days in Camden and Rock- a very friendly nature and excellent
day nights. Also the time has port.
character and his business dealings
been changed to 8 o’clock.
I Mliss Doris Munroe will be em- have always been of the best.
In The Churches
.ployed at the hotel at York Beach
_
, '
..
. !for the Summer.
Forums in the evening at 6. The
St. Bernards Catholic Church.
g Powers>
Qf Camden mid-week prayer meeting is held
Rockland Mass at 8 and 10.45 a. m. |and Boston. son< of Dr Powers Thursday at 7.30. Visitors will find
Federated Church Sunday School |jocai dentist, has resigned his po- a welcome at all services. The
at 9 45 worship at 11. The topic tition as secretary to the manager young people’s choir will hold a re
is "The Great Business of Being of industrial Relations of the hearsal at the parsonage. 8 Befmont
a Christ.an and the anthem is Bethlehem Steel Corp, and has ac- avenue Friday at 6 30 All members
"The Lord of My Life,” by Rue- cepted an appointment as clerk- are urged to be present.
bush. Miss Leona Frisbee is the I typist under Civil Service in the
leader at the Epworth League United States Government at the
Bicycles are fast becoming the
meeting at 6 o clock and the sub- Charlestown, Mass Navy Yard,
popular sport for young and old in
ject of the evening sermon at 7 I At the Methodist Church worship Camden, being available for sale
o'clock is "The Religion of David.” Sunday will be at 10.30 with sermon and rent at Haskell & Corthell’s.—
Baptist Church. Sunday School by pastor, subject “Blessed Mourn- adv.
57*lt
at 9 45 worship at 11. The national ers ” Music under the direction of
W.C.T.U. speaker. M ss Grace Mrs. Alfred Wilman. Church school PORT CLYDE
Leigh Scott, will be the speaker at an^ Bible classes at 11.45, Mrs.
Rev. John T. Holman, evangelist,
the morning service. Christian Stella
McRae.
superintendent.
is
spending two weeks with his
Endeavor meets at 6. and the eve- Yeung people s forum at 5 and 6 family
here.
nin-g topic is "Three Days of ° c^oc*c- Happy Hour service at 7.30
William
Goyette who resides at
Blindness ”
Song Service with talk by pastor,
Fred
Waldos,
has been ill with
subject “Repent Ye.” Duet, Mrs.
Auxiliary Officers Elected
Holman and Rev. Mr. Packard. grippe. He is being attended by a
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary elect- Church night service in vestry Rockland physician.
J. Newton Broad'bent and son
ed as officers yesterday: President, Thursday at 7.30 in charge of pasIrvin have arrived at their Sum
Mlrs. Emma Kallqgh; senior vice- tor. Choir rehearsal Friday,
president, Mrs Shirley Williams; | The men’s bowling team will hold mer home after spending the Win
junior vice president, Mrs. Carrie a banquet Wednesday at Beach Inn. ter in Florida.
Carroll; secretary, Mrs. Helen . Baptist Church, worship Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowies ot
Lynch; treasurer. Mrs Edna Young; will be at 11 with a sermon by the Augusta spent Sunday with Mr.
chaplain. Mrs. Edna Smith; histori- pastor on the subject: ‘True to the and Mrs. Merton Anthony.
an. Miss Harriet Williams; ser- Pattern.” Anthems will be sung
Mrs. Mary Gardner who passed
geant-at-arms. Mrs. Sadie Chaples; by the choir. The Church School the Winter in Lynn, Mass., re
executive committee. Mrs. Olive convenes at 9.45 with fully graded’ turned home Sunday.
Fales, Mrs. Charlotte Gray and Mrs. class work and good teachers.
Miss Helen Anthony is spending
a few days in Camden.
Mrs. Electa Hopkins is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Chester Fowies
in Augusta.
The Advent Christian Church
services Sunday w 11 be: Worship
at 10.30; Sunday School at 11.45;
and evening service at 7.30. At
the morning service the pastor,
Harry R. Daniels, will preach on
the subject. "The Job. the Tools,
and the Man ’ and at the evening
service on, "The Second Birth.”
Prayer service will be held in the
vestry Wednesday at 7.30.

Golden Wedding

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

Camden Theatre

Grinnell. Harry Stearns, Robert
Brown, Judson Manning, William
Daucett. Thomas McKay. Jr., Rich
ard Brcwne, Roland Marriner
Second rew, Gilbert Kn^ht,
Jenness Eugley, Eleanor Collemet,
Minetta Johnson. Norma King.
Frank Milliken, the Drum Major;

Maynard Norton, Geneva Knigh',
Patricia Magee, Douglas Kelley.
Back row. Fred Heald, Betty
Heald. Doris Moody, Doris Carver,
Robert Merchant, Harold Hardy.
James Hendrick, Selma Heal. Alan
Johnson. Douglas Libby, Jr.
—Photo by Cullen

Would Boost Salary

New Sweet Shop

A Proposition Which Does
Not Please a Waldoboro
Taxpayer
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Well do I remember years, ago
when Congress doubled, tiie salary
of all the members, including the
President, and members of his
cabinet. Afterward, under another
Administration ,it was all put back
to its original stipend except the
President’s, which remained at
>50.030. It Is now $75,000 witli cur•ent expenses added, which makes
a total cf about $325,000.
The above was brought to memory by suggestion of a writer in
the Waldoboro Press May 8. wherein he suggested that the salaries
of Maine legislators be raised $400.
totaling $1000 for the term. His
reasons seem to be the length of
the last term over other terms, but
even then it woud be big pay over
the average taxpayer’s income. Be
sides. the present salary, coupled
with the honor that goes with it.
is sufficient to induce the best of
our citizenry to aspire for that
plum.
No doubt the one who suggested
the raise is an aspirant. Well,
the thought is human, but we tax
payers are also human and have
a right to protest against any raise
in salaries in the interest of econ
omy. In the county we are paying
three commissioners $1250 for work
that $1CO each would be good pay
for. and there are plenty who could
do the work efficiently who wculd
be glad to get that amount. The
writer thinks it would be satis
factory to the taxpayers to organ
ize an economy campaign and be
gin by reducing the salaries of
State and national officials.
I remember back ir 1901 the sal
ary of a State legislator was $150
and there were plenty of aspirants
at that price. It was afterwards
raised to $300. later to $400 then up
to $600. The legislators seem to
have full power to charge what
they please for their services, while
the people mu-t acquiesce with nc
voice in *he ma‘ or—far from the
principles of Democracy oi vhicn
we Americans ooast. The good
Lord send us a leader who really
cares for tne welfare ano comfort
of the people-! That is 'he prayer
of—
A Taxpayer.
Waldoboro, May 16.

Camden Couple Will
Dispense Dainties In
Theatre Building
A modern shop appealing to the
eye and to tiie sweet tooth is open
ing Saturday at 10 o’clock in the
Camden Theatre building with free
Coca Cola for all and a large quanti
ty of free samples of Beech-nut
products, Kemps salted nuts, Page
& Shaw's candles and pop corn for
the kiddies.
"Marie’s Sweet Shop” to be oper
ated day and night, week in and
week out, by George Dyer and Marie
Dyer, is centrally located convenient
for an evening at the theatre and
is equipped to handle exclusive
, products such as Page & Shaw’s
candies, both packaged and bulk,
Kemp’s salted nuts, bulk and packI aged cholocates, Fro-Joy ice cream,
and popular cigarettes and cigars.
The interior of weathered knotty
pine, trimmed with white and
touches of black, provides a neat and
attractive appearance. The unique
signs, both inside and out were
made by student Leslie Ames in
manual training class under the di
rection of Stanley Frye. Another
student, Wallace Arey, built the
nut case stand and booth tables to
be found in the shop. Mr. and Mrs.
Dyer are prepared to serve hot
chocolate, hot coffee, pop corn, sodas
anfl sundaes as well as snacks of
all kinds. The public will be wel
comed by this popular Camden
couple.
*
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

The apple trees are beginning
to show color and will soon be in
full blocm.
Th mble Club met Friday to work
on aprons and' a quilt.
Hill-Top Junior 4-H Club girls
are engaged in Red Cross work
under the guidance of Mrs. Mabel
Wright.
Mrs. Marguerite Dudley and sen
Charles of South Paris are guests
of Mrs. Helen Wentworth.
Miss Velma Dennison spent last
week-end with Miss Muriel Childs
in South Hope.
Mrs. Winnie Clinton of Glen
Cove. James Genthner of Rockland
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt of
Thomaston were callers Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Allen’s.
"Kitchen Gadgets and Color in
the Kitchen” was the interesting
subject presented by the home
management leader, Mrs. Bessie
Hardy and Mrs. Al ce True at the
meeting Wednesday of tire Farm
Bureau. Dinner was served by
Mrs. Mildred Dunton and Mrs.
Marjorie Beverage.
A special
meeting to work on Red Cross will
be held next Wednesday at the
Grange hall. Mrs. True will serve
dinner.

Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Kling of
Troy. N. Y. are guests at Neho
Lodge.
Vonie Brown arrived heme last
WARREN WILLIAM in
The grotesque Quasimodo and one of his beloved bells which he rides
week
after spending the Winter
‘
LONE
WOLF
TAKES
A
CHANCE
’
in a frenxy of exuberation in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame.” Victor
in South Peabody, Mass.
Hugo’s renowned work is picturized in RKO Radio's awe-inspiring spec
Ira Wh'tmore is a patient at
tacle drama, with Charles Laughton in the stcl.'ar lead as Quasimodo, There are approximately 800 radio
. broadcasting stations in the United I Knox Hospital,

i.mA n aHAlait'Wlir
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Mr and Mrs. M. T. Mank and son
Kenneth of Farmingdale. Mr. and
Tel.
Mrs. Ernest Robinson of Portland
and Mrs C. F Jackson of South
Lloyd Rhodes who for the past
Waldoboro were callers Sunday at
few years has resided in Rockland
L. L. Mank’s.
Corporal Otto Bowden, Jr. of Fort has bought the Annie Gardner
Levett passed last weekend with his house at Highland Square and
will soon occupy it as a residence.
mother.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth spent
Mrs. J. L. Flanders, Gardner Mank
and Burnell Mank were luncheon Tuesday in Waldoboro as guest of
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. La- Mi’s. Helen Marple.
Forest -I. Mank.
Mrs. Mayme Carroll and grand
Miss Alice Benner of Winthrop. daughter Miss Judith Rhodes were
Ma‘S.. visited Friday with Mrs. visitors Thursday at the home of
Nellie Reever. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mr. and Mrs. Gershom Walden in
Robinson of South Warren were Camden.
callers Sunday.
Mrs. C. F. Smith, who has been
T. Irving Sawyer, who has been at with Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest
Miami during the Winter, has re Smith at the Methodist parsonage
turned and will open Aunt Lydia’s for the Winter, will visit friends
Tavern. Mr Sawyer, accompanied in West Somerville the coming
by his sister, Mrs. Casta R. Putnam w’eek before going to her Summer
of Cape Elizabeth, and aunt, Mrs. home in Corinna.
I. E Archibald of .Thomaston, mo I Mrs. Wilma Rhodes was in Cam
tored to Augusta where they called den Thursday to attend a shower
on their sister. Miss Myrle Sawyer, party for Mrs. Gilbert Harmon
thence to Newport where they were given at the home of Mrs Harold
dinner guests of their brother, Wil Weymouth.
liam Sawyer.
Miss Dorothy Bums and guest,
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and Miss Eleanor Reily of Chestnut
daughter Elsa of Mank’s Cornpr Hill, Philadelphia, Miss Helena
visited Sunday with her parents, Upham, Mrs. Orra Burns, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Caroline Bums. Miss Barbara Mc
Mrs. Ethel Hanna and son Stan Kenney and Dettmar Jones, of
ton were dinner guests Sunday of Hampden H ghlands and a student
her sister, Mrs. Eva Masters, Round at Harvard- College, motored Thurs
Pond.
day to Bar Harbor and Cadillac
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey, Mrs. Mountain.
Ethel Hanna and Mrs. Norman Mil
Announcements have been sent
ler were Rockland visitors Monday. out of the Commencement exer
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan M. Scott at cises June 10 at the Town Hall.
tended the VF.W. installation of Mrs. Winola Cooper, music super
officers Tuesday in East Friendship. visor in the Rockport schools, is
Mrs Ethel Winslow of West Wal confined to her home by illness.
doboro was a visitor Tuesday at Miss Dorothy Burns entertained
Mrs. J. L. Flanders’.
at a surprise birtiiday party Fri
Albert Mank and family were day night honoring her guest. Miss
Rockland visitors Saturday.
Eleanor Reilly. Tliase bidden were,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lenquist and Mrs. Beatrice Richards, Mrs. Doris
son John ol Worcester, Mass, and
Graffam, Miss Mary Tolman Mrs.
Mrs. Lottie Stevens of Rockland Dorothy Crcckett, Mrs. Dorotny
were guests Sunday of John A.
Sprague and Miss Helena Upham.
Hines.
Games and stunts were the chief
Burleigh Mank and family of
diversions, after which refresh
Warren visited Sunday with Mrs.
Mank’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Red- ments were served. Miss Reillv re
turned this morning to her home
dington Miller.
Mrs. J. L. Flanders, Mrs. A. at Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
A: the Methodist Church Sun
Pietila and son Sulo and Onni
day
services will begin with
motored Tuesday to Bath.
Mrs. H. McIntire and Raymond Chutch School at 10; worship at
Simmons attended the minstrel en 11. with sermon subject. "Vision.
tertainment Saturday at South Faith, Victory”. Evening service at
7. subject “WiseT than God ”
Warren Grange hall.
Chester Reed and family have
Mrs Charles Bowers attended the
district meeting of Rebekahs last moved from the Murray nouse on
Pleasant street to the Clark house
Saturday in Warren.
Miss Vera Jameson was a Port on Union street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett of
land visitor last Saturday.
North
Haven were guesrs Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J lives, Jr.,
nesday
of Mr. and Franklin G.
of Warren called on relatives en
route to Lynn. Mass., where they Priest.
Tiie Methodist Junior La-Ves Aid
pased last weekend at the home of
met Wednesday night at tne home
her uncle. Edwin A Flanders.
Ivan Scott, E. John Miller and of Mrr. Dorotny Crockett. Supper
Calvin Bragg were in Boothbay Har was served by the losing team in
bor Monday where a V.F.W. Post the church attendance contest,
Mrs. Beatrice Richards captain, io
was instituted.
The Social Club met with Mrs. the winning team. Mrs. Ruth
Harry McIntire Thursday after Graffam captain. Sixteen mem
noon. nine members and guests be bers were present.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle met
ing present. Mrs. McIntire was pre.
Wednesday at the vestry for an
all-day session with a dandelion
green dinner at noon
Rev. and Mrs C. V. Overman

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

sented with a cake plate and server
in observance of her 44th wedding
anniversary.
Refreshments were
served.

Notices of Appointment

HOPE

NORTH HAVEN

supported by a distinguiaked east.

Every’Ollier-Day
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Bette Davis and George Brent

The love story of a magnificent to fight all odds to keep the man
she loves. There isn’t a trace of
cheat will be the next feature at neurosis cr meanness about her,
traction at the Strand Theatre. and she is naturally a gay and
3ette Davis, the screen’s first lady happy per- n, a wealthy girl who
of drama, is starred, and the title chooses to lead a simple, country
of the picture is "The Great life on her farm in Maryland. All
Lie." With George Brent co-starred the feminine skullduggery w'hich
end Edmund Goulding directing, enters the plot is carried on by
"The Great Lie” is another stirring Mary Aster, Bette's rival for Brent’s
screen experience from these stars lcve in the story. Miss Astor por
and the director of “The Old Maid” trays a very sophisticated woman
of the world, a concert pianist who
and "Dark Victory.”
"The Great Lie” is a modern love ( also rides the top crest of cafe sostoiy. and in it Bette Davis Is said ciety. Brent plays an aviator and
to surpass even her superb perform- I expl^er. in love with Bette, but atance in “The Letter.” It is the first | tracted to Mary during his inebrirole of its type that the two-times j ated moments. One of the most
Academy Award winning star has interesting points of “The Great
played since she rose to stellar Lie” is the way these three charac
heights. "Maggie,” the character ters change and develop under the
she portrays, is a normal American stress of the dramatic developments
girl, very much in love and willing I of this love triangle.

I. Mary V. Ryder. Register of Pro
bate Pro tem. for the County of Knox,
In the State of Maine, hereby certify
that in the following estates the per
sons were appointed Administrators.
Executors, Guardians and Conserva
tors and on the dates hereinafter
named:
ALICE M. THURSTON. late of Union,
deceased. Belle E. Kennlston of Union
was appointed Exx, April 15, 1941,
without bond.
ANNTB M MERRIFIELD. late of
Rockland, deceased
Clarence H Merrtflrld ot Rocklsnd was appointed
Exr. April 15. 1941, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
38 J J-R H- LAWRY. late of Friend
ship. deceased. Josephine Lawry of
Friendship was appointed Exx . April
15, 1941, and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
JOHN L. THOMAS, late of Rock
land. deceased. Sadie L Thomas of
Rockland Was appointed Exx , Anrll
15. 1941. without bond
ELDBN M COOK, late of Friend
ship. deceased.
Orris C. Cook of
Friendship was appointed Exr Anri)
15. 1941, without bond
WILLIS K JORDAN, late of War
ren. deceased.
Fred C Jordan of
Rockland was appointed Admr , April
15, 1941, without bond.
1
ISAAC W POLAND, late of Friend
ship. deceased
Laura E Poland of
Friendship was appointed Admx April
15. 1941. and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
FLAVTLLA E
WARREN
late of
V,lnW?“v,tn' deceased. Lyford Warren
°f JfllJ2U\a,Le,n Was appointed Admr..
April 15. 1941, and qualified by filing
bond on same date
ANDREW
DARROW
SCHERMERHORN. late of Union, deccasXl Ede
F. Law of Rockland w&k appointed
Admx ..April 15. 1941. and
filing bond April 18. 1941
J
EUBERTUS A. CLARK, late of St
Oe^rge. deceased
Gilbert Harmon of
appointed Admr . April
April 18. Tmi quallfled
filing bond

MOI-LIE
deceased
and was
same

MILLER, late of Rockland,
Lawrence Miller of Rock
appointed Exr. April 25
quahfle<3 by flllng bond *n

1 CALV™ 1 BURROWS, late of Rocklafd J-CV
jMom* C Burrows
wai?

Anru

appointed

Admr.

1941 and qualified by mms
bond April 26. 1941
8
FRANK 6 EDWARDS, late of Cam3na D Edwards of
Camden was appointed Exx.. April 28
1941. without bond.
}rUBBARD

tale

of

Connecticut, deceased E
rvHi*bTbar2
Middletown. Conn
?n.d S*18 L Hubbard, of Lake Forest.
Ilhnols were appointed Exrs. April
Tn?, qualified by filing bond
April 29. 1941. Alan L Bird, of Ro-kland. was appointed Agent In Maine
WILLIAM O. COID, late of Camden.
o^e,Xd-.
Harding of StockaaHI
Was_, “PPolnted Admx..
bond May I.’
t‘ual‘fl<“d by «“ng
Attest:
MARY V RYDER
Register Pro tem

-

-

-

53-8-58

returned Wednesday from South
Paris where they were called to
attend a funeral.
“Trees” will be the subjec; Of
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman’s ser
mon Sunday morning at the Bap.
tist Church and Donald Welt \> ,u
also sing the solo “Trees”; Church
School meets at 12; Christian En
deavor at 6; evening service at 7.
Wiley Philbrook has moved into
the William Ingraham apartment
at the corner of Pascal avenue and
West street.
Capt. Corwin H O!ds, former pastor of the Congregational Church
of Rockland will give a brief address
Sunday at 11 o'clock at the Baptist
Church, summarizing his work a.s
Army chaplain at Camp Blanding,
Florida.

GRANGE CORNER
News Items from all of the pa.
irons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

The cast for "Tiie Black Aee,"
the three-act mystery drama being
produced by tiie Hope Grange
Dramatic Club, is working with
great enthusiasm and hopes to have
it ready soon Tiie proceeds are
to be used for a dental clinic and
to help the church hold Summer
services. Union Grange is invited
to meet Monday night with Hope
Grange. Supper will be served at
6.45 by Anna Hart, Virginia Hart
and assistants.

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested In either
of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. In and for the County ol Knox,
ou the 15th day of April In the y*-ur
of our lx»rd one tliousuud nine hun.
drtd and forty-one and by adjourn
ment from day to dsy from the 15th
day of said April. The following mat
ters having been presented for th#
action thereupon hereinafter Indi
cated It Is hereby ORDERED
Thut notice thereof be given t<> all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published ihree
weeks successively In The CourierGazette a new paper published at
Rockland In said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to Ue
held at. said Rockland on the 20ttt
day of May A. D. 1941 at eight unlock
In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
ELLA WATTS DUNN, late of CushIng dece ’sed. Will and Petition for
probate thereof, asking that the sam#
may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary Issue to Rich
ard E Dunn, of Cushing, he being th#
Executor named In said will, without
bond
BENJAMIN C. PERRY. JR., late of
Rockland, deceased.
Will and Peti
tion for probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary Issu#
to Margaret Kalloch Perry, of Rock
land. she being the Executrix named
In said will, without bond.
ALBION O CADDY, lnte of South
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary ls-u#
to Minnie L Caddy, of South Thiuna-ton. she being the Executrix named
In said will, without bond
CARRIE O1SEN, late of Rockland,
deceased. Will and Petition for pro
bate thereof, asking that the sum
may be proved and allowed and i hat
Letters Testamentary Issue to Carl
D. Olsen, of Rockland, he being th#
Executor named In said will, without
bond.
MARY H. HOLBROOK lete of Ten
ants Harbor, deceased
Wfll and Pe
tition for probate thereof, asking that
the same mav be proved and n'lowed
and that Le’ters Testamentar’ issue
to Charles E Holbrook of Tenant#
Harbor, he being the Executor named
in said will, without bond.
WILLARD P. SLEEPER
1 -e of
South Thomaston. d<*ceased. w. 1 and
Petition for probate thereof, asking
that the same mav be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary Issue to Helen E Sleeper and
Susie C Sleeper, both of South Thom
aston
they being the Executrices
named In said will, without bond.
WARNER R BUXTON, late of Long
meadow. Muss . deceased
Exempli
fied copy of Will and Probate thereof,
together with a Petition for Prubat#
Of Foreign Will, asking that the copy
of said will may be allowed, filed and
recorded In the Probate Court of
Knox County, and that Letters Testa
mentary be Issued to Mabel Allen
Buxton of Ix>ngmeadow, Maas., with
out surety on bond.
CAROLINE SLATER WASHBURN,
late of Worcester. Mass., deceased.
Exemplified copy of Will and Codicil
thereto and probate thereof, asking
that the copy of said will and codicil
may be allowed, filed and recorded
in the Probate Court of Knox County,
and that Letters Testamentary be is
sued to Reginald Washburn of Wor
cester. Mass., James A
Hutchinson
of Newton. Mass , and James D Re
gan of Groton, Mass., without sure
ties on bond.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
asking that the name of Maud uarber
Cn«n of Csmden. be changed to M»ud
Garoer Wolcott, presented by said
Maud Garber Crall.
ESTATE LILLIA A. ALDEN, late of
Union, deceased.
Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Edward A.
Alden, of Union, or some other suit
able person. be appointed Admr.,
without bond
ESTATE JAMES B WEBSTER lat*
of Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Lottie M
Webster of Vinalhaven or some other
au'table person, be appointed Admxwithout bond.
ESTATE WALTER H WOTTON la'«
of Friendship, decea-ed
First and
Final Account presented for allow»nc4
by Mary E Wotton. Exx.
ESTATE JOHN K DUNN, late cf
Warren, deceased first and Final Ac
count presented for allowance bv Ev*
A. Dunn, Admx.
ESTATE El .DEN P LAMB, late of
Camden, deceaed
First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
E H Lamb. Admr.
ESTATE CORA P. LAMB late of
Camden, deceased
First and Final
Account presented' for allowance M
Eden H. Lamb. Admr
ESTATE ELIZABETH S ACHORN.
l»te of Camden, deceased
Petition
for Appointment of Trustee asking
that Zelma M Dwlnal of Camden or
sbme other suitable person be »P‘
pointed Co Trustee of the Trust es
tate for the use and benefit of H
for Aged Women, Chestnut Street Baptis Church. Charles Cleveland Oeorgl*
McA. Btorer, Community Hospital a"d
Public Library.
ESTATE ADELLA N TOWNSENDcf Thomaston Petition for Licence to
Sell certain Real Estate situated 1"
Union, and fullv described In '»l<1
Petition, presented by Adella T Kirk
patrick of Thomaston, Gdn.
ESTATE EMMA A. WENTV’i 'RTfl.
la’e of Union, dece-.-ed
Petition for
Administration, asking that Burlap
M. F. Esancy and Beulah B Hilt, b■>«
of Union, or some other suitable per-

vm.
bond.

be

ESTATE

appointed
AMANDA

Admr, .

H.

wlthou*

Every-Ollicr-Dir

>4r. and Mrs. E. E
spending tiie weekend
their daughter. Mrs W
in East Hampton. Ma
Mrs. Carl Freeman
W I N. Club Thursday i
in bridge going to Mi
ton, Mrs- Florence K
Mrs. Pauline Schofic

Mrs. Howard G P
Friday morning for a w
Philbrook Fa:m li
family, returning the
weekMiss Anne Dean, wli
to William Marriner <
will take place July t
guest at a dinner pm
.sonal shower Thursta
the Columbia Hotel
given by her office as. i
present were the A
Burns, Barron, Mary
Flahefty, Margaret M
Harvey, Mary Leger,
Lena Phillips, Ethel 1
Stanchfield. Margaret
Koch, Bertha Sirois. X
liken, Rita Quinn un
Clark, Mrs. Helen w
Eleanor Maloney, Mi.
| cobson. Mrs. Gloys
Elsie Lothrop. Mrs E
Mrs. Dorothy Bucklin
Ives, Mrs. Ella Huber
Lawry, Mi’s Millie Bi
Thelma McKenney. J
the daughter of Mr. a
ham O. Dean of this c

The Congregational
soclation will iiold its
ing Wednesday afte
o'clock, in tiie church
Ada Young will open
by reading the devotu
Walter Anderson, te
I Mrs. Harold S. Leawill give annual rej
reports of tiie aeconi)
tiie past year and recc
for the coining year
by Mrs. Joseph Emery
president, in charge <
Donald G Cumming
foreign missions cha
Russell Bartlett, relief
I Mabel Spear, hospi
Charlotte BufTum; <
Mrs. Ralph A Smith,
pers; Mrs. Henry S B
Mrs. Eva Sleeper, n
Mrs. Robert M Alle
chairman. The report
inating committee will
Mrs. David S. Beach,
lett requests that all fi
.sewing articles be retuj
meeting, and unffniahi
be completed Tea
| by Mrs. Emery, and ht

Spencer Individual
I Service. Corsets, girdl
and sutgical supports
McIntosh. 235 Broa|
22-M.

Visit Lucien K GreJ
second floor, 16 School
Fellows Block. City, fi
Coats and Cloth Coat
prices.

SUN.-MON.-

BETTE

LAST TIMES I <1
DON “RED" B\K|
"THE PHANTOM <
Serial. ( arto ". >'IM|
This mighty spect
to |{<M'kland afli

LAUGH

WHITNEY

otherwise known as Mrs Everett E
Whitney, late of Appleton decease0Petition for Administration, asking
that Jennie W. Conant of Warren. «r
serne other suitable person, be »P'
fX.ttvt.ed Admx.. without bond
Witness, HARRY E WII-BUK
qufre. Judge of Probate Court
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:
MARY V RYDER
Register Pro tem-

53 b-*

J

VICTOR^ .
HUGO I

W

HUHt'
HIT #*oiO

[very Ollier-Day

Wednesday from Soul
ere they were called
funeral.
will be the subject
[Vaughn Overman’s spj
day morning at the Baj
th and Donald Welt wj
the solo "Trees"; Chur*
eels at 12; Christian Et
6; evening service at
»h;lbrook has moved ini
am Ingraham apartmet
rn<r cf Pascal avenue at
(et.

orwin H Olds, former pat
lie Congregational Churc,

nd will give a brief addre]
t 11 o’clock at the Bapti
Summarizing his work

jiplain at Camp Blandinl

lNGEZS Z\corner
Z\
Zx

Z\ ZV

items from all of the Pallusbandry are welcomed
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Evcry-Ollicr-Dai

Uncle Sam’s Boys

ETY.

Amateurs Star in “Where’s Grandma?”

Send Home Word Of
Their Doings While
Under the Colors

This And That

Lovers Of Flowers
Will Lack No Opportunity
To See Shows the
Coming Season

Flower Show dates are beginning
Fort Kamehameha, T. H, May 3
to
appear, 21 garden clubs in the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Garden Club Federation of Maine
Aloha! Our welcome to Hawaii
already having made announce
was not quite as big as we had ex
ments
Indications are that horti
pected. Evidently the fame of the
By K. S. P.
culture
specimens exhibits; red,
“wander-lust twins" has not ex
white
and blue arrangements of
tended to the limits cf Hawaii. But,
flowers and symbolic arrangements
( Mrs. John T. Lansell (Marian it will! Even though there were no
The ve.y name cf Marion Mart n
will be featured in this year's ex
puts a thrill in my heart. She has hibits. The list to date:
Weymcuth) has returned to Mt dark skinned beauties” to meet us
so much natural grace cf person
Tabor, N. J., after a month's visit with their multi-colored “leis” we
May 20: Osewantha Garden Club,
Howard G. Philbrook leftj
ality and genuine fine understand of South Portland. Spring flower
with her mother, Mrs. C. a. Wey had an Army brass band to wel
L’^v morning for a week-end visit f
ing. When cne listens to her phil show and plant sale at South Portmouth. who has been ill.
come us. (Yeah, all 2009 of us).
| .bphilbrock Farm Inn with her
osophy of life with the needs of ia'“d Servlce"'ciub7
After disembarking at Honolulu,
., returning the first of tha
-.mJ
today, one’s heart is quickened to
june g: corinna Garden Club,
Richard Andersen of Fort Mc we were herded into a beautiful park
action
'
!
June
10: Garden Club of the
Kinley is spending a 10-day leave (where we parked ourse,vp«) Tj’I
at the home of his parents, Mr. cocoanut-palm trees dotted tne
* * * *
W1.U. at Auburn.
u A..in Dean, whose marriage and Mrs. Raymond Andersen,
• We were simply surrounded by J june 23: Kennebec Valley Garden
park.
The
air
was
tragrant
by
the
I.’’re..;ui Marriner of Brunswick
natives,” said the explorer, "and club at Augusta
odors arising from the tropical flow
take place July 6, was honor
Miss Lotte McLaughlin was over ers colorfully planted throughout
they uttered the mcst savage and i juiy i; Riverside Garden Club at
i I ‘I
at •' dinner party and per- night guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
wild
cries and beat the air and Kittery.
J’Jr.. slower Thursday night, in { W. Morton in Bath last night, MiS3 the area. For the first time in al
ea:th
with the heavy clubs they I July 11-12: Boothbay Region GarColumbia Hotel in Porltand, j McLaughlin and Mrs. Morton going most three weeks we were able to sit
carried.
”
Iden Club at Boothbay Harbor
1
by her office associates. Those j to Portland to attend the concert down and actually rest. And sitting
“Sounds Ike goUers,” said the j July 15: Bloomfield Garden Club
'■rsent were the Misses Agnes j by Dorothy Maynor, famous negro on the cool green grass certainly
very much bored listener.
|at Skowhegan.
was a pleasure after three weeks' of
|3,;as. Barron, Mary Silva, Anne1 soprano.
Aug. 6: Farmington Garden Club
“Where's Grandma,” a pleasing never been. Surprisingly enough. and; received high praise.
the
rolling
ship.
l-c.eity Margaret M. Foley, Jean
Aug 9: Bluehill Garden Club.
The
cast
from
left
to
right:
Grandma proved to be young and j
They are still doing it. Only re
Here in the park we were assigned
liiiney Mary Leger, Lillian Lunt,
Aug. 12: Bridgewater Garden
Mrs. Esther Harvey and daugh to the various forts. Luckily Charlie comedy, was presented Thursday modern, efficiently well-read on Edith Clark as Lucy King, Doro cently a Brazilian miner found a
Ethel Doherty, Jane ter Ethelyn and Mrs. Clarence
and Friday nights in the Methodist psychology, and wearing a wig of thy Gcodnow as Dahlia, Harrison 30-karat diamond which he sold [Club.
liunchlield, Margaret Keener, Kay Thompson visited Thursday in and I were both sent to Fort Kame- i vestry before appreciative audi bright red hair.
Aug 12-13: Island Falls Garden
There were . Dow as Bob Blake, Dorothy Trask for $4600 and this was a prospector
hameha, which is about nine miles i
Bertha Sirois, Margaret Mil- Waterville and Skowhegan.
Club.
from Honolulu. Do we like Fort! ences. last night be ng a full house. plenty cf mix-ups, in money mat- ' as Carol Worley. Beverly Havener i too.
Ijtn. Rita Quinn and Mrs. Grace '
Aug. 16-17: Acadia Garden Club
• • • •
by Mrs E. E. Trask, the ters and romances, but it ended as Arlene Truesdale, Margaret
l . li Mr Helen Kennan, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie have Karfaehameha? And how! It is one Coached
at
Seal Harbor.
Havener
as
Grandma,
Herbert
young people cleverly unfolded a happily for everyone. Outstanding
Tlris advice comes at the proper
Aug.
18: Community Garden Club
leaner Maloney, Mrs Frances Ja- returned from a motor trip to of the prettiest places we have ever
seen. The streets are lined with story of amusing situations. The in their comedy roles were Mid Ellingwood as Jack Worley, Bertha time for all to get busy. Plant a at Fover-Foxcroft.
l.oo.'On. Mrs. Gloys Moling, Mrs. Sarasota, Fla.
coconut-palms and other tropical story surrounded a family of night and his wife Dahlia, negro Coombs as Gretchen Blake, Wil garden, large or small but plant a
Ir ,■ Lotlircp, Mrs. Eleanor Lane,
Aug 19: Osewantha Garden Club
but each
performer liam Hopkins as Midnight.
young people, one of whom sent servants,
garden for the need is great, and at South Portland
|urs Dorethy Bucklin, Mrs. Ruth
Miriam Rebekali Lodge will hold trees. How would you like to just for Grandma, whom they had j turned in excellent performances
—Photo by Cullen
what you do not use either give
| r, Mi Ella Huber, Mrs. Verna Visiting Officers’ Night Tuesday, walk out and pick up a coconut for
Aug. 20: Ellsworth Garden Club.
an
afternoon
lunch?
away cr put it up for Winter use.
Aug. 21: Franklin County Flower
Ijury. Mi Millie Buck and Mrs. the home lodge to put on the floor
• • • •
Already the first week of our six
numbers.
Among the youthful
Show at Wilton.
/-jnii McKenney. Miss Dean is drill. Supper will be served at
musicians having high and su
New York’s first habitations for
Aug. 27-28: Central Maine Gar
I .,, dau-liter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- 6.15, with Mis. Susie Davis chair weeks Recruit Drill is over. Youl
see we have to undergo six weeks of ;
perior
ratings
in
the
competitive
den
Club at Winslow.
white
men
were
built
a£
eaiOy
as
|..im 0 Dean of i?ils city.
man.
intensive drill before we are turned (
festivals were three with superior 1613 and it is thought ubout at the
Sept. 8: Ccrinna Garden Club.
over to our permanent Batteries for |
Sept. 9: Bridgewater Garden Club
ratings, two cf whom were from point of wiiat is now 41 Broadway.
!„• Congregational Woman’s AsMss Virginia Haskell was host “duty.” There are about 253 of us J
• • • •
Gladiolus
exhibit.
Rockland
—
Jacqueline
Snow
and
1..1U011 will hold its annual meet- ess recently to M B.S. Club. After
here
in
tlie
Recruit
Camp
sleeping
Sept.
9:
Milo Garden Club.
It
is
a
sad
commentary
on
tlie
Avis
Williamson,
both
members
c-f
Wednesday afternoon at 3 a business meeting. Bible and mis
in
tents.
The
Garden
Club of Mt. Desert
average
lack
cf
care
tiiat
about
the
Junior
Rubinstein
Club
cclock, in the church parlors. Miss sionary work was taken up, and
• • • •
So
far
we
have
not
been
able
to
year
'
members
are
planning
three flower
10,000
lives
are
lost
each
La Young will open tlie meei’ng refreshments were served. Sing
shows in co-operation witli tlie Garfind much wrong with the place
From Denver, Colo, comes food through fires.
,. reading tiie devotions, and Mrs. ing was enjoyed, with Miss Grace
by Gladyj St. Clair Heistad
J den clubs oi Bar Harbor, Seal llarexcept for the mosquitoes. Their
for thought, in that hymns that
Wader Anderson, secretary, and Patterson accompanying at the
Wrapped
in
the
glorious
mists
|bor. Northeast Harbor and Ellsbite is worse than their bark, honest!
seek solemnity by sorrowful melo
M; Harold S. Leach, treasurer, piano
worth. The shows axe scheduled
If one was to figure it out by pro
Bates College has joined with | cital at Recital Hall of the New dies are being stricken from the of requited love, the young man
rJl kive annual reports. Other
for
early and late July and late Au
portions; size of ".skeeter,” size of Lewiston and Auburn in formulat- j England Conservatory of Music— hymnal of the Ep scopal Church entered a jeweller's to buy the en
■-port ol the accomplishments of
Mrs. Sam Savitt entertained at
gust. The Monticello Garden Club
tiie bump, in relation to the size ing plans for tlie reception of some I a conservative review which ap by Canon Winfred Douglas of St gagement ring
pa. t year and recommendations a benefit bridge Tuesday night,
of the Maine “Skeeters' ” bumps, the 6000 young pecple who are expect- ! peared in the Christian Science John’s Cathedral. Those hymns
What’s the price of tilts cue?" is planning a style and flower show
: r tne coming year will be given the proceeds to go to aid for
for July, and the Old York and
ones here must be about the size of ed for New England Music Festi- ; Monitor, which reads in part:
which express a defeatist attitude he asked.
Mr. Jo.cph Emery, second vice Britain.
Piscataqua
Garden Clubs will hold
pursuit planes. My back would val to be held in the "Twin Cities ’ ! "Songs cf Brahms built to the are being replaced by mere ener
“One hundred guineas, sir," re
prfi.dcnt, in charge cf teas; Mrs.
a
combined
flower show, probably
make a good test ground lor "knee- May 23-24. Present plans call for measure of a low voice were pre getic ones in the first revision cf plied the jeweler gently.
Donald G Cummings, home and
Mrs. W. E. Starleaf (Irene Wey action cars,” almost.
in early August.
The young man’s eyes pepped.
the use of Garcelon Field on the sented with zeal and power by the hymnal in 23 years. "Many
,‘creign missions chairman; Mrs. mouth) formerly of this city, at
“Tlie answer to a womans' prayer”
ell Bartlett, relief sewing; Miss tended a garden party Thursday Charlie Stimpson is beginning to; Bates campus for the drill ng ex Rand Smith, baritone, with George of the cld hymns reflect a state He whistled loud and long and
ibbil Spear, hospitality; Miss afternoon at the White House, complain because he hasn’t seen any hibition by some 60 bands. Stt|j Reeves assisting at the piano. Bal of pious resignation, hut not piety." then pointed to another ring
"And this one?"
said Canon Douglas, who fti'
—
«
Charlotte BufTum;
Church aid; given by Mrs. Franklin D. Roose grass skirts (if anyone does he will). dents at Bates are being inducted lads, too, such as Harty's ‘By the
"That, sir,” said the jeweler, still
commissioned
editor
under
a
Bivouac
’
s
Fitful
Flame,
’
Butterfor
the
two
days
to
take
much
of
Mrs Ralph A. Smith, circle sup velt for the women who have made
Knox County W. C. T. U.
In about four weeks we are to be
whistles! ’
per.-; Mrs Henry S Bird, finance; careers for themselves in the gov taken for a two-day trip around the care in entertainment and worth’s 'Is My Team Ploughing ’ hymnal revision order voted at a more gently, “*is* two
•
•
general
convention
of
the
church.
Meets At Baptist Church
It Eva Sleeper, memberships; ernment. Mrs. Starleaf. who is the island (which Is named Oahu, minor details away from the al and Vaughan Williams' The Water
May 24 is the date for the Poetry
M Robert M Allen, telephone the daughter of Mrs. C. A Wey in case you’re not handy to a map.) ready overloaded shoulders of the ' Mill,’ came in for consideration “True piety carries a sense of be Fellowship
—
A Noted Speaker
get-together at Lewis
.airman. Tire report of the nom- mouth of th s city, is in the execu On this trip we are scheduled to see regular committee. More than 27 and assumed appropriate melodiz ing up and doing." Other expres ton with luncheon at 1 o’clock
sion made by Canon Douglas was:
Tlie annual convention of the
high schools from all New England j ing and forceful recitation.
;,at.ng committee will be read by tive office of the President.
all of the important places of inter States have already registered. , •iMr. Smith has at his command "This is a time fo- energy and Business meeting will be in the Knox County W.C.T.U. will be
Mr David S. Beach. Mrs. Bartest (as well as those not so inter
expression of strength. When the morning and, with the afternoon
rtt requests that all finished relief
T E. Mclnnes goes next week esting), and visit all of the Forts Audit'ons for classifications will be an extraordinary volume of tone words of a hymn are solemn, they speaker Dr. E M. Wright of the held in the First Baptist Church
next Monday, featured by the ad
*'*ing articles be returned at this to Eagle Rock. Va.. to be guest of on the island. We will have mail in held1 Friday afternoon and Satur and he possesses a full and even
day morning. At the auditPns each baritone range. His voice is under require a melody that will lend English Department of Bates Col dress of Grace Leigh Scott of the
nesting, and unfinished work will hiS son John Mclnnes.
about two weeks, so how about band will play three selections and such control that he can produce them majesty, not plaintive lament. lege. Quite a number plan to go National WCT.U. a portrait and
completed. Tea will be served
writing and tell us if you would
sketch of whom recently appeared
it Will be rated as to the grade of striking contrasts with ease and The most popular hymns are simple from Rockland.
Mr Emery, and her committee.
Mrs. Hiram Ingerson of Rox like to hear about the trip.
• • • •
and straightforward."
Although
in this paper. Tlie program fol
he
can
secure
the
most
varied
its
music.
The
judge,
a
trained
bury, Mass., is visiting her daugh
What's going on in the dear old
Chaplain Rev. Corwin Olds of lows:
the work is not to be completed
shadings
at
will.
His
singing
has
and
competent
official
in
each
UjS.A.? We get the daily Honolulu
Spen?er Individual Designing ter, Mrs. Percy Dinsmore.
10.30 a. m —-Worship Sevice, Mrs.
plenty of the quality which is until the Winter of 1942. the words Camp Bland ng, Fla., says health
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres
papers, but the only thing I have case, will hand to the supervisor known as musical, being con committee has completed its se is gocd and morale is high there H. V. Tweedie; welcome, local
and itg.cal supports. Mrs. Mona
seen in it about Maine was an ad of each band the rating, stating cerned primarily with the com lection of 200 new lyrics, 20 of and no one everwerked. but with president. Mrs. Clara Emery; re
concerning
Aroostcok
potatoes. the good points and faults of the poser’s notes and secondarily with them by American composers.
M:Into.-li, 235 Broadway, Tel.
plenty to do.
THE LYRIC MUSE
sponse. (Mts. Elizabeth Newbert;
• • • •
How's our old friend Ted Libby? band so that in future competi
2-.M
57*60
greetings from State President,
tions its showing may be impoved. the poet's words. That stands,
Seventy-six year old General corresponding secretary; county
Does Josephine still work in the
surely enough, for a recommenda BURKETTVILLE
To
insure
fairness,
the
bands
are
Paramount? How are the “clamEvangeline Booth is recovering
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
tion, since more vocalists read
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Rowell from a heart attack while speak activities, County President; re
diggers” and what's the price of divided into classes according to
second floor, 16 School street. Odd
port of secretary, treasuier and
lobsters? Is “Papa” Hoyt still cook the enrollment number oif each texts well than give a good exhi have moved to Worcester, Mass., ing in San Diego. Calif. A great
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
auditor:
report of directors; mu
bition
of
sound.
”
school.
Deering
High
School
is
where they have employment. women and one who is needed.
ing for Hq Btry. 2d Btln? In other
• • a •
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
sic;
offering;
election of offlcers;
the
only
Maine
school
in
Class
A.
• ♦ * *
Their son Duane is with his
words, what is the "sewing circle”
prices.
9-tf
reading
minutes
of meeting; noon
although Lewiston will probably
Serge
Koussevitzky.
conductor
of
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. O. M.
There was a fire in the village.
talking about?
time
prayer,
Mrs.
Clara Sawyer;
rate
in
this
class
within
another
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Collins.
For the next three years our ad
It was being discussed in the hear dinner.
Publication Limited to Brief
year.
was
at
Camp
Edwards
on
May
5,
dress: Private Charles A. Simpson,
Mrs. Raymond Maddccks is ing of a crowd of the citizens as
Poems
2.15 p. m—Worship se:vice. Rev.
SUN.-WION.-TUES.
Friday evening an especially se and standing on top cf an Army
Battery
B,
15th
Coast
Artillery,
home after two weeks visit with sembled in front of the pest cffice. Vaughn Overman; speech contest
of Original Composition
lected
group
will
be
pesented
in
automobile
led
with
his
famous
Fort Kamehameha, T H.
By Subscribers
relatives and friend® in Water- There had been lots cf excitement.
Private Stewart M Pollard, Head the Lewiston Memorial Aimory in baton 300 bandsmen in a spectacu town, Roslindale, and Waltham, One man said he believed the fire declamation: offering; music.
2.45—Address, Grace Leigh Scott.
quarters Battery and Combat Train, concert, under the direction of the lar band concert. Twelve regi Mass.
to be incendiary. Another hastily
musical
supervisors
of
Lewiston
mental bands participated in the
TO THE WOODLANDS
55th Coast Artillery, Fort Kameha
George Cullinan and a crew of replied: "Incendiary, nonsense! It THE POETRY FELLOWSHIP
(For The Courier-Gazette ]
and Auburn Schools. On Satur brief concert held shortly after Dr.
meha, T. H.
was set!”
i
To the wild-wood ln the Springtime
• • • •
We hope that you will hcnor us day afternoon a parade of approxi Kcussevitzky arrived at the Camp men have been repairing the
I Come the birds that sweetly sing;
roads
in
this
vicinity
the
past
mately
60
bands
will
start
at
the
to
spend
the
remainder
cf
the
day
If, as it is said, there is cne ’ Dr. E. M. Wright To Be Speaker
I Through the woodland ln the Spring with at least a card. In fact we are
Webster junior high school and both as a guest and as a conduc week.
time
so
anxious
to
get
letters
that
we
will
pound of salt in every gallon of j At Meeting In Lewiston May 24
1
Happy children's laugTiter ring.
parade
across
the
river
to
Garce

Mrs.
Mary
Mitchell
and
daugh

tor volunteering his services. He
They weave garlands lrom the (lowers be willing to send souvenirs, pictures
sea water it should'
be very easy
x
,
Mrs Jessie Wheeler Freeman of
On the cool moss where they grow, and post cards to those who write. lon Field at Bates where drilling directed the bands, assembled in ter Marion were visitors Sunday
to
obtain
plenty
of
salt
in Rock- Pltt
pre6ident of the Poetry
’Long the green banks
maneuvers
and
formations
are
cn
at
Linwood
Mitchell
’
s
and
Mis.
InviH.
o
chnrfooo
..
a
semicircle
in
the
parade
ground,
Honest, we will!
Where the clear brooks flow.
land should a shortage ccme
Fellowship of Maine, has an
Well, folks it will only be 1045 the program. Saturday evening from the top of an Army recon Maynard Sukefcrth’s.
There the squirrels scold and chatter
this city.
nounced that the next meeting will
Overhead from
leafy trees;
fi
days and we will again be exposing there will be a massed band con naissance car. The statement that
Edw. Jacobs has started his saw
While the children play and patter.
be
held' in Lewiston at Grant &
ourselves to the coldness of Ma.ne cert composed of about 2000 play it was believed to be the most un mill with Albert Fuller of Sears
Wind-blown hair flung to the
"Marriage,” said George Eliot,
Grants
81 College street, with
breeze
ers
conducted
by
Ralph
Rush
of
usual contemporary musical event mont as sawyer.
temperature.
“must be a relat.ve either of sym
They are ever gay and happy,
luncheon
at 1 o’clock. This will
Cleveland,
Ohio.
For
now
we
will
say
Aloha!
Until
that
any
military
camp
has
exAs so merrily they go
BETTE
Mrs. Charles Smith who has pathy cr of conquest.”
be
on
Saturday,
May 24. The house
Through the woodland
* * * *
In addition to bands and or per er.ced in the United States been seriously ill at the heme of
we meet again we are Pau (through).
Where the clear brooks flow.
will
be
epen
to
members at 10,
Charles A. Simpson,
chestras from New England schools goes unchallenged.
It is opinion of these who know
Rae of Belfast
her daughter Mrs. Roland Prior
and
there
will
foe
a “business ses
Stewart M. Pollard,
there will also be boys’ glee clubs,
Following the concert. Dr. Kous is slowly
1
M M « «t
improving. Another that the Douglas fir tree is the sion, d scussion of lyrics submit
girls’ glee clubs, mixed glee clubs, sevitzky and his party were taken daughter Mrs. Alethea Brown of most valuable and
important
meditation
Lawrence Candage is visiting his bugle and drum corps, string quar cn an inspection tour of the New Ycrk is helping care for Mrs grown in the United States. Who ted fcr prize awards, and original
[For The Courier-Gazettel
music written for orig.nal pcetiy.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Can- tets, vocal quartets, and talented camp.
Later he rehearsed a Smith.
can pick them cut?
I sat ln Capistrano's mission garden
In the afternoon Dr. E. M.
• • • •
dage. Camden street, while cn a drum majorettes who will give ex special concert to be held the
Beside a fountain where the
Robert
Hannon
and
Harland
cloistered strolled.
Wright
of the English department
hibitions in. baton twirling.
Dorothy Maynor, the famous
same evening with the 180th Field
And fancied chants and breviaries for 15-day furlough from Norfolk, Va.
Pease
left
Sunday
for
Newtown,
at
Bates
college will be the speak
Enthusiasts of schools and music Artillery Band.
Negro soprano, is to give the final
pardon
Conn.,
where
they
employment
in
For souls whose requiems those
er.
It
Is
expected that the cen
•
•
•
•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
Bickford
of
in this section will find the dayconcert of the year for the Ban
bells had tolled.
Fairfield
State
Hospital.
tral
location
will mean a large at
Great Neck, L L, N. Y., have opened well spent by attending.
gor
community
concerts
in
City
ACCOR|>
I knelt before the golden Spanish
Mrs. L. Thompson and family Hall on Monday next. She is tendance. The Orants friould be
• • • •
their cottage on Lincolnville road
The meadowlark has a golden song.
jay has a raucous voice.
The garden's fragrance hung like for the season.
hvae returned to their heme in brilliant, handsome and' a charm not.fiud if possible, by May 20. Ow
Among the Summer vocalists The
But Spring has welcomed both of
incense there.
Albion, after spending the W.nter ing lady with one cf the most ing to the fact that many school
who come to this pait of Maine is
them
And with a faith I knew would never
falter
.
...
As the result cf a Winter’s contest ' Rand Smith, baritone, an artist And ibldden them both rejoice.
here.
MARY ASTOR
soulful voices this writer has ever musicians frcm ail over the state
I prayed they viewed a garden (ar
By
Keith
Thomas,
(Christian
• Mall- McOaaial
in the Mite Club, the losers,, Mrs. pup.l- with Wellington Smith at Science
Mr. and Mrs. James Tozier and heard..
will foe in Lewiston that day for
Monitor)
more rare.
• * • •
Jesse Miller. Mrs. S. B. Miller.
• • • •
a festival it was decided best not
The twilight soon brought colors rose Arthur P Haines. Mrs. A. D Morey, Pleasant Point. Through his tal
TODAY
and purple.
, . Mrs. Charles A Emery and Mrs.
Junior Day which opened the Caroline Hart ol Appleton were
At the Presidents Night of the to meet at a hotel. The College
The desert hush bespoke a promised Retta Simmons, entertained the ent of which he gives generously
“ZIEGFELD GIRL"
annual convention of the Maine visitors Sunday in Winterport and Woman's Baptist Social Union at street headquarters is a favorite
in
Summer
concerts,
particularly
lames Stewart, Judy Garland
I know^a loved one of that hallowed winners. Mis. Lillian McRae. Mrs in the annual concert at the War Federation of Music Clubs was a Fort Knox.
Ford Hall, Boston, the high light with various clubs and other
Ha:ry Edgecomb and Alwood of the evening was the illustrated groups, and the place is on the
Who's ever near and bids my faith Nathan F. Cobb, Mrs. Seabrook W. ren Baptist Church, and his own thrilling success—the largest af
Tel.
Gregory and Mis. Ernest Buswell, winning personality. Mr. Smith has fair of this age group in more Mitchell, were business callers lecture “Wes-t Ind es" gjven by F.gure-Eight trolley line.
lncro&sc
Lillian M. Simmons
at a 1 o'clock lunchecn Thursday
892
than ten years. Boys and girls Tuesday in Portland. Scuth Ber Alton (Hall Blackington and the
Lynn. Mass.
ROCKLAND
at the Copper Kettle. Honors in endeared himself to all who have who are studying music came wick and Somersworth, N. H.
audience were charmed with his COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
contract for the afternoon went to come to know him. These many from many parts of the State, in
Miss Vivian Rowell has been fine entertainment.
friends
will
be
interested
in
the
WORK WONDERS
Mrs. Mprey. Mts. Bustyeil and Mrs.
• • • •
review of Mr. Smiths recent re- buses and private cars, to take visiting her aunt Mrs. Melinda
Cobb
LAST TIMES TODAY
their part in acquainting the pub Cunningham in South Liberty.
Now comes Phippsburg with the
DON “RED” BARRY” in
lic with the appreciation of mu
Mrs. Linwood Mitchell has re brilliant suggestion that prizes be
" HIE PH ANTOM COWBOY"
sic as a cultural force. The pro turned from Union after car.ng given for the most artistic RFD.
Serial, Cartoon, Sports News
gram given by these beys and for her mother Mrs. M. E. Cun mail box, carved or constructed as
girls, up to 18 years cf age. would ningham.
one pleases, with an artistic
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
compare
favorably with the pro
Loienzo Linscott has been serv thought uppermost. This writer
This mighty spectacle brought hs
NOW—CASH NIGHT $100
gram of older greups. A national ing cn traverse jury in Rockand. has seen some very artistic “log
lo Rockland after many reques
ROY ROGERS in
Reg.
S5
PARK
AVE.
PERMAMemorial Day exercises will be cabin” boxes cn the Belfast road
officer, Mrs. Phyllis Lations Han
ll
,wc'L
COIXIRADO
son of Worcester, Mass., was guest held) at Miller cemetery at 10 a. m. that were an ornament and not
NENT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . J2-50
"LONE
W'OLF TAKES A
. i i nas si.tch'ii
speaker. There was a massed The address w.ll be given by Rev. an eyesore as some are. Good
CHANCE”
chorus, cne of the participating Harold Nutter of Waldoboro.
t
1
Maotee 1 0 Ha a
Reg. $7 NEW DUART PERMAz
thought, Phippsburg.
LAUGHTON
• • • •
groups being the Thomaston High
Mrs. Ida M.tchell and family
SUN.-MON, MAY 18-19
NENT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.00
v
Ahead of Rockland
Fat men should plan to stay on
School Glee Club; The Waynflete spent last week with her parents
if If
MWf
"SHE KNEW ALL THE
Glee Club presented a group of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.lliams of this earth. Should cne weigh 200
CHILDREN’S PARK AVE.
ANSWERS"
pounds on earth he would weigh
three selections, and one of the Appleton.
PERMANENT ...
.. .. .. .. . $2.00
VICTOR
J '
. J JF
Joan
Bennett,
Franchot Tone
three tons if he lived on the sun.
newest groups in the Federation,
Lj
Idmond O Bnen
•
•
•
•
the Thomastcn
High
School
Airplane lubricants are being
Alan Marshal
Coming: "Ziegfeld Girl.’’ "Great
No man needs to go without a
Girls' Glee Club, directed by Ruth manufactured out of herring, sar
American Broadcast.”
Also
366 MAIN STREET RtX KLAND, OVER LEACH S TEL. 127
E. Sanbcrn, sang Mendelssohn's dine and whale oils by the Japa shave with 100,000 barber shops in
World Evento
this country.
"Lift Thine Eyes” as cne of their nese.
News of Day
and Mrs. E. E Stoddard are
weekend as guests of
:.t”r. Mrs William Parker
I r‘,0 Hampton, Mass.
h®**,
------,, Carl Freeman entertained
, 'Club Thursday night, awards
\-ul'.;e going to Mrs. Vance NorFlorence Kncwlton and
Pauline Schofield.
Sb'.g tl."

Miss Kathleen Dean went this
morning to the Massachusetts
General Hospital, where she will
remain for several weeks. She was
accompanied by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Dean and Mr. and
Mrs. Bailuf Baum.

I„

; t lor Tlie Black Ace,
-act mystery drama bein]
by the Hope Grant
i working witl
lusiasm and hopes to havj
soon Tiie proceeds at
il .i ,i dental clinic anJ
i. church hold Summel
on Grange is invite/
Monday night with Hop!
Supper will be served al
inna Hart, Virginia Har|
tants.

’robate Notices
SI VIE or MAINE
interested irl elthe*

■ ■ Inal ter iiuiuni
otci'.p Court held ut Rock
lid lor the County of Knox
tti day ol April lu the yen

rd one thousund nine hun
I oty-one and by adjourn.
ji dm
io d ty from the istl
I April. The following mat

i : ■ ■ ntod for tin
hereupon
he re In after
Hull
hereby ORDERED

>tl< e there >f lie given to al
in ie-ted. by causing a cop'
rder to he published lliret
-lively in The Courier
new paper published a
ln n Id County, that the
o' nt ' Probate Court tu te
•aid Koelrland on the 2Otr
V A It 1941 ut eight ocJocl
rtiiooii. and lx- heard there
(y see cause.
/ATI'S DUNN, late of Cush.
•I
Will and Petition foi
ie-. >f. s king that the sams
iroved and allowed and tha
tamentnry Issue to Rich
En of Cushing, he being tha
(h.iine.l Hl -aid will, without

IIN C PERRY. JR., late of
deceased.
Will and Petlprobate thereof, asking that
may be proved and allowed
letters Testamentary issue
Kalloch Perry, of Rock
being the Executrix named
111, without bond.
Cr CADDY, late of South
n deceased
Will and Petl
■: loklng that
ini', be proved and adowed
I etters Testamentary Issue
i. <
I South momin..- the Executrix named

without bond
OI SEN. lute of Rockland,
Will and Petition for pro>of
asking that the same
io ed and allowed and that
rt lamentary Issue to Carl
i; i k uni he being the
. . • I m Mid will, without
ll

H KOI.RROOK lete of Ten-

bor deceased
wfll aivd Peprobute thereof, asking that
mav be proved and a'lowed

Le’ters Testamentary issue
e-, E Holbrook of Tenants
ie being the Executor named
rill, without bond.
P
SI EEPER. lute of
maston. deceased. Will and
f.. probate thereof, asking
■ me mav be proved and
Mid that Letters Testamen■ HeU n K Sleeper and
Jleeper. both of South Thomhrv being the Executrices
-aid will, without bond.
CR R BUXTON, late of Longdeceased.
Exempll"l Will utid Probate thereof,
w th ,i Petition for Probate
n Will, asking that the copy
fill muv be allowed, filed and
Probate Court of
un’y, and that Letters Te«ta. d'd to Mabel Allen
J Longmeadow, Mass., wlthly on bond.
ilNE SLATER WASHBURN.
Worcester, Mass., deceased.
I'd copy of will and Codicil
nid probate thereof, asking
I y of said will and codicil
allowed, filed and recorded
.hate Court of Knox County,
letters Testamentary be IsRi'lnald Washburn of Wor
dsJames A Hutchinson
n. Mass . and James D, Rein, Mass , without surewnd.
(ON I OR CHANGE OF NAME,
lat the name of Maud Garber
C linden, be changed to Msud
W ■ ;<-ott. presented by said
krber Crall.
E LIIJ.IA A. ALDEN, late of
. ,. p<|
Petition for Ad
don asking that Edward A.
Union, or some other sult&on. be appointed Admr.,
|E JAMES B WEBSTER, late
deci ' ed
Petition for
irali n asking that Lottie M.
of Vinalhaven or some other
l"is n be appointed Admx.,
bond.
E WALTER H WOTTON. late
Idshlp. (leeea-ed.
First and
ount presented for allowance
E Wotton, Exx
!1 JOHN K DUNN, late of
le ' isi d Hrst and Final Ac'ed for allowance by Eva
Admx.

E ELDEN P lamb, late of
d- ea ed
First and Final
pn sente 1

for

allowance

by

imb. Admr.
FI CORA P. I.AMB late of
deceased.
First and Final
pre-ented for allowance by
I.amb. Admr.
K EXJZABETH S ACHORN.
c o iden. deceased
Petition
lntment of Trustee, asking
na M Dwinal of Camden, or
suitable person be ap( Tm-tee of the Trust estbe use and benefit of Home
Chestnut 8tree*_ Bap'' h. Charles Cleveland. Georgia
or, r Community Hospital an*1
Jbrary.
ADELLA N TOWNSEND.
ia ' :i Petition for License to
'ahi Real Estate, situated lh
fully described ln said
i by Adeiia T Kirkof Thonia-ton, Odn.
D: EMMA A
WENTWORTH,
Union, dece -ed
Petition for
•n asking that Burleigh
-•me. and Beulah B HUt. both
n or some other suitable per
il ppoln ted Admrs., without

fE AMANDA H
WHITNEY.
»• known as Mrs. Everett E.
late of Appleton, deceased,
for Administration, asking
nn i w Conant of Warren, or
ther suitable person, be ap*
Admx . without bond
■s HARRY E WILBUR. »"
Judge of Probate Court for
ounty, Rockland, Maine.
MARY V RYDER.
Register Pro term
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ONE HALE PRICE SPECIALS

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

goinuoar?

are

“For a Considerable Time To Come the
Answer Is ‘No’ ” Says Senator Brewster
In my judgment fcr a consider-

etle time to cone the answer is

“no.” War is not likely w’hen
neither party wants to fight and
that is certainly the case today.
Hitlpr has no des re to see the
United States involved because it
would mean the doubl.r.g and treb
ling of American production almost
overnight a.? Uncle Sam relied up
his sleeves and shook off the leth
argy which Is at present holding
defense production down 25 to 40
percent below the desred totals.
Hitler will leave America alone
fo rthe present. Patrols will not
be attacked.
The two Committees on Naval
Affairs and Commerce cn which I
have been placed have been in very
frequent sessions this Winter cens.dering the proper provision for
eur navy and the great merchant
marine program in which we are
r.ow engaged. More recently the
Special Senate Committee to In
vestigate our National Defense has
been holding hearings to deter
mine the piogress cf cur prepared
ness.
Maine has a tremendous stake
in this great program1 with more
than $300 000 000 in defense con
struction allocated to Kittery.
South Portland, and' Bath. These
ailocaticns are a tribute to the
skill and character cf Maine ship
builders and Maine craftsmen.
Everywhere one is greeted with
the same question: “Are we going
to be involved in war?"
No cne cn earrh knows the an;wer in a world that is aflame.
First, we were told there would be
no war. Second, we were told it
was a phony war. Now’ we are told
bv the same voices that it is a
hopeless war and that Britain is
engaged, in a hopeless fight.
On the other side are ranged
those who have steadfastly con
tended that war seemed inevitable
and terrible but that right would
ultimately triumph.
No cne today defends the good
Intent ens of Adolph Hitler. His
scourge has spread across 14 prostiate nations in Europe—most of
them innocent cf any wrong ex
cept the tragic error of weakness
in the face of his engulfing might.
Colonel Lindbergh has well de
scribed the situation in a recent
article in Collier s Magazine where
he said: "One cf the striking dif
ferences between Fiance and Engnnd. during the months immedi
ately preceding this war, lay in
the fact that France was alert to
her danger, but disorganized; while
England was organized but only
half awake. In France, internal
conditions were so bad that I often
wondered whether war or revoution would break upon the country
first. In England, there was no
danger cf revolution, but the peo
ple cf that nation had never ad
justed themselves to the tempo of
this modern era. Their minds
were still attuned to the speed of
sa 1 rather than to that of air
craft The way cf life in England
was ideal fcr times cf peace, but
fatal fcr a modern war. In Germir.y. cn the other hand, one

found a nation that had risen from
the prostration of a previous de
feat—a nation less tolerant, less
satisfied, than its neighbors; a na
tion fully trained for war. and nur, tured on the philosophy that right

: is inseparable from might."

Faced with this philosophy that
might makes right America by an
overwhelming majority decided to
modify its neutrality legislation
and permit the shipment of muni; t ons to the warring yet unprepared
democracies.
Incidentally. this
meant the creation of production
facilities in America that would
be most serviceable to us in any
crisis. With the fall of France
America became even more aroused
and embarked upon a great pre
paredness program that resulted in
the first peace-time mobilization in
cur history that has now put more
than a million and a half men
under arms and has started the
wheels of our country whirring to
produce more than thirty billion
collars worth of defense materials.
Meanw’hile it became evident
that without further aid Britain
must inev.tably fall and the Con
gress responding to the joint voices
of both great parties in the last
national election and again by an
overwhelming majority has enact
ed a sfeven-bilhon dollar pregram
cf aid to Britain and has em
barked upon a gigantic program to
build the ships that shall carry
the goods across the seas.
Let us remember in this connec
tion that while ships are being
sunk the last two months at the
rate of five million tons a year
there is no reason to bet eve that
this rate of depletion can be con
tinued during the much longer
periods of daikness that prevail in
northern latitudes during the Fall
and Winter months when both
submarine and aeria operations
are greatly hand capped. Mean
while various reserves are being
called into service and the ship
ping routes of the world are being
reorganized to meet this challenge
and the democracies are a long
way from exhausting their re
sources.
I shall net soon forget the in
spiration of William Knudsen's
testimony before the Committee investigating our national defense.
He pointed out that America had
twice industrial capacity and re
sources of any other nation upon
the earth. One of the committee
members inquired whether any
other nation was overtaking us
and Mr. Knudsen replied: "What
do you mean overtaking us? We
have not yet begun."
A vast organization is all too
slowly coming into being held back
by the lethargy and moderation
of Americans who have not yet
awakened to the significance of
what is going on in the world
across the seas.
Whether or not it is possible for
us to entrench ourselves against
a world, certainly no one desires
that the line of battle shall shift
from the English Channel to the
shores of the United States.
Our present tremendous program

of preparedness and aid to Britain
is not depleting our resources but
is rather organizing our resources
for more adequate defense. The
planes that are beginning to pour
overseas to Europe are but the
products of assembly lines that
may soon equal the production of
the great automobile assembly lines
I In Detroit that have been the
amazement of the world,
j A million fewer automobiles this
; next year will make room for 50.000
more planes as America begins to
| realize something of the marvelous
resources that nature has bestowed
upon us with so prodigal a hand.
The administration is moving
constantly to extend more effective
aid to Britain in accordance with
the declared policy of the Con
gress and the country without in
volving the United States in war.
No course can be guaranteed
against involvement as the Presi
dent has frankly said but those
in authority are in a better posi
tion to estimate the probabilities
with all the information they se
cure from every quarter of the
globe.
Certainly Hitler is not
anxious to involve the United
States in war. He is keenly con
scious of the consequences 20 years
ago when the productive capacities
cf America were finally unleashed.
Hitler knows far better than
most Amerians have yet realized
what it would mean if America
really knuckled down to fight. In
stead of an annual production of
ten billion dollars at which our in
dustries were operating this last
quarter we wculd go without delay
to 30 or 40 billion dollars a year
and this would spell the doom of
the strained resources of middle
Europe upon which Mr. Hitler must
still depend.
We have at least now passed the
fateful days of April which
throughout the Winter we w’ere
confidently told would be the time
when America would be involved
in strife..
Our objectives continue to 'be to
keep Britain in the war and to
keep America cut of the war and
there is nothing to indicate that
there is immediate danger that
we .my not continue to achieve
these twin objectives.
Let us also realize that the col
lapse of Britain which wculd in
evitably result from the withdraw
al of our aid would by no means
free us from danger but would
mean rather America would face
the world alone.
Colonel Lindbergh has made
crystal clear the philosophy of German that believes that might is
right. There is nothing in this
philosophy that would indicate a
contentment with a conquest of
me’ely half tne world. Conquerors
cannot stand still.
Hitler, who was to toe content
with Munich and with Czechoslo
vakia and with Poland has nowtaken practically ail the nations of
Fiu ope underneath his sway.
There is to be found in the les
sons of human nature or of his
tory nothing to indicate that a
Hitler dominant over Europe.
Africa and Asia would not seek to
engulf the riches and the ideology
represented by the United States.
There is considerable discussion
as to whether or not America is
vulnerable. Upon this issue I shall
not summon an advocate of aid to
Britain who might perhaps be ac
cused of bias but rather the most
outstanding advocate of isolation
to be found' in the Senate of the

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
—OF—

STEAMBOAT LORE OF THE PENOBSCOT’

“BOSTON”

“Steamboat Lore" will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words

the intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot.

See the old

steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men
who ran them.

“Steamboat Lore" begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries

through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Golden Age of the
“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development—and continues down the

sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.
It is the story of “Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi
tional pictures and stories.
Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON
MAINE

News Of The Navy

Follow The Trend

Young Men Waiting For
School To Close May
Apply At This Time

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and toy night. The day s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

PORTLAND HEAD

Wonder how many lightkeepers’
wives listened to Kay Kyser’s pro
gram on the air Wednesday night?
He asked. “Do keepers of lighthouses
do their own cooking?" His own
answer was "I should say yes be
cause they are light housekeepers.”
What about it, housewives, do we
let him get away with that?
• • • •

The Sterlings entertained at din- ;
ner Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Robert
T Sterling. Jr., of Portland.
The Hilt family are alone (just
three) the first time for a number
of years.
Mr. and Mrs. Richards of Dam
ariscotta called Sunday on Mrs.
Sterling.
Arthur Harlow of South Portland “LITTLE NAVY”
Spring brings increasing activity
was guest Tuesday evening of F. O.
for
the little ships that serve and
Hilt.
/
supply
the Royal Air Force—ships
Mrs R. T. Sterling visited Wed
that
make
up Britains “little navy.”
nesday with her sister Mrs. Charles
These
vessels,
manned and oper
Sterling of Peaks Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant and ated by the personnel of the RAF.,
family of Cape Elizabeth called are rather small for naval vessels
—most cf them are only 20 to 60
Sunday on the Hilts.
feet
in length. But they do valiant
Abraham Sterling of Peaks Island
duty.
was overnight guest Wednesday at
The vessels include high-speed
the home of his sister and brotherlaunches for rescuing airmen from
in-law the Sterlings at the Light.
F. O. Hilt was disappointed Sun crashed planes; armored targetday. When he arrived home he boats which dart courageously over
found a card bearing the names of the waters to give British pilots
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley and real practice in bemtomg ships;
a little note. Mr. Rawley Is post and pinnaces to supply flyingmaster at Tenants Harbor. So glad boats and to lay flare paths on the
you called, and because you had to water for seaplanes alighting at
have an escort to the Light don't let night.
The work done by the little ships
it bother you; try again, better luck
is always dangerous, and on most
next time.
R. T. Sterling was dinner guest of the vessels machine runs must
Wednesday of acquaintances in be carried to ward off enemy plane
attacks. Mammoth seas and pun
Portland.
Miss Nannie Kinney, who has ishing gales frequently add to the
been with the Hilt family all Win terrors of the war, for the boats
ter returned to her home at St must often sa 1 many miles offshore
George last Sunday, accompanied in the unsafe waters of the North
by Miss Charlotte Caddy also re Sea cr the Atlantic to pick up
pilots repoted down.—War Cry.
turning to St. George.

United States—a man as well-in
formed concerning our defenses as
any man in the Congress at this
time because of a lifetime devoted
to the development of our naval
defenses— a man who sat upon
the platfoim with Colonel Lind
bergh at his recent great meeting
in the city cf New York lending the
prestige of his presence to the ad
dress of Colonel Lindbergh at that
time—Senator David I. Walsh.
Chairman for many years of the
great Naval Affairs Committee of
the Senate and an authority upon
our national defense.
Upon the issue of whether or
not America is vulnerable to at
tack I ask you to listen to the con
sidered utterance of Senator Walsh
in the Senate of the United States
on May 15, 11941. I quote. "From
all the evidence available it ap
pears that the United' States can
be defeated and conquered) without
military conquest of continental
United States. Without a navy
capable of controlling the sea areas
against an enemy, an effective
blockade against our foreign com
merce can be established and main
tained at points thousands of miles
from our coasts and) well beyond
aircraft range. Our outlying pos
sessions will be captured and uced
against us as advance bases. There
will be nothing to prevent the es
tablishment of bases, by force, if
necessary, in this hemisphere, from
which, as well as from aircraft
carriers, repeated bombing raids
can be dispatched against our
highly industrialized areas . . .
With the loss cf our outlying pos
sessions. our foreign commence,
i and subject to continual raids upen
cur coastal areas, our ultimate deI feat is inevitable. It will be only
a question of time, depending on
how long our national will to fur. ther resist w.ll held out. W thout
the power to carry the fight to the
enemy, there can be no alternative
other than subjugation to his
wishes.”
| Let us remember that without
the resources now controlled by the
British Empire fit would be ex
tremely difficult if not impossible
for the United States to insure
control of the high seas.
I Let us recognize that we face
two terrible alternatives. It may
well be true that ultimately Hitler
will decide that he will precipitate
us into war although every calcu
lation of cunning will persuade
I him to defer this evil day as long
I as possible because he knows full
I well what it woud mean to the
morale of the pecple of the Reich.
| On the other hand let us realize
that the fall of England would
mean a Hitler triumphant in three
I continents and able easily to penetrate by peaceful means the counI tries to our south in ways that it
| would be almost impossible for us
, to challenge. As he moves steadily
, up by idealogical penetration to
ward the Panama Canal America
will more and more feel the chal

I

lenge as we face the world alone.

It is my considered judgment
that the best prospect of avoiding
war lies in maintaining the fight
ing power of Great Britain and a
battleline on the English Channel
rather than along our New Eng. land coast. It is in that conviction
that we are continuing to carry on
conscious of our human limitations
j and yet seeking constantly that
guidance that, has carried Amerira
so far.

I
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LAMOINE WANTS IT
■amoine wants that new lobsterrearing station; and the local
Civic club points out that the
former U. S. coaling depot would
be ideal. The property consists ctf
55 acres of land, and a large steel
wharf over 3C0 feet long. The
Univeisity of Maine biological
school occupies three buildings on
the east end of the property, where
school is conducted six weeks in
the Summer.
It costs the average driver about
three cents a mile today to drive
his car; in 1900 the average was
30 cents a mile.

The Officer-in-Charge, Navy Re
cruiting Service. Northern New
England District, announces that
potential candidates for enlistment
in the United States Navy who are
awaiting for schools to close be
fore they enlist, may apply now
or anytime prior to closing of
schools, to file application and
take the physical examination. If
they are found qualified for en
listment. they will be enlisted in
the Navy as soon as they leave
school at the end of the school
term.
Also, young men about to reach
their 17th birthday who are de
sirous of enlisting in the Navy,
may file applications and take the
physical examiation at least one
month before their 17th 'birthday.
If they are found qualified, they
will be enlisted in the Navy on
their 17th birthday.
All young men accepted for en
listment in the Navy who are be
tween the ages of 17 and 18 years,
will be enlisted for a minority term
—the enlistment to expire the day
before they reach their 21st birth
day.
Those who apply are under no
obligation whatsoever, and will
avoid the rush of applicants, an
ticipated when school closes.
Parents are invited to contact
any Navy Recruiting Station for
information in the interest of their
sons future.
All enlisted men have an equal
chance of learning one of the
many trades taught in the Navy,
and are assured of a pension after
20 years honorable service.
• • • •
The U. S. S. Lexington (giant
air-craft carrier) with 2202 officers
and men aboard, has on board at
the present time what is probably
the largest number of offices and
enlisted personnel ever to be at
tached to a single man-of-war on
duty at any one time.
• • • •
Originally there were 13 trouser
buttons on all United States' Sea
men's trousers; one for each of
the 13 original States.
• • • •
The anchors on the U. S. S.
West Virginia each weigh ten
tons. There are three of them
aboard ship.
• • • •
Strangely enough, the flagship
of the Revolutionary Navy was
named the U. S. S' Alfred in honor
of King Alfred of England, and
yet was commissioned to fight
against the British Navy which
was originally founded by that oldtime English Monarch.

Lakewood

Issued
Tuesday

Theatre

"Skylark,” one of the nw.si CK)lni.
lar and recent Broadway ccmedy
Rockland League of
successes has been chosen as the
Women Voters
initial bill for the Lakewood Play,
ers opening Lakewood’s 41st season
cn Saturday night. May 31 Tlle
play will be given through the week
of June 2 with the first matlree of
the season on Saturday. June
According to Melville Burke (ii.
rector of the famous I.akewdj
Company, comedies will predoniinate this coming Summer and
among the plays to be given will be
such notable successes as “The
Male Animal,” “No Time For Comjedy.” “Old Acquaintance,’ i,adv
In Waiting,’ “Night Before C.-.n-tl
mas," “Philadelphia Story." ■ [m;e
Foxes,” “Kind Lady," "Up pop'
The. Devil,” Bernard Shaws \;,t.
jor Barbara,” and a new farce by
Owen Davis "Family Honeymoon."
The company this season will jn.
elude numerous players who have
not been seen at Lakewood before
among them two prominent Bn adway women, Barbara Robbia and
Flora Campbell.
Reservations are now being re
Mrs. Louise Leonard Wright of
ceived for the opening night which
Chicago, chairman of the Depart
|will ibe a special gala ccca -mn a,
ment of Government and Foreign
i well as for the season, and the
Policy, National League of Women 'prices remain unchanged, 7, and
Voters.—Photo by the Globe Press '$110, tax included.

Thursday

Saturday
Established Jar

The Time Is

V. F. W. State
ment In Rockla
Be a Big Affair

Service.

Lincoln County Court

National League of Women voters
today announced appointment of '
Lincoln Ccurity Superior Court
Mrs. D. Bailey Calvin of LaMarque, 'opened Tuesday with Justice Oecigr
Texas, as secretary of its National IL. Emery of Biddeford pre nkn;
Board of directors. She will fill Mrs. Alta Mottram of Auburn U
the unexpired term of Mrs. Paul • court stenographer.
EKel of Stanford Un veisity. Cali
Repcrting for grand jury erviee
fornia, who recently resigned her
were Chester N. Light, W.ild'lrio
position cn the National board.
'foreman; Percy E Chenev, Wirt-.
Mrs. Calvin has been an en I field; Fred P Carleton. Dresden;
thusiastic worker for the League's
Sebra W. Crooker, Damar;-,otta;
program 6f political education Edward S. Dunton. Boothbay Harsince she first became a member ibcr; Sidney G Evans, Wi . et;
in Missouri.
iThurlov; F, Flagg, Nobleboro; Er• • • •
J vine Hatch, South Bristol; Caleb 0
Chicago, scene of the Woman Fossett, Bristol; Ashley Moody J,;.
Suffrage Victory’ Convention in Jerson; John M Perkins. New astir
1920. will be the meeting place for Herbert L. Stahl. Waldoboro; Unthe next biennial convention of dell M. Weeks, Bristol, and Fred
the National League of Women Winchenbach, Waldoboro.
Voters. April 27 to May’ 1, 1942
The convention will mark the 22d there will be discussion and adop.
anniversary of the League, which ition cf the budget and program lor
was organized simultaneously with I the coming year, reports of i, il
the passage of the Nineteenth | league presidents and election of
Amendment granting nation-wide I officers. The presidents attendin;
suffrage and in conjunction with include Miss Carolyn P s.o :,
the Victory Convention. cf the Na lEangcr; Mrs. Frederick E Camp,
tional American Wcman Suffrage Bluehill; Mrs. William H B: , r,
I Cumberland County; Mrs.
Association.
• • • •
I Cowan, Rcckland; Mis
The closing features of the Rand, Southwest Harbor and Mrs.
League of Women Voters conven Earle W. Hall cf Waterville
• • • •
tion will be a luncheon at the Y. W.
All Rockland League niembei are
C A. in Bangor Friday noon. The
program to be in charge of Mrs. invited to attend the Bangor (in
Carl Hall. Bluehill chairman of the vention. Those wishing transporta
department of government and so tion or have transportation to effer
cial welfare. The speaker is to be I are requested to call Mrs. Horatio
John Dillencourt, executive secre C. Cowan, tel. 358.
tary of the Bangor Community
Chest who will give an introduction
“The ultimate end of inflation is
to the showing of the National Pro revolution and today's fashion in
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS bation Association film "The Boy 'revolution is national seoialism'—
WORK WONDERS
In Court.” At the morning session Herbei t Hoover.

The Buyer's Best Assurance
IsThe Sellers Good Name"

Almost too busy t<
K. Hamlin, general
the State V.F.W. en«
does it.

The Department
erans of Foreign W
3’st annual Hiram;
city June 27 . 28 and
Oliver R. Haml
chairman of the
other chairmen bein
ton, Ladies of the j
than Berliawsky, horn
quet; Maynad Hitvetij

non O. Giles, regi :
Hill. parade; Ge
drum corp ; Albert bl
program;

Raipli Cl.

ment; Thomas Ana-a
ment tickets;
church se. vice-

sic; Lawrence
sail boating.

Past State Conn
National Council
present Department
cer Leroy P Smith
assisting in the arra|
Jeanne Ladd. Natic
drum majorette of
Mass, will lead the
29. Miss Ladd is a
Swampscott, Ma.s,
and in the past three

both the National
of the legion and
Foreign Wars. She
There will be 12 d
the

parade

includiiij

champions of Bidde
ing the parade the
corps contest at I
White Park on Maine
will be awarded to
All drum corps cf th<j
In the State are invit
Corps chairman Is Gc
Brick street, Rockla!
The Rockland Citj
lead the parade ahe!
of march there will
land Fire Department
Red Jacket Sea Scou
sible sailors from gori
In the Rockland bl
Defense corps, float j
LOBSTERI
FISHERI
YOU MAY NG

&

ALEWi

K)

FOR B)
AT REASONABIj

Telephone War
William Stu,

4*
You can buy a used car from your Chevrolet dealer

with confidence ... because Chevrolet dealers are

reliable merchants... because they are the leaders in
new car sales... and because they believe in offering
*

I

A-l used cars at the very lowest prices.

FOR TOP

1 USED CAR VALUES
T!k

' your

CHEVROLET

-.DEALERr

BUY

WHERE

MILLIONS

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

ARE

BUYING

CARROLL’S GARAGE

It’s easy to figure
example 50 miles

SMART FOLKS 5 \|
NEXT TIJ

GO BY T)l

THOMASTON, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, ME.

UNION, ME.

RAILRI

